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I. PROJECT SUMMARY 

Applicant:  Northwest Self Storage West Linn 
14855 SE 82nd Drive 
Clackamas, OR 97015 
(503) 804-5545 
capitalman@onlinenw.com 

Property Owner:  VK Northwest, Inc.  
c/o Vipul Patel 
12700 SE McLoughlin Boulevard 
Milwaukie, OR 97222 
mpinvestments@gmail.com 

Site Address:  2400-2450 Willamette Falls Drive 
West Linn, OR 97068 

Assessor Site Acreage:  1.58  

Tax Map/Lots: Clackamas County Assessor Map 21E35D, Tax Lots 2000 & 5300 and 
Map 21E35DD, Tax Lots 3400 & 3500 

Zoning:  General Commercial (GC) 

Comprehensive Plan:  Commercial 

Adjacent Zoning:  I-205 to the north, R10 residential (single-family residential 
detached) to the south, and GC to the east and west  

Existing Structures:  None 

Request:  Conditional Use Permit, Design Review, Water Resource Area Permit, 
Variance for driveway spacing, and Special Waiver for building height 
for a proposed self-storage facility 

Project Contact:  Lee Leighton, AICP  
Mackenzie 
1515 SE Water Avenue, Suite 100 
Portland, OR 97214 
503-224-9560 
lleighton@mcknze.com 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

Description of Request 

This application package includes narrative, plans, and additional documentation in support of a 
proposed self-storage facility on Willamette Falls Drive near the intersection of 6th Street. The 
applications necessary for approval of the proposal include a Conditional Use Permit, Design Review, 
Water Resource Area Permit, a Variance for driveway spacing, and a Special Waiver for building height. 
The following statements address the development standards of the City of West Linn that relate to this 
application. 

Existing Site & Surrounding Land Use 

The site consists of four vacant parcels at 2400-2450 Willamette Falls Drive—tax lots 2000 and 5300 of 
Clackamas County Assessor’s Map 21E35D, and tax lots 3400 and 3500 of Clackamas County Assessor’s 
Map 21E35DD. See Figure 1. The site is located in the Willamette Neighborhood Association. The site is 
bounded to the north by the on-ramp to I-205; to the east and west by multi-tenant office buildings; and 
to the south by Willamette Falls Drive and beyond that by single-family detached residences. The site is 
located in the GC General Commercial zone. The Community Development Code (CDC) classifies self-
storage facilities as conditional uses in the GC zone. 

 
Figure 1. Site Aerial Photo 
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A portion of the site used to be the historic alignment of Willamette Falls Drive, prior to the construction 
of the I-205 freeway. The street alignment was subsequently vacated by the City and reverted to private 
ownership. 

The site is traversed by a stream (Bernert Creek) flowing generally from the west to the east, with a 
piped portion toward the west end of the site (under what used to be Willamette Falls Drive). The City 
has classified this stream as a Water Resource Area (WRA) subject to additional development 
regulations. The applicant’s natural resources consultant has delineated the boundaries of the wetlands 
associated with the stream. The Oregon Department of State Lands (DSL) has concurred with the 
locations identified in the wetland delineation (see Appendix D in Exhibit C). The applicant’s arborist has 
determined that the site has one tree classified by the City as “significant,” a large Oregon white oak in 
the northeast corner (additionally, there is a significant madrone located nearby but off-site). The site 
has approximately 40 trees overall (see Exhibit B). 

Description of Proposed Development  

The proposed development consists of a 106,487-square-foot, four-story self-storage building 
containing parking and loading areas internal to the building. The site will be secured with electronically-
operated gates to safeguard the building and its contents. The traffic circulation pattern is intended to 
generally flow from west to east, with customers entering the west driveway, driving through the 
building itself, and exiting the east driveway. The west driveway will accommodate two-way traffic to 
account for visitors that do not proceed beyond the security gates, while the east driveway will be exit-
only. During the project’s design development phase, the applicant approached the property owner to 
the east (the “2500 Building”) to explore the possibility of sharing their existing driveway, but the 
abutting property owner was unwilling to enter into a shared access agreement. Consequently, the east 
driveway as proposed would serve only the self-storage facility. 

The design intent is to reduce impacts on the WRA by locating the building near the north end of the site 
away from the stream. The west driveway will utilize a bottomless arch culvert at the location of the 
existing stream culvert in the vacated Willamette Falls Drive alignment to avoid creating another piped 
stream segment in that area. Finally, the building will be four stories tall, rather than shorter and wider, 
to minimize the development area’s footprint and impact on the riparian corridor area.  

The building exterior will consist of split face block, painted fiber cement siding (some horizontal lap 
siding and some vertical board and batten style), and a standing seam metal roof. Building colors have 
been selected to complement the surroundings while expressing the brand identity colors of the 
applicant’s business, Northwest Self Storage (see the materials board). 

Based on City standards, it does not appear that dedication of additional right-of-way is required along 
the subject property’s Willamette Falls Drive frontage. The applicant will construct street improvements 
as necessary to conform to City street standards, including some utility relocation as may be required; 
however, in order to minimize impacts on Bernert Creek and wetlands within or adjacent to the right-of-
way, the applicant proposes to meander the sidewalk at some locations. No off-site improvements to 
water, sanitary sewer, or storm sewer are necessary to serve the development. 

Several land use approvals are necessary for the proposed building. Design Review is required for new 
commercial/industrial buildings, and a Conditional Use Permit is required for self-storage facilities in the 
GC zone. A Water Resource Area permit is necessary due to construction within proximity of the stream, 
and a Variance is required due to the proximity of the east driveway to that of the adjoining driveway to 
the east. Finally, a Special Waiver is requested for building height to accommodate a narrow, tall 
building that minimizes WRA impacts compared to a wider, shorter building. 
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III. NARRATIVE & COMPLIANCE 

Development applications are required to meet development standards set forth in the West Linn 
Community Development Code (CDC). The following addresses the specified approval criteria and 
development guidelines and standards which apply to this application. In the sections below, applicable 
approval standards are shown in italics, while responses are shown in normal font. 

Chapter 19: General Commercial, GC 

19.060 Conditional Uses 
The following are conditional uses which may be allowed in this zone subject to the provisions of Chapter 
60 CDC, Conditional Uses: 

11. Wholesale storage and distribution: 
a. Mini-warehouse.  
b. Light. 

Response: The proposed use, a self-storage building, is defined as a mini-warehouse in the Community 
Development Code. In the General Commercial zone, mini-warehouses are considered conditional uses. 
The applicant is requesting a Conditional Use Permit for the proposed facility. This standard is met. 

19.070 Dimensional Requirements, Uses Permitted Outright and Uses Permitted Under Prescribed 
Conditions 
A.  Except as may be otherwise provided by the provisions of this code, the following are the 

requirements for uses within this zone: 
Response: Conditional uses do not fall in the category of uses permitted outright (19.030) or uses 
permitted under prescribed conditions (19.050). Consequently, they are not subject to the provisions of 
this section. This standard does not apply. 

19.080 Dimensional Requirements, Conditional Uses 
Except as may otherwise be established by this code, the appropriate lot or parcel size for a conditional 
use shall be determined by the approval authority at the time of consideration of the application based 
upon the criteria set forth in CDC 60.070(A) and (B). 
Response: Conditional uses are not subject to the specific dimensional requirements identified in 
Section 19.070 for parcel dimensions, setbacks, lot coverage, or building height. The response to Section 
60.070 below demonstrates that the proposed building design and location is appropriate for the site 
context. This standard is met. 

19.090 Other Applicable Development Standards 

A. The following standards apply to all development including permitted uses: 
1. Chapter 34 CDC, Accessory Structures, Accessory Dwelling Units, and Accessory Uses. 
2. Chapter 35 CDC, Temporary Structures and Uses. 
3. Chapter 38 CDC, Additional Yard Area Required; Exceptions to Yard Requirements; Storage 

in Yards; Projections into Yards. 
4. Chapter 40 CDC, Building Height Limitations, Exceptions. 
5. Chapter 42 CDC, Clear Vision Areas. 
6. Chapter 44 CDC, Fences. 
7. Chapter 46 CDC, Off-Street Parking, Loading and Reservoir Areas. 
8. Chapter 48 CDC, Access, Egress and Circulation. 
9. Chapter 52 CDC, Signs. 
10. Chapter 54 CDC, Landscaping. 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC60.html#60
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC60.html#60.070
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC34.html#34
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC35.html#35
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC38.html#38
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC40.html#40
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC42.html#42
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC44.html#44
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC46.html#46
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC48.html#48
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC52.html#52
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC54.html#54
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Response: This application is subject to the development standards located in other chapters of the 
Community Development Code. Compliance with the applicable standards is demonstrated below in this 
narrative/findings statement, and in the attached plans and reports. This standard is met. 

B. The provisions of Chapter 55 CDC, Design Review, apply to all uses except detached single-family 
dwellings and approved conditional use applications pursuant to CDC 60.030(C). 

Response: The applicant is requesting Design Review for the proposed facility. Compliance with the 
Design Review standards is demonstrated in the narrative and in the attached plans and reports. This 
standard is met. 

Chapter 32: Water Resource Area Protection 

32.030 Prohibited Uses 
Alteration, development, or use of real property designated as, and within, a WRA is strictly prohibited 
except as specifically allowed or exempted in this chapter. 

TABLE 32-1: SUMMARY OF WHERE DEVELOPMENT AND ACTIVITIES MAY OCCUR IN AREAS SUBJECT TO 
THIS CHAPTER 

Type of Development or 
Activity 

In Water 
Resource Water Resource Area 

New house, principal 
structure(s) 

No No, except by hardship, CDC 32.100. Geotechnical study 
may reduce WRA width per Table 32-2 (footnote 4). 

Additions to existing 
house, principal 
structure(s) and 
replacement in kind 
(replacement in kind does 
not count against the 500 
sq. ft. limit so long as it 
remains within the 
existing footprint) 

No Yes, so long as it gets no closer to the WRA than building 
footprint that existed January 1, 2006. Max. 500 sq. ft. of 
addition(s) to side or 500 sq. ft. to side of building 
footprint furthest from WRA. No limit on vertical additions 
within existing footprint. (CDC 32.040(C)). Geotechnical 
study may reduce the WRA width per Table 32-2 (footnote 
4). 

New cantilevered decks 
(over 30 inches), 
balconies, roof overhangs 
and pop outs towards the 
WRA from existing house 
or principal structure(s) 

No Yes, but only 5 ft. into the WRA. Foundation or supports of 
structure cannot extend vertically to grade in the WRA. 
Geotechnical study may reduce the WRA width per Table 
32-2 (footnote 4). 

Decks within 30 inches of 
grade, at grade patios 

No Yes, but only to within 50 ft. of the water resource or 10 
ft. behind the top of slope (ravine), whichever is greater.1 
Geotechnical study may reduce the WRA width per Table 
32-2 (footnote 4). 

New accessory structure 
under 120 sq. ft. and 10 
ft. tall 

No Yes, but only if it is a minimum of 50 ft. from the water 
resource or 10 ft. behind the top of slope (ravine), 
whichever is greater.1 

Repair and maintenance 
to existing accessory 
structures 

No Yes, but no increase in footprint or height. 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC55.html#55
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC60.html#60.030
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Stormwater treatment 
and detention (e.g., rain 
gardens, storm 
outfall/energy dissipaters) 

No Yes, private and public facilities including outfall and 
energy dissipaters are permitted if no reasonable 
alternatives exist. 

Driveways/streets/bridges 
and parking lots 

No, unless a 
WRA crossing is 
the only 
available route. 
No parking lots. 

No, unless a WRA crossing is the only available route, or it 
is part of a hardship application. Parking lots only allowed 
in hardship cases the maximum distance from water 
resource. 

New fence(s) No markers or 
posts in a water 
resource. 

Yes, but only to within 50 ft. of the water resource or 
behind the top of slope (ravine), whichever is greater.1 In 
remainder of a WRA, only City approved property markers 
or posts every 25 ft. to delineate property. 

Demolition of structure 
and/or removal of 
impervious surfaces in the 
WRA 

Yes, restoration 
and re-
vegetation 
required. 

Yes, restoration and re-vegetation required. 

Exterior lighting No No, except on existing buildings, additions or hardship 
cases, but light must be directed away from the WRA and 
less than 12 ft. high. 

Public passive recreation 
facilities 

No, except for 
bridges and 
utility crossings. 

Yes, but only soft or permeable surface trails, bridges and 
elevated paths, interpretive facilities and signage. Hard 
surface ADA trails are allowed in WRA above top of slope 
associated with well-defined ravine WRAs. 

Public active recreation 
facilities 

No, except for 
bridges and 
utility crossings. 

Yes, but natural surface playing fields and playground 
areas only in WRA above top of slope associated with well-
defined ravine WRAs. 

Grading, fill (see also 
TDAs) 

No, except for 
bridges and 
utility crossings. 

Yes, after a WRA permit is obtained. Restoration and re-
vegetation required. 

Temporarily disturbed 
areas (TDAs) (e.g., buried 
utilities) 

No, except as 
allowed by WRA 
permit. 

Yes, restoration and re-vegetation required. 

Removal of existing 
vegetation or planting 
new vegetation 

No, except 
invasive plants 
and hazard trees 
per CDC 
32.040(A)(2) or 
per CDC 32.100. 

Yes, if it is replaced by native vegetation. Exemption CDC 
32.040(A)(3) applies. 

Realigning water 
resources 

Yes, after 
“alternate 
review” process 

Not applicable 

Response: The proposed building is a “principal structure” and approval is requested pursuant to the 
Hardship provisions of CDC 32.100, as allowed in the first row of Table 32-1. The project also includes 
“stormwater treatment and detention” facilities located within the Riparian Corridor area of the subject 
property, which are allowed “if no reasonable alternatives exist.” In the case of the subject property, 
reasonable development cannot be achieved without an encroachment into the designated WRA, a 100-
foot Riparian Corridor along Bernert Creek, so all areas between the proposed building and its 
access/circulation are within the WRA and no reasonable alternatives exist. Similarly, because the only 
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available route for access to the subject property is Willamette Falls Drive and the developable area is 
on the opposite side of Bernert Creek from the roadway, it is necessary for the driveways to cross the 
WRA; approval for the site plan and circulation are included in the Hardship application. The project will 
also involve grading and fill to implement the proposed site grading, which is allowed with WRA permit 
approval, and planting of new vegetation to implement the proposed WRA buffer enhancement planting 
plan/site landscaping plan, which will rely substantially on native plantings, consistent with the 
requirements in Table 32-1. The proposed development does not include any proposal to realign the 
Bernert Creek water resource or any delineated wetland boundary. 

32.040 Exemptions 
The following development, activities or uses are exempt from a WRA permit but must conform to any 
applicable requirements of this section. 

D. New construction activities allowed in the WRA. 
1. Structures shall be located out of the WRA, except that eaves, balconies, decks, “pop outs,” 

and similar additions, may cantilever over the outer boundary of the WRA a maximum of 
five feet. No vertical supports may extend down to grade within the WRA. 

Response: This provision is not applicable because the applicant is requesting approval pursuant to the 
Alternative Review Process provisions of Section 32.080 and the Hardship provisions of Section 32.110 
rather than this Section. 

F. Exempt areas. 
2. Existing enclosed or piped sections of streams, including any development at right angles 

to the enclosed or piped sections.  
Response: The on-site topographic survey indicates that an existing culvert remains in place where the 
former alignment of Willamette Falls Drive crossed Bernert Creek. The applicant proposes to use a 
bottomless arch culvert to support the proposed driveway crossing of the Creek at the same location. 
For purposes of interpreting WRA provisions, the existing culvert crossing may be subject to this 
exemption. 

32.060 Approval Criteria (Standard Process) 

Response: The subsections of Section 32.060 are referenced by Subsection 32.080.D and are therefore 
addressed below under that heading. 

32.070 Alternate Review Process 

This section establishes a review and approval process that applicants can use when there is reason to 
believe that the width of the WRA prescribed under the standard process (CDC 32.060(D)) is larger than 
necessary to protect the functions of the water resource at a particular site. It allows a qualified 
professional to determine what water resources and associated functions (see Table 32-4 below) exist at 
a site and the WRA width that is needed to maintain those functions. (Ord. 1623 § 1, 2014) 
Response: The applicant has retained Martin Schott and Associates to perform wetland delineation and 
habitat assessment at the subject property, to advise the project design team, and to prepare a WRA 
impact mitigation and replanting plan specifically for the proposed development (see Exhibit C). The 
plan incorporates the project arborist’s recommendations for tree removal and conservation. The 
submitted report and planting plans satisfy the requirements of this Section.  

32.080 Approval Criteria (Alternate Review Process) 

Applications reviewed under the alternate review process shall meet the following approval criteria: 
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A. The proposed WRA shall be, at minimum, qualitatively equal, in terms of maintaining the level of 
functions allowed by the WRA standards of CDC 32.060(D). 

Response: Riparian corridor is mapped along the water resource through the entire site. The standards 
of CDC 32.060(D) require a minimum WRA width 100 feet from the OHW for Riparian Corridors. As 
discussed in Exhibit C, the constraints of the site do not allow development while maintaining this 
minimum width. The proposed WRA will be an average of 40+ feet and a minimum of 29 feet from the 
resource to the edge of proposed development. The entire retained Riparian Corridor will be enhanced 
with native species and improved from degraded to good condition as described below. The proposed 
WRA will be, at minimum, qualitatively equal in terms of providing the level of functions as required. 
This standard is met. 

B. If a WRA is already significantly degraded (e.g., native forest and ground cover have been 
removed or the site dominated by invasive plants, debris, or development), the approval 
authority may allow a reduced WRA in exchange for mitigation, if: 
1. The proposed reduction in WRA width, coupled with the proposed mitigation, would result 

in better performance of functions than the standard WRA without such mitigation. The 
approval authority shall make this determination based on the applicant’s proposed 
mitigation plan and a comparative analysis of ecological functions under existing and 
enhanced conditions (see Table 32-4). 

TABLE 32-4 ECOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF WRA 

Ecological Function Landscape Features Potentially Providing the Function 

Stream flow moderation 
and/or water storage 

A wetland or other water body with a hydrologic connection to a stream or 
flood area, the presence of fallen trees and density of vegetation in the WRA 
that slows the flow of stormwater and increases its ability to retain sediment 
and infiltrate stormwater, and the porosity of the WRA’s surface to enable it 
to infiltrate stormwater. 

Sediment or pollution 
control 

Vegetation within 100 feet of a WRA on gentle slopes and up to 200 feet of a 
WRA if the slope is greater than 25%. The presence of fallen trees and other 
material that slows the flow of water and increase the ability to retain 
sediment, absorb pollutants and infiltrate stormwater; the composition and 
density of vegetation; slope; and soils. 

Bank stabilization Root masses, existing large rocks or anchored large wood along the stream 
bank. 

Large wood recruitment 
for a fish bearing section 
of stream 

Forest canopy within 50 to 150 feet of a fish bearing stream. 

Organic material sources Forest canopy or woody vegetation within 100 feet of a water resource; or 
within a flood area. 

Shade (water 
temperature 
moderation) and 
microclimate 

Forest canopy or woody vegetation within 100 feet of the water resource. 
Roughly 300 feet of continuous canopy for microclimate. 

Stream flow that 
sustains in-stream and 
adjacent habitats 

Seasonal or perennial flow. 

Other terrestrial habitat Forest canopy natural vegetation contiguous to and within 100 to 300 feet of 
the water resource. 
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Response: The existing WRA is degraded as described in Exhibit C. Native forest and 
groundcover have been removed and existing vegetation is dominated by non-native and 
invasive species, primarily reed canary grass and Himalayan blackberry. The proposed reduction 
in WRA width, along with proposed mitigation, enhancement of the entire WRA remaining, will 
provide higher functions as shown in the comparative analysis and mitigation plan. This 
standard is met. 

2. The mitigation project shall include all of the following components as applicable. It may 
also include other forms of enhancement (mitigation) deemed appropriate by the approval 
authority. 
a. Removal of invasive vegetation. 
b. Planting native, non-invasive plants (at minimum, consistent with CDC 32.100) that 

provide improved filtration of sediment, excess nutrients, and pollutants. The 
amount of enhancement (mitigation) shall meet or exceed the standards of CDC 
32.090(C). 

c. Providing permanent improvements to the site hydrology that would improve water 
resource functions. 

d. Substantial improvements to the aquatic and/or terrestrial habitat of the WRA. 
Response: Proposed mitigation will consist of a combination of invasive removal and replanting 
with native vegetation as detailed in the mitigation plan in Exhibit C. These activities will 
improve onsite filtration of sediment, excess nutrients, and pollutants, improving water quality 
and erosion control functions by providing additional vegetation appropriate for the WRA. 
Additionally, the proposed mitigation enhancement will increase native species cover and 
diversity improving wildlife habitat functions by providing greater cover, nesting or burrowing 
sites, and food availability and type. This standard is met. 

C. Identify and discuss site design and methods of development as they relate to WRA functions. 
Response: The approach to maintaining WRA ecological functions is to site the building as far from the 
water resource as possible; to minimize the width of stream crossings and utilize the existing crossing at 
the west driveway; to utilize permeable paving to minimize impervious surfaces within and near the 
WRA; to utilize a four-story building rather than a shorter and wider structure; and to mitigate the 
degraded habitat with native mitigation plantings as proposed within this report. This standard is met. 

D. Address the approval criteria of CDC 32.060, with the exception of CDC 32.060(D). 
32.060 Approval Criteria (Standard Process) 
No application for development on property containing a WRA shall be approved unless the 
approval authority finds that the proposed development is consistent with the following 
approval criteria, or can satisfy the criteria by conditions of approval: 
A. WRA protection/minimizing impacts. 

1. Development shall be conducted in a manner that will avoid or, if avoidance is not 
possible, minimize adverse impact on WRAs. 

2. Mitigation and re-vegetation of disturbed WRAs shall be completed per CDC 
32.090 and 32.100 respectively. 

Response: Proposed development will minimize adverse impact on the WRA to the extent 
possible given the limitations of this site. These provisions are not applicable because the 
applicant requests approval pursuant to the Alternative Review Process provisions of Section 
32.080 and the Hardship provisions of Section 32.110 rather than this Section. Mitigation is 
provided per the standards of CDC 32.090. 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.090
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.100
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B. Stormwater and stormwater facilities. 
1. Proposed developments shall be designed to maintain the existing WRAs and 

utilize them as the primary method of stormwater conveyance through the project 
site unless: 
a. The surface water management plan calls for alternate configurations 

(culverts, piping, etc.); or 
b. Under CDC 32.070, the applicant demonstrates that the relocation of the 

water resource will not adversely impact the function of the WRA including, 
but not limited to, circumstances where the WRA is poorly defined or not 
clearly channelized. Re-vegetation, enhancement and/or mitigation of the 
re-aligned water resource shall be required as applicable. 

2. Public and private stormwater detention, stormwater treatment facilities and 
stormwater outfall or energy dissipaters (e.g., rip rap) may encroach into the WRA 
if: 
a. Accepted engineering practice requires it; 
b. Encroachment on significant trees shall be avoided when possible, and any 

tree loss shall be consistent with the City’s Tree Technical Manual and 
mitigated per CDC 32.090; 

c. There shall be no direct outfall into the water resource, and any resulting 
outfall shall not have an erosive effect on the WRA or diminish the stability 
of slopes; and 

d. There are no reasonable alternatives available. 
A geotechnical report may be required to make the determination regarding slope 
stability. 

3. Roadside stormwater conveyance swales and ditches may be extended within 
rights-of-way located in a WRA. When possible, they shall be located along the 
side of the road furthest from the water resource. If the conveyance facility must 
be located along the side of the road closest to the water resource, it shall be 
located as close to the road/sidewalk as possible and include habitat friendly 
design features (treatment train, rain gardens, etc.). 

4. Stormwater detention and/or treatment facilities in the WRA shall be designed 
without permanent perimeter fencing and shall be landscaped with native 
vegetation. 

5. Access to public stormwater detention and/or treatment facilities shall be provided 
for maintenance purposes. Maintenance driveways shall be constructed to 
minimum width and use water permeable paving materials. Significant trees, 
including roots, shall not be disturbed to the degree possible. The encroachment 
and any tree loss shall be mitigated per CDC 32.090. There shall also be no adverse 
impacts upon the hydrologic conditions of the site. 

Response: The project will utilize the WRA for stormwater conveyance and includes stormwater 
treatment and detention facilities located within the Riparian Corridor area of the subject 
property. This is allowed if “there are no reasonable alternatives available.” In the case of the 
subject property, approximately 77% of the site is covered by designated WRA, and reasonable 
development cannot be achieved without an encroachment into the WRA. All areas between 
the proposed building and its access/circulation are within the WRA and no reasonable 
alternatives exist. The proposed facilities will be constructed in a manner consistent with the 
above requirements. No outfall will be located directly into the water resource as the outfalls 
will be located upslope of Bernert Creek with appropriate energy dissipation utilized to ensure 
the proposed facilities will not result in an erosive effect on the WRA. The roadside culvert 
under the driveway east of the site is proposed to be extended westerly within the right-of-way 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.070
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.090
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.090
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to accommodate the new on-site east driveway. Stormwater facilities are not proposed to have 
permanent perimeter fencing and will be landscaped with native vegetation. No public 
stormwater facilities are proposed on-site. No significant trees will be affected by the 
development. This standard is met. 

C. Dedications and easements. The City shall request dedications of the WRA to the City 
when acquisition of the WRA by dedication or easement would serve a public purpose. 
When such a dedication or easement is mutually agreed upon, the applicant shall 
provide the documentation for the dedication or easement. Nothing in this section shall 
prohibit the City from condemning property if: 
1. The property is necessary to serve an important public purpose; and 
2. Alternative means of obtaining the property are unsuccessful. 

Response: As the site is not adjacent to other public property, there is no identified public 
interest that would be served by dedicating the WRA to the City or encumbering the WRA by 
easements. This standard does not apply. 

D. WRA width. Except for the exemptions in CDC 32.040, applications that are using the 
alternate review process of CDC 32.070, or as authorized by the approval authority 
consistent with the provisions of this chapter, all development is prohibited in the WRA 
as established in Table 32-2 below:  

Response: Subsection D is not applicable because the applicant requests approval pursuant to 
the alternate review process of CDC 32.070. Tables and Figures contained in that Subsection 
have been omitted for brevity. 

E. Roads, driveways and utilities. 
1. New roads, driveways, or utilities shall avoid WRAs unless the applicant 

demonstrates that no other practical alternative exists. In that case, road design 
and construction techniques shall minimize impacts and disturbance to the WRA 
by the following methods: 
a. New roads and utilities crossing riparian habitat areas or streams shall be 

aligned as close to perpendicular to the channel as possible. 
b. Roads and driveways traversing WRAs shall be of the minimum width 

possible to comply with applicable road standards and protect public safety. 
The footprint of grading and site clearing to accommodate the road shall be 
minimized. 

c. Road and utility crossings shall avoid, where possible: 
1) Salmonid spawning or rearing areas; 
2) Stands of mature conifer trees in riparian areas; 
3) Highly erodible soils; 
4) Landslide prone areas; 
5) Damage to, and fragmentation of, habitat; and 
6) Wetlands identified on the WRA Map. 

Response: The only available route for access to the subject property is from Willamette 
Falls Drive, and the developable area is on the opposite side of Bernert Creek from the 
roadway. It is not possible to avoid crossing the WRA. Crossings have been designed to 
minimize impacts to the WRA and stream to the greatest extent possible. The western 
crossing is aligned with the existing culvert for the vacated Willamette Falls Drive ROW. 
The eastern crossing will extend an existing culvert in order to minimize additional 
impacts within the resource. Both crossings will be as close to perpendicular as possible 
given the geometry of the site and the alignment of Willamette Falls Drive. No salmonid 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.040
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.070
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spawning or rearing areas are known to be present onsite. No stands of mature conifer 
trees are present. Highly erodible soils and landslide prone areas are not present onsite.  

In this case, the minimum road width at the east has been negotiated with Tualatin 
Valley Fire & Rescue (TVFR) to satisfy emergency access needs. At the west, the 24-foot 
width is the City’s minimum requirement for 2-way circulation. At the east, although the 
City’s minimum requirement for a one-way driveway might be lower, in order to allow 
one fire truck to stage and another to pass by it, a 20-foot width is proposed. The one-
way circulation enables covered access to elevator bays and forward movements for 
vehicles. The site layout avoids the need for a large hammerhead turnaround or a 26-
foot-wide paved drive aisle along the length of the building because TVFR can fight a fire 
by heading into the two driveways and backing out again. This approach was negotiated 
with TVFR as a response to the site’s constraints. 

Road and utility crossings will avoid damage to and fragmentation of habitat and 
wetlands to the extent possible. The western crossing has been located to take 
advantage of the location of an existing culvert which previously fragmented the onsite 
habitat. Wetlands in this area are minimal. The eastern crossing will be an extension of 
the existing culvert at the eastern property boundary and will not result in wetland 
impacts or habitat fragmentation. This standard is met. 

2. Crossing of fish bearing streams and riparian corridors shall use bridges or arch-
bottomless culverts or the equivalent that provides comparable fish protection, to 
allow passage of wildlife and fish and to retain the natural stream bed. 

Response: The western crossing will use a bottomless arch culvert over the re-
channelized location of an existing culvert. The existing culvert remains in place where 
the former alignment of Willamette Falls Drive crossed Bernert Creek. The applicant 
proposes to use a bottomless arch culvert to support the proposed driveway crossing of 
the Creek at the same location. For purposes of interpreting WRA provisions, the 
existing culvert crossing may be subject to an exemption per 32.040(F). The eastern 
crossing will consist of an extension of an existing culvert. No fish are listed as present 
within Bernert Creek according to StreamNet and fish passage is not anticipated to be a 
concern. This standard is met.  

3. New utilities spanning fish bearing stream sections, riparian corridors, and 
wetlands shall be located on existing roads/bridges, elevated walkways, conduit, 
or other existing structures or installed underground via tunneling or boring at a 
depth that avoids tree roots and does not alter the hydrology sustaining the water 
resource, unless the applicant demonstrates that it is not physically possible or it is 
cost prohibitive. Bore pits associated with the crossings shall be restored upon 
project completion. Dry, intermittent streams may be crossed with open cuts 
during a time period approved by the City and any agency with jurisdiction. 

Response: New utilities spanning the WRA will be located along the proposed stream 
crossing corridors for the driveways. This standard is met.  

4. No fill or excavation is allowed within the ordinary high water mark of a water 
resource, unless all necessary permits are obtained from the City, U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers and Oregon Department of State Lands (DSL). 

Response: No significant fill or excavation is proposed within the OHW or wetland. The 
western crossing will be via a bottomless arch culvert located outside the jurisdictional 
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water boundaries. The eastern crossing will be an extension of an existing culvert with 
the minimum amount of fill necessary to stabilize the pipe. Since the removal/fill is 
anticipated to be less than 50cy, it should not require state or federal permits; if the 
final design results in a greater amount of fill, then permits will be obtained from state 
and federal agencies as needed. This standard is met.  

5. Crossings of fish bearing streams shall be aligned, whenever possible, to serve 
multiple properties and be designed to accommodate conduit for utility lines. The 
applicant shall, to the extent legally permissible, work with the City to provide for 
a street layout and crossing location that will minimize the need for additional 
stream crossings in the future to serve surrounding properties. 

Response: The onsite waterway is not listed as a fish bearing stream according to 
ODFW’s Stream Net website. During the project’s design development phase, the 
applicant approached the property owner to the east (the “2500 Building”) to explore 
the possibility of sharing their existing driveway, but the abutting property owner was 
unwilling to enter into a shared access agreement. Consequently, the east driveway as 
proposed will serve only the self-storage facility. The applicant would not object to a 
condition requiring this property to allow its eastern driveway to be realigned to form a 
shared driveway configuration (i.e., with a “Y” north of the Willamette Falls Drive right-
of-way) as part of a future redevelopment of the “2500 Building” site, provided that the 
required permitting and construction would be the responsibility of the redeveloper of 
that property. This standard is met. 

F. Passive recreation. Low impact or passive outdoor recreation facilities for public use 
including, but not limited to, multi-use paths and trails, not exempted per CDC 
32.040(B)(2), viewing platforms, historical or natural interpretive markers, and benches 
in the WRA, are subject to the following standards: 
1. Trails shall be constructed using non-hazardous, water permeable materials with a 

maximum width of four feet or the recommended width under the applicable 
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
standards for the expected type and use, whichever is greater. 

2. Paved trails are limited to the area within 20 feet of the outer boundary of the 
WRA, and such trails must comply with the stormwater provisions of this chapter. 

3. All trails in the WRA shall be set back from the water resource at least 30 feet 
except at stream crossing points or at points where the topography forces the trail 
closer to the water resource. 

4. Trails shall be designed to minimize disturbance to existing vegetation, work with 
natural contours, avoid the fall line on slopes where possible, avoid areas with 
evidence of slope failure and ensure that trail runoff does not create channels in 
the WRA. 

5. Foot bridge crossings shall be kept to a minimum. When the stream bank adjacent 
to the foot bridge is accessible (e.g., due to limited vegetation or topography), 
where possible, fences or railings shall be installed from the foot bridge and extend 
15 feet beyond the terminus of the foot bridge to discourage trail users and pets 
from accessing the stream bank, disturbing wildlife and habitat areas, and causing 
vegetation loss, stream bank erosion and stream turbidity. Bridges shall not be 
made of continuous impervious materials or be treated with toxic substances that 
could leach into the WRA. 

6. Interpretive facilities (including viewpoints) shall be at least 10 feet from the top of 
the water resource’s bank full flow/OHW or delineated wetland edge and 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.040
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constructed with a fence between users and the resource. Interpretive signs may 
be installed on footbridges. 

Response: This subsection is not applicable because no passive recreation facilities are 
proposed. 

G. Daylighting Piped Streams. 
1. As part of any application, covered or piped stream sections shown on the WRA 

Map are encouraged to be “daylighted” or opened. Once it is daylighted, the WRA 
will be limited to 15 feet on either side of the stream. Within that WRA, water 
quality measures are required which may include a stormwater treatment system 
(e.g., vegetated bioswales), continuous vegetative ground cover (e.g., native 
grasses) at least 15 feet in width that provides year round efficacy, or a 
combination thereof. 

2. The re-opened stream does not have to align with the original piped route but may 
take a different route on the subject property so long as it makes the appropriate 
upstream and downstream connections and meet the standards of subsections 
(G)(3) and (4) of this section. 

3. A re-aligned stream must not create WRAs on adjacent properties not owned by 
the applicant unless the applicant provides a notarized letter signed by the 
adjacent property owner(s) stating that the encroachment of the WRA is 
permitted. 

4. The evaluation of proposed alignment and design of the reopened stream shall 
consider the following factors: 
a. The ability of the reopened stream to safely carry storm drainage through 

the area without causing significant erosion. 
b. Continuity with natural contours on adjacent properties, slope on site and 

drainage patterns. 
c. Continuity of adjacent vegetation and habitat values. 
d. The ability of the existing and proposed vegetation to filter sediment and 

pollutants and enhance water quality. 
e. Provision of water temperature conducive to fish habitat. 

5. Any upstream or downstream WRAs or riparian corridors shall not apply to, or 
overlap, the daylighted stream channel. 

6. When a stream is daylighted the applicant shall prepare and record a legal 
document describing the reduced WRA required by subsections (G)(1) and (5) of 
this section. The document will be signed by a representative of the City and 
recorded at the applicant’s expense to better ensure long term recognition of the 
reduced WRA and reduced restrictions for the daylighted stream section. 

Response: This subsection is not applicable because no daylighting of a piped stream is 
proposed. 

H. The following habitat friendly development practices shall be incorporated into the 
design of any improvements or projects in the WRA to the degree possible: 
1. Restore disturbed soils to original or higher level of porosity to regain infiltration 

and stormwater storage capacity. 
2. Apply a treatment train or series of stormwater treatment measures to provide 

multiple opportunities for stormwater treatment and reduce the possibility of 
system failure. 

3. Incorporate stormwater management in road rights-of-way. 
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4. Landscape with rain gardens to provide on-lot detention, filtering of rainwater, 
and groundwater recharge. 

5. Use multi-functional open drainage systems in lieu of conventional curb-and-
gutter systems. 

6. Use green roofs for runoff reduction, energy savings, improved air quality, and 
enhanced aesthetics. 

7. Retain rooftop runoff in a rain barrel for later on-lot use in lawn and garden 
watering. 

8. Disconnect downspouts from roofs and direct the flow to vegetated 
infiltration/filtration areas such as rain gardens. 

9. Use pervious paving materials for driveways, parking lots, sidewalks, patios, and 
walkways. 

10. Reduce sidewalk width to a minimum four feet. Grade the sidewalk so it drains to 
the front yard of a residential lot or retention area instead of towards the street. 

11. Use shared driveways. 
12. Reduce width of residential streets and driveways, especially at WRA crossings. 
13. Reduce street length, primarily in residential areas, by encouraging clustering. 
14. Reduce cul-de-sac radii and use pervious and/or vegetated islands in center to 

minimize impervious surfaces. 
15. Use previously developed areas (PDAs) when given an option of developing PDA 

versus non-PDA land. 
16. Minimize the building, hardscape and disturbance footprint. 
17. Consider multi-story construction over a bigger footprint. 

Response: The building and site uses a number of these approaches to minimize impacts on the 
WRA, including stormwater planters and vegetated storm facilities, pervious paving, driveways 
no wider than required by fire code, placement of parking within the structure itself, and a 
multi-story building to minimize the building footprint. This standard is met. 

32.090 Mitigation Plan 

A. A mitigation plan shall only be required if development is proposed within a WRA (including 
development of a PDA). (Exempted activities of CDC 32.040 do not require mitigation unless 
specifically stated. Temporarily disturbed areas, including TDAs associated with exempted 
activities, do not require mitigation, just grade and soil restoration and re-vegetation.) The 
mitigation plan shall satisfy all applicable provisions of CDC 32.100, Re-Vegetation Plan 
Requirements. 

Response: Development is proposed within a WRA. The mitigation plan will satisfy applicable provisions 
of this section and section 32.100 as outlined in Exhibit C. This standard is met. 

B. Mitigation shall take place in the following locations, according to the following priorities 
(subsections (B)(1) through (4) of this section): 
1. On-site mitigation by restoring, creating or enhancing WRAs. 
2. Off-site mitigation in the same sub-watershed will be allowed, but only if the applicant has 

demonstrated that: 
a. It is not practicable to complete mitigation on-site, for example, there is not enough 

area on-site; and 
b. The mitigation will provide equal or superior ecological function and value. 

3. Off-site mitigation outside the sub-watershed will be allowed, but only if the applicant has 
demonstrated that: 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.040
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.100
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a. It is not practicable to complete mitigation on-site, for example, there is not enough 
area on-site; and 

b. The mitigation will provide equal or superior ecological function and value. 
4. Purchasing mitigation credits though DSL or other acceptable mitigation bank. 

Response: Mitigation is proposed to occur on site. This standard is met. 

C. Amount of mitigation. 
1. The amount of mitigation shall be based on the square footage of the permanent 

disturbance area by the application. For every one square foot of non-PDA disturbed area, 
on-site mitigation shall require one square foot of WRA to be created, enhanced or 
restored. 

2. For every one square foot of PDA that is disturbed, on-site mitigation shall require one half 
a square foot of WRA vegetation to be created, enhanced or restored. 

3. For any off-site mitigation, including the use of DSL mitigation credits, the requirement 
shall be for every one square foot of WRA that is disturbed, two square feet of WRA shall 
be created, enhanced or restored. The DSL mitigation credits program or mitigation bank 
shall require a legitimate bid on the cost of on-site mitigation multiplied by two to arrive at 
the appropriate dollar amount. 

Response: The proposed impact within the WRA is 15,214 SF. Proposed mitigation consists of 
enhancement of the entire remaining Riparian Area, which has an area of 16,454 SF. The on-site 
mitigation more than meets the required 1:1 ratio. This standard is met. 

D. The Planning Director may limit or define the scope of the mitigation plan and submittal 
requirements commensurate with the scale of the disturbance relative to the resource and 
pursuant to the authority of Chapter 99 CDC. The Planning Director may determine that a 
consultant is required to complete all or a part of the mitigation plan requirements. 

Response: This subsection provides guidance to staff and requires no substantive response from the 
applicant. 

E. A mitigation plan shall contain the following information: 
1. A list of all responsible parties including, but not limited to, the owner, applicant, 

contractor, or other persons responsible for work on the development site. 
2. A map showing where the specific adverse impacts will occur and where the mitigation 

activities will occur. 
3. A re-vegetation plan for the area(s) to be mitigated that meets the standards of CDC 

32.100. 
4. An implementation schedule, including timeline for construction, mitigation, mitigation 

maintenance, monitoring, and reporting. All in-stream work in fish bearing streams shall 
be done in accordance with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife. 

5. Assurances shall be established to rectify any mitigation actions that are not successful 
within the first three years. This may include bonding or other surety. 

Response: The mitigation plan by Schott and Associates has been prepared in accordance with these 
information requirements (see Appendix C in Exhibit C). Contact information is included in the full plan 
set (Exhibit H). Mitigation will occur concurrently with construction during the construction period after 
all approvals are met. As per City of West Linn WRA protection requirements, 80% success is required 
for replanted areas. The mitigation site will be monitored and maintained for three years. If, after each 
year monitoring period, 80% survival has not been met, dead plants will be replaced up to the 80% 
success required. Mitigation monitoring reports will be provided to document these activities. The 
onsite waterway is not fish bearing and the in-stream work window is not applicable. The applicant can 
provide any necessary assurance as necessary based on coordination with City staff. The applicant 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC99.html#99
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.100
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proposes that any bonding or surety be deferred based on the results of the ongoing monitoring, 
maintenance, and reporting requirements. This requirement is met. 

32.100 Re-Vegetation Plan Requirements 

A. In order to achieve the goal of re-establishing forested canopy, native shrub and ground cover 
and to meet the mitigation requirements of CDC 32.090 and vegetative enhancement of CDC 
32.080, tree and vegetation plantings are required according to the following standards: 
1. All trees, shrubs and ground cover to be planted must be native plants selected from the 

Portland Plant List. 
2. Plant size. Replacement trees must be at least one-half inch in caliper, measured at six 

inches above the ground level for field grown trees or above the soil line for container 
grown trees (the one-half inch minimum size may be an average caliper measure, 
recognizing that trees are not uniformly round), unless they are oak or madrone which 
may be one gallon size. Shrubs must be in at least a one-gallon container or the equivalent 
in ball and burlap and must be at least 12 inches in height. 

3. Plant coverage. 
a. Native trees and shrubs are required to be planted at a rate of five trees and 25 

shrubs per every 500 square feet of disturbance area (calculated by dividing the 
number of square feet of disturbance area by 500, and then multiplying that result 
times five trees and 25 shrubs, and rounding all fractions to the nearest whole 
number of trees and shrubs; for example, if there will be 330 square feet of 
disturbance area, then 330 divided by 500 equals 0.66, and 0.66 times five equals 
3.3, so three trees must be planted, and 0.66 times 25 equals 16.5, so 17 shrubs 
must be planted). Bare ground must be planted or seeded with native grasses or 
herbs. Non-native sterile wheat grass may also be planted or seeded, in equal or 
lesser proportion to the native grasses or herbs. 

b. Trees shall be planted between eight and 12 feet on center and shrubs shall be 
planted between four and five feet on center, or clustered in single species groups of 
no more than four plants, with each cluster planted between eight and 10 feet on 
center. When planting near existing trees, the dripline of the existing tree shall be 
the starting point for plant spacing measurements. 

4. Plant diversity. Shrubs must consist of at least two different species. If 10 trees or more are 
planted, then no more than 50 percent of the trees may be of the same genus. 

5. Invasive vegetation. Invasive non-native or noxious vegetation must be removed within the 
mitigation area prior to planting. 

6. Tree and shrub survival. A minimum survival rate of 80 percent of the trees and shrubs 
planted is expected by the third anniversary of the date that the mitigation planting is 
completed. 

7. Monitoring and reporting. Monitoring of the mitigation site is the ongoing responsibility of 
the property owner. Plants that die must be replaced in kind. 

8. To enhance survival of tree replacement and plantings, the following practices are 
required: 
a. Mulching. Mulch new plantings a minimum of three inches in depth and 18 inches in 

diameter to retain moisture and discourage weed growth. 
b. Irrigation. Water new plantings one inch per week between June 15th to October 

15th, for the three years following planting. 
c. Weed control. Remove, or control, non-native or noxious vegetation throughout 

maintenance period. 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.090
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.080
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d. Planting season. Plant bare root trees between December 1st and February 28th, 
and potted plants between October 15th and April 30th. 

e. Wildlife protection. Use plant sleeves or fencing to protect trees and shrubs against 
wildlife browsing and resulting damage to plants. 

Response: The proposed plantings in Exhibit C will be native plants selected from the Portland Plant List 
and planted at the specified size. Plant coverage and diversity has been proposed in accordance with the 
standards outlined above (see Table 3 and the planting plan in Exhibit C). Exhibit C notes that 95% of the 
riparian corridor is populated with invasive species; these invasives will be removed and replaced with 
native plantings. The mitigation site will be monitored and maintained for three years. If, after each year 
monitoring period, 80% survival has not been met, dead plants will be replaced up to the 80% success 
required. Mitigation monitoring reports shall be provided to document these activities. Best practices 
such as those identified above will be utilized to maximize opportunities for plant survival. This standard 
is met. 

B. When weather or other conditions prohibit planting according to schedule, the applicant shall 
ensure that disturbed areas are correctly protected with erosion control measures and shall 
provide the City with funds in the amount of 125 percent of a bid from a recognized landscaper 
or nursery which will cover the cost of the plant materials, installation and any follow up 
maintenance. Once the planting conditions are favorable the applicant shall proceed with the 
plantings and receive the funds back from the City upon completion, or the City will complete the 
plantings using those funds. 

Response: The applicant will install plantings as part of the overall development project. If the time of 
year is not appropriate for planting, then the applicant will provide surety in accordance with the 
provisions outlined above and perform the planting once conditions are favorable. This standard is met.  

32.110 Hardship Provisions 
The purpose of this section is to ensure that compliance with this chapter does not deprive an owner of 
reasonable use of land. To avoid such instances, the requirements of this chapter may be reduced. The 
decision-making authority may impose such conditions as are deemed necessary to limit any adverse 
impacts that may result from granting relief. The burden shall be on the applicant to demonstrate that 
the standards of this chapter, including Table 32-2, Required Width of WRA, will deny the applicant 
“reasonable use” of his/her property. 

A. The right to obtain a hardship allowance is based on the existence of a lot of record recorded 
with the County Assessor’s Office on, or before, January 1, 2006. The lot of record may have 
been, subsequent to that date, modified from its original platted configuration but must meet 
the minimum lot size and dimensional standards of the base zone. 

Response: The subject property consists of four contiguous parcels that were acquired by the State of 
Oregon in order to construct Interstate 205 and associated ramps and facilities, and to realign 
Willamette Falls Drive. The former Willamette Falls Drive right-of-way was subsequently vacated and the 
subject parcels sold as surplus property. Exhibit F contains Clackamas County Property Account 
Summaries for the four parcels, which show that they have been in the same configuration since prior to 
the Year 2000. This provision is satisfied. 

B. For lots described in subsection A of this section that are located completely or partially inside 
the WRA, development is permitted, consistent with this section. The maximum disturbed area 
(MDA) of the WRA shall be determined on a per lot basis. The MDA shall be the greater of: 
1. Five thousand square feet of the WRA; or 
2. Thirty percent of the total area of the WRA. 
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Response: The applicant’s submitted plans include calculations demonstrating that site improvements 
for the proposed building and paved surfaces do not exceed thirty percent (30%) of the Water Resource 
Area (Riparian Zone). Of the subject property’s total area of 68,663 square feet, 52,966 square feet 
(77.1%) are in the Riparian Zone. The corresponding 30% disturbed area limit is 15,890 square feet, and 
the calculations provided on Sheet A1.0 demonstrate that the actual impact area is 15,214 square feet. 
Therefore, the proposed plans comply with the MDA limit. 

C. The MDA shall be located as follows: 
1. In areas where the development will result in the least square footage encroachment into 

the WRA. 
2. The applicant shall demonstrate, through site and building design, that the proposed 

development is the maximum practical distance from the water resource based on the 
functional needs of the proposed use. 

3. The minimum distance from a water resource shall be 15 feet. 
4. Access driveways shall be the minimum permitted width; select an alignment that is least 

impactful upon the WRA; and shall share use of the driveway, where possible. 
Response: The subject property is constrained not only by Bernert Creek in the southern part of the 
property and the associated 100-foot riparian corridor, but also by the presence of a significant Oregon 
white oak tree in the northeast corner of the property. The tree itself is outside the riparian corridor 
boundary, but protecting its root zone precludes shifting the building or access driveways all the way 
into the northeast corner of the site, away from the riparian corridor (WRA). Therefore, with respect to 
subparagraphs 1 and 2, the applicant’s design team has optimized the site design to locate the proposed 
building at the maximum practical distance from the water resource that is consistent with conserving 
the significant tree in the northeast corner of the site. The building is located more than 15 feet from 
Bernert Creek and wetland boundaries, consistent with subparagraph 3. The access driveways are based 
on consultation with Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue (TVFR) to determine the minimum acceptable widths, 
and the stream crossings are aligned to use an existing culvert location at the west, and minimize the 
lengthening of the existing driveway culvert of the “2500 Building” driveway immediately to the east of 
the subject site. Additionally, to limit the stream/WRA impact to the extent practicable, the applicant 
proposes to construct a five-foot-wide pedestrian path between the office and the sidewalk, in lieu of an 
eight-foot-wide path that would typically be required in the GC Zone. 

It is notable that the proposed building design, with customer vehicle staging and storage unit/elevator 
access internalized within the building itself, avoids the need to provide an emergency access route 26-
feet-wide outside the building and a hammerhead turnaround, which would have encroached into the 
riparian zone. 

Also of note, the applicant initially attempted to negotiate an agreement with the owner of the “2500 
Building” to the east that would allow the proposed development to share that site’s existing driveway; 
however, the parties were unable to reach satisfactory terms. This applicant would not object to a 
condition requiring this property to allow its eastern driveway to be realigned to form a shared driveway 
configuration (i.e., with a “Y” north of the Willamette Falls Drive right-of-way) as part of a future 
redevelopment of the “2500 Building” site, provided that the required permitting and construction 
would be the responsibility of the redeveloper of that property. 

D. The MDA shall include: 
1. The footprints of all structures, including accessory structures, decks and paved water 

impermeable surfaces including sidewalks, driveways, parking pads, paths, patios and 
parking lots, etc. Only 75 percent of water permeable surfaces at grade shall be included in 
the MDA. 
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2. All graded, disturbed or modified areas that are not subsequently restored to their original 
grade and replanted with native ground cover per an approved plan. 

Response: Drawing sheet A1.0 shows the proposed site plan, including the building and paved areas, in 
relation to the riparian corridor (WRA) boundary, stream, and wetlands. The drawing sheet also provides 
a data table and calculations for the amount of building area and paving situated within the riparian 
zone, with the 75 percent adjustment allowed by subparagraph 1 for the use of pervious pavement. The 
calculation shows that the MDA (“Actual Impact” in the Site Data table) contains 15,214 square feet, 
which is less than the 15,890 square foot maximum limit corresponding to 30% of the 52,966 square 
feet in the riparian zone area. 

E. The MDA shall not include: 
1. Temporarily disturbed areas (TDAs) adjacent to an approved structure or development 

area for the purpose of grading, material storage, construction activity, trenched or buried 
utilities and other temporary activities so long as these areas are subsequently restored to 
the original grades and soil permeability, and re-vegetated with native plants per CDC 
32.100, such that they are at least equal in functional value to the area prior to the 
initiation of the permitted activity; 

2. Bay windows and similar cantilevered elements (including decks, etc.) of the principal or 
secondary structure so long as they do not extend more than five feet towards the WRA 
from the vertical plane of the house, and have no vertical supports from grade; 

3. PDAs that are not built upon as part of the development proposal will not count in the 
MDA (e.g., use of an existing access driveway). (Conversely, PDAs that are built upon as 
part of the development proposal will count in the MDA.); 

4. The installation of public streets and public utilities that are specifically required to meet 
either the transportation system plan or a utility master plan so long as all trenched public 
utilities are subsequently restored to the original grades and soil permeability, and 
revegetated with native plants per CDC 32.100, such that they are at least equal in 
functional value to the area prior to the initiation of the permitted activity. All areas 
displaced by streets shall be mitigated for. 

TABLE 32-5 MDA CALCULATION SUMMARY 

Type of Development Square footage included 
in MDA calculation? 

All structures YES 
Non-water permeable paved surfaces including driveways, parking lots, 
patios, and paths 

YES 

Approved water permeable paved surfaces including driveways, parking 
lots, patios, and paths 

YES but at 75% of total 
water permeable surface 
square footage 

TDAs/graded areas that are restored and re-vegetated with native 
vegetation 

NO 

TDAs/all utility trenches and buried utilities restored or re-vegetated with 
native vegetation 

NO 

PDAs that are built upon or developed as part of the application YES 
PDAs that are not built upon or developed as part of the application NO 
Stormwater detention or treatment pond YES 
Rain garden or bioswale with the native plantings as part of re-vegetation 
plan 

NO 

Stormwater outfall, energy dissipaters (at, or above, grade) YES 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.100
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.100
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Non-native landscaping YES 
Sharing an existing driveway NO 
Development of lands that are not within the WRA NO 

 
Response: The calculations provided on Sheet A1.0 of the drawings are consistent with these 
definitions, figures, and calculation instructions. 

F. Development allowed under subsection A of this section may use the following provisions: 
1. Setbacks required by the underlying zoning district may be reduced up to 50 percent where 

necessary to avoid construction within the WRA, as long as the development would 
otherwise meet the standards of this chapter. However, front loading garages shall be set 
back a minimum of 18 feet, while side loading garages shall be set back a minimum of 
three feet. 

2. Landscaping and parking requirements may be reduced for hardship properties but only if 
all or part of the WRA is dedicated pursuant to CDC 32.060(C) or if a restrictive deed 
covenant is established. These reductions shall be permitted outright and, to the extent 
that the practices are inconsistent with other provisions or standards of the West Linn CDC, 
this section is given precedence so that no variance is required. The allowable reductions 
include: 
a. Elimination of landscaping for the parking lot interior. 
b. Elimination of the overall landscape requirement (e.g., 20 percent for commercial 

uses). 
c. Elimination of landscaping between parking lots and perimeter non-residential 

properties. 
d. Landscaping between parking lots and the adjacent right-of-way may be reduced to 

eight feet. This eight-foot-wide landscaped strip may be used for vegetated 
stormwater detention or treatment. 

e. A 25 percent reduction in total required parking is permitted to minimize or avoid 
intrusion into the WRA. 

f. Adjacent improved street frontage with curb and sidewalk may be counted towards 
the parking requirement at a rate of one parking space per 20 lineal feet of street 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.060
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frontage adjacent to the property, subject to City Engineer approval based on the 
street width and classification. 

g. The current compact and full sized parking mix may be modified to allow up to 100 
percent compact spaces and no full sized spaces. However, any required ADA 
compliant spaces shall be provided. 

Response: The GC zone does not specify setback requirements for conditional uses (including self-
storage facilities), so it is not necessary to request a setback width reduction under subparagraph 1. The 
proposed building will be located five feet from the north property line and 20 feet or more from all 
other property lines. The proposed plans demonstrate that over 50 percent of the site will be 
landscaped. The provisions of subparagraph 2 are not applicable because this application does not 
include requests to reduce setbacks, minimum required landscaping, or parking pursuant to these 
provisions.  

G. Where a property owner owns multiple platted lots of record where each lot could be built upon 
under the hardship provisions, the property owner may either use the MDA for each lot on an 
individual lot by lot basis or may transfer 100 percent of the cumulative MDA of all the lots to 
those lots that are further away from, or less impactful upon, the WRA. Lot line adjustments may 
also be used to facilitate the density transfer. See Figure 32-8. 

Response: This provision is not specifically applicable because the four parcels comprising the subject 
property are not platted lots, but instead consist of remnant parts of tracts and vacated right-of-way 
from the former alignment of Willamette Falls Drive. Notwithstanding the status of the parcels, 
however, this proposal to consolidate the four parcels comprising the subject property for integrated 
development as a single site is consistent with the intent of this provision. All area calculations have 
been provided on an aggregate basis. As explained above in this narrative, the design approach locates 
the building as far from Bernert Creek and the wetlands as possible, to the extent doing so can be 
consistent with conservation of the significant Oregon white oak in the northeast corner of the property. 
This approach is specifically designed to limit WRA impacts consistent with this requirement. 
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H. Mitigation and re-vegetation of disturbed WRAs shall be completed per CDC 32.090 and 32.100 
respectively. 

Response: The applicant has submitted a mitigation plan, including a planting plan for re-vegetation of 
the disturbed WRA, prepared by Martin Schott and Associates. Compliance with this requirement in the 
construction process can be assured through a condition of approval. 

I. Any further modification of the standards of this chapter or the underlying zone shall require 
approval of a variance pursuant to Chapter 75 CDC. 

Response: The applicant’s proposed site plan and mitigation plan demonstrate compliance with the 
Alternate Review Process and Approval Criteria provisions of Sections 32.070 and 32.080, respectively; 
with the Hardship provisions of Section 32.110; and with related Sections incorporated by reference. No 
further modification of the WRA standards or the underlying zone is necessary for approval of the 
proposed development plan. This provision is therefore not applicable. 

Chapter 38 Additional Yard Area Required; Exceptions to Yard Requirements; Storage in 
Yards; Projections into Yards 

38.020 No Yard Required; Structure not on Property Line 

In zones where a side yard or a rear yard setback is not required, a structure which is not to be built on 
the property line shall be set back from the property line by at least three feet. 
Response: The GC zone does not specify require specific setbacks for conditional uses (including self-
storage facilities), so this section applies. The proposed building will be located five feet from the north 
property line and 20 feet or more from all other property lines. This standard is met. 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.090
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.100
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC75.html#75
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38.060 Projections into Required Yards 

B. Cornices, eaves, belt courses, sills, canopies, or similar architectural features may extend or 
project into a required yard not more than 36 inches provided the width of such side yard is not 
reduced to less than three feet. Projections into the side yard may not include living space such 
as bay windows or overhanging breakfast nooks, etc. 

Response: Any projections of this nature will comply with applicable building code and CDC separation 
requirements outlined herein. At this time, no yards are anticipated to be less than three feet. This 
standard is met. 

Chapter 41 Building Height, Structures On Steep Lots, Exceptions 

41.005 Determining Height of Building 

A. For all zoning districts, building height shall be the vertical distance above a reference datum 
measured to the highest point of a flat roof or to the deck line of a mansard roof or to the 
highest gable, ridgeline or peak of a pitched or hipped roof, not including projections above roofs 
such as cupolas, towers, etc. The reference datum shall be selected by either of the following, 
whichever yields a greater height of building. 
1. For relatively flat sites where there is less than a 10-foot difference in grade between the 

front and rear of the building, the height of the building shall be measured from grade five 
feet out from the exterior wall at the front of the building; or 

2. For steeper lots where there is more than a 10-foot difference in grade between the front 
and rear of the building, the height of the building is measured from grade at a point five 
feet out from the exterior wall on the lowest side (front or rear) of the building. One then 
measures vertically to the peak or ridgeline of the roof to determine the height. 

3. Buildings on cross slopes or side slopes are measured at either the front or rear of the 
building using methods described in subsections (A)(1) and (2) of this definition only. 

Even if the cross slope creates a tall elevation on the side, the method of determining height is 
not modified. Also see CDC 41.020, Height Exceptions. 

Response: As illustrated on the site plans, the site transitions from a high point at approximately 
elevation 157 feet at the northeast corner to a low point at approximately elevation 127 feet at the 
stream level by the east driveway. Within the vicinity of the building, the grade difference exceeds 10 
feet; therefore, the height is measured utilizing the reference datum of 141.0 feet, which corresponds to 
the lowest ground elevation at a point five feet from the front of the building. Based on the ridge height 
of 193.2 feet, the maximum height of the building is thus 52.2 feet. 

41.020 Height Exceptions 

B. If the highest grade of a building site which fronts on the upslope side of the street is greater 
than 10 feet above the lowest grade, as measured along the planes of the proposed structure, 
the total building height shall not exceed 45 feet. In the R-15, R-20, and R-40 zones the 45-foot 
height may be increased to 50 feet. 

Height of buildings on uphill slopes where there is more than a 10-foot difference between the 
rear and front elevation is measured from a point five feet downhill from the front of the building 
to the peak or dominant ridgeline and shall not exceed 45 feet (50 feet in the R-15, R-20 and R-
40 zones). 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC41.html#41.020
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Height of buildings on downhill slopes where there is more than a 10-foot difference between the rear 
and front elevation is measured from a point five feet downhill from the rear of the building to the peak 
or dominant ridgeline and shall not exceed 45 feet (50 feet in the R-15, R-20 and R-40 zones). Front 
house height cannot be more than 24 feet above average street grade. 
Response: The proposed building is located on the upslope side of the street, so the provisions of this 
subsection apply. As noted in the response to Section 41.005, based on the site topography and the 
elevation of the roof ridge, the overall building height is 52.2 feet. As the height exceeds the specified 
standard of 45 feet, this application includes a request for a Special Waiver pursuant to Chapter 75. The 
proposed building height can be allowed with approval of the Special Waiver request. 

Chapter 42 Clear Vision Areas 

42.020 Clear Vision Areas Required, Uses Prohibited 
A.  A clear vision area shall be maintained on the corners of all property adjacent to an intersection 

as provided by CDC 42.040 and 42.050. 
B.  A clear vision area shall contain no planting, fence, wall, structure or temporary or permanent 

obstruction (except for an occasional utility pole or tree) exceeding three feet in height, 
measured from the top of the curb, or, where no curb exists, from the street centerline grade, 
except that trees exceeding this height may be located in this area, provided all branches below 
eight feet are removed.  

Response: The applicable clear vision areas are depicted on the site plans at the intersections of the 
driveways with Willamette Falls Drive, and no obstructions are proposed within these areas that would 
obstruct sightlines. This standard is met. 

42.040 Computation; Street and Accessway 24 Feet or More in Width 
The clear vision area for all street intersections and street and accessway intersections (accessways 
having 24 feet or more in width) shall be that triangular area formed by the right-of-way or property 
lines along such lots and a straight line joining the right-of-way or property line at points which are 30 
feet distant from the intersection of the right-of-way line and measured along such lines. 

Clear vision area for corner lots and driveways 24 feet or more in width: 
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Response: The western driveway, which is 24 feet wide, utilizes the clear vision area depicted above. 
This standard is met. 

42.050 Computation; Accessway less than 24 Feet in Width 
The clear vision area for street and accessway intersections (accessways having less than 24 feet in 
width) shall be that triangular area whose base extends 30 feet along the street right-of-way line in both 
directions from the centerline of the accessway at the front setback line of a single-family and two-family 
residence, and 30 feet back from the property line on all other types of uses. 

Clear vision area for corner lots and driveways less than 24 feet in width: 

 
Response: The eastern driveway, which is less than 24 feet wide and is used only for one-way 
circulation, utilizes the clear vision area depicted above. This standard is met. 

Chapter 46 Off-Street Parking, Loading and Reservoir Areas 

46.080 Computation of Required Parking Spaces and Loading Area 

B. To calculate building square footage as a basis for determining how many parking spaces are 
needed, the area measured shall be gross floor area under the roof measured from the faces of 
the structure, including all habitable floors and excluding only space devoted to covered off-
street parking or loading. 

C. Where employees are specified, the employees counted are the persons who work on the 
premises including proprietors, executives, professional people, production, sales, and 
distribution employees, during the largest shift. 
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Response: The parking standard for the proposed use requires utilization of building space and 
employee counts. Computation of required parking will implement the methods outlined above. This 
standard is met. 

46.090 Minimum Parking Space Requirements 

E. Industrial. 

2. Storage or wholesale use including 
personal storage facilities. 

One space per employee plus one space/700 
sq. ft. of patron serving area. 

Response: The facility anticipates having typically 1 on-site employee per shift, or occasionally 2 for 
limited periods of time, thus requiring up to 2 parking spaces. The patron serving area consists of the 
office and adjoining restrooms, which have a combined area of approximately 400 square feet, thus 
requiring 1 parking space. The combined requirement for parking is therefore 3 spaces. As illustrated on 
the Level 1 floor plan, the facility will provide a total of 3 parking spaces internal to the building for 
customer and employee use. This standard is met. 

F. Maximum parking. Parking spaces (except for single-family and two-family residential uses) shall 
not exceed the minimum required number of spaces by more than 10 percent. 

Response: As noted in the response to subsection E, the facility is required to have 3 parking spaces and 
has provided 3 parking spaces. The maximum allowable number of spaces has not been exceeded. This 
standard is met.  

46.130 Off-Street Loading Spaces 

Buildings or structures to be built or substantially altered, which receive and distribute material or 
merchandise by truck, shall provide and maintain off-street loading and maneuvering space. The 
dimensional standard for loading spaces is a minimum of 14 feet wide by 20 feet long or proportionate 
to accommodate the size of delivery trucks that typically serve the proposed use as follows: 

GROSS FLOOR AREA 

Land Use At Which First Berth is Required At Which Second Berth is Required 

Manufacturing 5,000 sq. ft. 40,000 sq. ft. 
Warehouse 5,000 40,000 

Storage 10,000 100,000 
Response: The storage facility has a total building area of 106,487 square feet including the internal 
parking and loading spaces and vehicle circulation area, or 96,709 square feet when excluding the 
vehicle areas in the grade-level breezeway. The table above thus requires one loading berth as the 
building size is between 10,000 and 100,000 square feet and the use is storage. As illustrated on the 
Level 1 floor plan, the facility will provide 2 truck loading spaces, each with dimensions of 14 feet by 40 
feet. This standard is met. 

46.150 Design and Standards 

The following standards apply to the design and improvement of areas used for vehicle parking, storage, 
loading, and circulation: 

A. Design standards 
1. “One standard parking space” means a minimum for a parking stall of eight feet in width 

and 16 feet in length. These stalls shall be identified as “compact.” To accommodate larger 
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cars, 50 percent of the required parking spaces shall have a minimum dimension of nine 
feet in width and 18 feet in length (nine feet by 18 feet). When multi-family parking stalls 
back onto a main driveway, the stalls shall be nine feet by 20 feet. Parking for 
development in water resource areas may have 100 percent compact spaces. 

Response: The internal parking spaces are proposed to have dimensions of 10 feet by 18 feet, 
which exceeds the minimum of 9 feet by 18 feet. This standard is met. 

2. Disabled parking and maneuvering spaces shall be consistent with current federal 
dimensional standards and subsection B of this section and placed nearest to accessible 
building entryways and ramps. 

Response: Disabled parking is provided in accordance with applicable standards of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and the Oregon Structural Specialty Code. This standard is 
met. 

3. Repealed by Ord. 1622. 
4. Service drives shall be designed and constructed to facilitate the flow of traffic, provide 

maximum safety of traffic access and egress, and maximum safety of pedestrians and 
vehicular traffic on the site. 

5. Each parking and/or loading space shall have clear access, whereby the relocation of other 
vehicles to utilize the parking space is not required. 

6. Except for single- and two-family residences, any area intended to be used to meet the off-
street parking requirements as contained in this chapter shall have all parking spaces 
clearly marked using a permanent paint. All interior drives and access aisles shall be clearly 
marked and signed to show direction of flow and maintain vehicular and pedestrian safety. 
Permeable parking surface spaces may have an alternative delineation for parking spaces. 

7. Except for residential parking, and parking for public parks and trailheads, at least 50 
percent of all areas used for the parking and/or storage and/or maneuvering of any 
vehicle, boat and/or trailer shall be improved with asphalt or concrete surfaces according 
to the same standards required for the construction and acceptance of City streets. The 
remainder of the areas used for parking may use a permeable paving surface designed to 
reduce surface runoff. Parking for public parks or trailheads may use a permeable paving 
surface designed to reduce surface runoff for all parking areas. Where a parking lot 
contains both paved and unpaved areas, the paved areas shall be located closest to the 
use which they serve. 

9. Access drives from the street to off-street parking or loading areas shall be designed and 
constructed to facilitate the flow of traffic and provide maximum safety for pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic on the site. The number of access drives shall be limited to the minimum 
that will allow the property to accommodate and service the anticipated traffic. Access 
drives shall be clearly and permanently marked and defined through use of rails, fences, 
walls, or other barriers or markers on frontage not occupied by service drives. 

Response: The building has been designed to provide service vehicle access through the core of 
the building (in a grade-level breezeway) and to maintain vehicle and pedestrian safety by 
limiting pedestrian activity to areas near the office, providing loading spaces near the elevators, 
and leaving a safety buffer near individual storage units on Level 1. The parking spaces and 
loading spaces have been designed to allow for vehicles to enter and exit without necessitating 
movement by other vehicles. The parking spaces and drive aisles will be marked with paint and 
all parking will utilize a concrete surface within the breezeway. The two proposed access drives 
are intended to create a one-way circulation pattern from west to east for users accessing 
storage units, while also allowing for vehicles to turn around and exit the west driveway if they 
do not progress through the western security gate (e.g., customers visiting the office without 
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accessing storage, or after-hours visitors without security access). The access drives will utilize 
curbs to define the drive path and the west driveway will have an adjacent raised sidewalk for 
pedestrian safety. This standard is met. 

10. Access drives shall have a minimum vision clearance as provided in Chapter 42 CDC, Clear 
Vision Areas. 

Response: Vision clearance is maintained as described in the response to Chapter 42. This 
standard is met. 

11. Parking spaces along the boundaries of a parking lot or adjacent to interior landscaped 
areas or sidewalks shall be provided with a wheel stop at least four inches high located 
two feet back from the front of the parking stall. Such parking spaces may be provided 
without wheel stops if the sidewalks or landscaped areas adjacent the parking stalls are 
two feet wider than the minimum width. 

Response: The parking spaces are all interior to the building (within the breezeway) rather than 
adjacent to landscaped areas or sidewalks. This standard does not apply.  

12. Off-street parking and loading areas shall be drained in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the City Engineer. Storm drainage at commercial sites may also 
have to be collected to treat oils and other residue. 

Response: Pervious pavement is proposed for the access aisles to enable stormwater to 
infiltrate directly. By contrast, drainage from vehicles within the building perimeter will be 
collected via drains, treated via an oil-water separator, and discharged to the sanitary sewer 
system. This standard is met. 

13. Artificial lighting on all off-street parking facilities shall be designed to deflect all light 
downward away from surrounding residences and so as not to create a hazard to the 
public use of any road or street. 

Response: As the parking area is within the building, there are no concerns regarding lighting 
spillover onto neighboring properties. This standard does not apply.  

14. Directional arrows and traffic control devices which are placed on parking lots shall be 
identified. 

Response: Directional arrows will be provided in the vehicle circulation areas as required. This 
standard is met. 

16. Visitor or guest parking must be identified by painted “GUEST” or “VISITOR.” 
Response: There are no specific visitor or guest parking spaces so painted labels are 
unnecessary. This standard does not apply.  

17. The parking area shall have less than a five percent grade. No drainage across adjacent 
sidewalks or walkways is allowed. 

Response: The parking area will be nearly level as it is internal to the building. This standard is 
met. 

18. Commercial, office, industrial, and public parking lots may not occupy more than 50 
percent of the main lot frontage of a development site. The remaining frontage shall 
comprise buildings or landscaping. If over 50 percent of the lineal frontage comprises 
parking lot, the landscape strip between the right-of-way and parking lot shall be 
increased to 15 feet wide and shall include terrain variations (e.g., one-foot-high berm) 
plus landscaping. The defensible space of the parking lot should not be compromised. 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC42.html#42
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Response: There is no parking lot frontage along Willamette Falls Drive as the parking area is 
located within the building. This standard does not apply.  

19. Areas of the parking lot improved with asphalt or concrete surfaces shall be designed into 
areas of 12 or less spaces through the use of defined landscaped area. Groups of 12 or less 
spaces are defined as: 
a. Twelve spaces in a row, provided there are no abutting parking spaces, as in the case 

when the spaces are abutting the perimeter of the lot; or 
b. Twelve spaces in a group with six spaces abutting together; or 
c. Two groups of 12 spaces abutting each other, but separated by a 15-foot-wide 

landscape area including a six-foot-wide walkway. 
d. Parking areas improved with a permeable parking surface may be designed using 

the configurations shown in subsections (A)(19)(a), (b) and (c) of this section except 
that groups of up to 18 spaces are allowed. 

e. The requirements of this chapter relating to total parking lot landscaping, 
landscaping buffers, perimeter landscaping, and landscaping the parking lot islands 
and interior may be waived or reduced pursuant to CDC 32.110(F) in a WRA 
application without a variance being required. 

Response: No landscaping is required for the parking area as it is inside the building footprint 
rather than outdoors. This standard does not apply.  

20. Pedestrian walkways shall be provided in parking areas having 20 or more spaces. 
Walkways or sidewalks shall be constructed between major buildings/activity areas (an 
example in multi-family housing: between recreation center, swimming pool, manager’s 
office, park or open space areas, parking lots, etc.) within a development, between 
adjacent developments and the new development, as feasible, and between major 
buildings/activity areas within the development and adjacent streets and all adjacent 
transit stops. Internal parking lot circulation and design should maintain ease of access for 
pedestrians from streets and transit stops. Walkways shall be constructed using a material 
that visually contrasts with the parking lot and driveway surface. Walkways shall be 
further identifiable to pedestrians and motorists by grade separation, walls, curbs, surface 
texture (surface texture shall not interfere with safe use of wheelchairs, baby carriages, 
shopping carts, etc.), and/or landscaping. Walkways shall be six feet wide. The 
arrangement and layout of the paths shall depend on functional requirements. 

Response: The parking area has only 3 spaces so no pedestrian walkways are required. This 
standard does not apply.  

21. The parking and circulation patterns are easily comprehended and defined. The patterns 
shall be clear to minimize traffic hazards and congestion and to facilitate emergency 
vehicles. 

Response: The one-way driving pattern will be marked with arrows to provide for efficient and 
understandable circulation. This standard is met. 

22. The parking spaces shall be close to the related use. 
Response: The required parking spaces are located near the office for easy access by employees 
and customers. This standard is met. 

23. Permeable parking spaces shall be designed and built to City standards. 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.110
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Response: No permeable parking spaces are proposed as the parking spaces are within the 
building. The permeable paving utilized in the access drives will be designed per City design 
requirements. This standard does not apply. 

B. Accessible parking standards for persons with disabilities. If any parking is provided for the public 
or visitors, or both, the needs of the people with disabilities shall be based upon the following 
standards or current applicable federal standards, whichever are more stringent: 
1. Minimum number of accessible parking space requirements (see following table): 

MINIMUM REQUIRED 
NUMBER OF TOTAL 

PARKING SPACES 

TOTAL NUMBER OF 
ACCESSIBLE SPACES 

NUMBER OF VAN-
ACCESSIBLE SPACES 

REQUIRED, OF TOTAL 

SPACES SIGNED 
“WHEELCHAIR USE 

ONLY” 

1 – 25 1 1 - 
2. Location of parking spaces. Parking spaces for the individual with a disability that serve a 

particular building shall be located on the shortest possible accessible circulation route to 
an accessible entrance to a building. In separate parking structures or lots that do not 
serve a particular building, parking spaces for the persons with disabilities shall be located 
on the shortest possible circulation route to an accessible pedestrian entrance of the 
parking facility. 

3. Accessible parking space and aisle shall meet ADA vertical and horizontal slope standards. 
4. Where any differences exist between this section and current federal standards, those 

standards shall prevail over this code section. 
5. One in every eight accessible spaces, but not less than one, shall be served by an access 

aisle 96 inches wide. 
6. Van-accessible parking spaces shall have an additional sign marked “Van Accessible” 

mounted below the accessible parking sign. A van-accessible parking space reserved for 
wheelchair users shall have a sign that includes the words “Wheelchair Use Only.” Van-
accessible parking shall have an adjacent eight-foot-wide aisle. All other accessible stalls 
shall have a six-foot-wide aisle. Two vehicles may share the same aisle if it is between 
them. The vertical clearance of the van space shall be 96 inches. 

Response: One van-accessible parking space will be provided within the breezeway at the first floor level 
of the building near the office. Signage and slopes will conform to applicable standards of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act and the Oregon Structural Specialty Code. This standard is met. 

C. Landscaping in parking areas. Reference Chapter 54 CDC, Landscaping. 
Response: All the parking will be indoors on Level 1 so no landscaping is required for the parking area. 
This standard does not apply. 

D. Bicycle facilities and parking. 
1. Provisions shall be made for pedestrian and bicycle ways if such facilities are shown on an 

adopted plan. 
2. Bicycle parking facilities shall either be lockable enclosures in which the bicycle is stored, or 

secure stationary racks which accommodate bicyclist’s locks securing the frame and both 
wheels. The bicycle parking shall be no more than 50 feet from the entrance to the 
building, well-lit, observable, and properly signed. 

3. Bicycle parking must be provided in the following amounts: 

LAND USE 
CATEGORY 

MINIMUM REQUIRED BICYCLE PARKING 
SPACES 

MINIMUM COVERED 
AMOUNT 

Warehouse 2, or 0.1 spaces per 1,000 gross sq. ft. 50% 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC54.html#54
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Response: As noted in the response to Section 46.090, the patron serving area consists of the office and 
adjoining restrooms with a combined area of approximately 400 square feet, thus requiring 0.1 bicycle 
parking space, rounded up to the minimum of 2 spaces. The applicant proposed providing 2 bicycle 
parking spaces located near the main entrance. This standard is met.  

F. (See Figures 1 and 2 below.) 

Figure 1. MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR PARKING LOT LAYOUT 
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Figure 2. MINIMUM DISTANCE FOR PARKING STALLS 

 

 
Response: As illustrated on the Level 1 floor plan, the applicant has proposed three 90° parking spaces 
near the office, with an aisle width at this location of approximately 25 feet. The parking spaces will 
have minimum dimensions of 10 feet by 18 feet. This standard is met. 

Chapter 48 Access, Egress and Circulation 

48.020 Applicability and General Provisions 

A. The provisions of this chapter do not apply where the provisions of the Transportation System 
Plan or land division chapter are applicable and set forth differing standards. 

Response: As discussed in the Transportation Impact Letter (Exhibit E), the proposed access points have 
been evaluated against the standards of Chapter 48 and those of the Transportation System Plans (e.g., 
the access spacing standards of TSP Table 8-3). This standard is met. 
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B. All lots shall have access from a public street or from a platted private street approved under the 
land division chapter. 

Response: Direct access is provided from the lot to Willamette Falls Drive. This standard is met.  

C. No building or other permit shall be issued until scaled plans are presented to the City and 
approved by the City as provided by this chapter, and show how the access, egress, and 
circulation requirements are to be fulfilled. Access to State or County roads may require review, 
approval, and permits from the appropriate authority. 

Response: This application includes scaled plans illustrating the proposed entry and exit points and 
vehicle circulation through the building and site. This standard is met. 

E. Owners of two or more uses, structures, lots, parcels, or units of land may agree to utilize jointly 
the same access and egress when the combined access and egress of both uses, structures, or 
parcels of land satisfies the requirements as designated in this code; provided, that satisfactory 
legal evidence is presented to the City Attorney in the form of deeds, easements, leases, or 
contracts to establish joint use. Copies of said instrument shall be placed on permanent file with 
the City Recorder. 

Response: The applicant contacted the owner of the neighboring property to the east to explore the 
possibility of utilizing its existing driveway as a shared access to Willamette Falls Drive, but the parties 
were not able to arrive at terms for a shared access agreement. This standard does not apply. 

48.025 Access Control 

B. Access control standards. 
1. Traffic impact analysis requirements. The City or other agency with access jurisdiction may 

require a traffic study prepared by a qualified professional to determine access, circulation 
and other transportation requirements. (See also CDC 55.125, Traffic Impact Analysis.) 

2. The City or other agency with access permit jurisdiction may require the closing or 
consolidation of existing curb cuts or other vehicle access points, recording of reciprocal 
access easements (i.e., for shared driveways), development of a frontage street, 
installation of traffic control devices, and/or other mitigation as a condition of granting an 
access permit, to ensure the safe and efficient operation of the street and highway system. 
Access to and from off-street parking areas shall not permit backing onto a public street. 

3. Access options. When vehicle access is required for development (i.e., for off-street 
parking, delivery, service, drive-through facilities, etc.), access shall be provided by one of 
the following methods (planned access shall be consistent with adopted public works 
standards and TSP). These methods are “options” to the developer/subdivider. 
a) Option 1. Access is from an existing or proposed alley or mid-block lane. If a property 

has access to an alley or lane, direct access to a public street is not permitted. 
b) Option 2. Access is from a private street or driveway connected to an adjoining 

property that has direct access to a public street (i.e., “shared driveway”). A public 
access easement covering the driveway shall be recorded in this case to assure 
access to the closest public street for all users of the private street/drive. 

c) Option 3. Access is from a public street adjacent to the development lot or parcel. If 
practicable, the owner/developer may be required to close or consolidate an existing 
access point as a condition of approving a new access. Street accesses shall comply 
with the access spacing standards in subsection (B)(6) of this section. 

6. Access spacing. 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC55.html#55.125
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a. The access spacing standards found in Chapter 8 of the adopted Transportation 
System Plan (TSP) shall be applicable to all newly established public street 
intersections and non-traversable medians. 

b. Private drives and other access ways are subject to the requirements of CDC 48.060. 
7. Number of access points. For single-family (detached and attached), two-family, and 

duplex housing types, one street access point is permitted per lot or parcel, when alley 
access cannot otherwise be provided; except that two access points may be permitted 
corner lots (i.e., no more than one access per street), subject to the access spacing 
standards in subsection (B)(6) of this section. The number of street access points for 
multiple family, commercial, industrial, and public/institutional developments shall be 
minimized to protect the function, safety and operation of the street(s) and sidewalk(s) for 
all users. Shared access may be required, in conformance with subsection (B)(8) of this 
section, in order to maintain the required access spacing, and minimize the number of 
access points. 

8. Shared driveways. The number of driveway and private street intersections with public 
streets shall be minimized by the use of shared driveways with adjoining lots where 
feasible. The City shall require shared driveways as a condition of land division or site 
design review, as applicable, for traffic safety and access management purposes in 
accordance with the following standards: 
a. Shared driveways and frontage streets may be required to consolidate access onto a 

collector or arterial street. When shared driveways or frontage streets are required, 
they shall be stubbed to adjacent developable parcels to indicate future extension. 
“Stub” means that a driveway or street temporarily ends at the property line, but 
may be extended in the future as the adjacent lot or parcel develops. “Developable” 
means that a lot or parcel is either vacant or it is likely to receive additional 
development (i.e., due to infill or redevelopment potential). 

b. Access easements (i.e., for the benefit of affected properties) shall be recorded for all 
shared driveways, including pathways, at the time of final plat approval or as a 
condition of site development approval. 

c. Exception. Shared driveways are not required when existing development patterns or 
physical constraints (e.g., topography, lot or parcel configuration, and similar 
conditions) prevent extending the street/driveway in the future. 

Response: A transportation impact letter is attached as Exhibit E to evaluate the effect of the proposed 
development on the transportation system and provide evidence in support of the requested variance 
to the driveway spacing standards. The letter demonstrates that the storage facility will have a negligible 
impact on the operations of Willamette Falls Drive and that the proposed driveway locations are 
appropriate given the trip generation, sight lines, and location of other nearby driveways. The letter also 
outlines opportunities for future driveway shared driveways. No backing movements onto the public 
street will be necessary to access the site’s parking spaces as all parking is interior to the building. The 
applicant contacted the owner of the neighboring property to the east to explore the possibility of 
utilizing a shared access to Willamette Falls Drive, but the parties were not able to reach agreement on 
terms for a shared access agreement. 

The number of access points off Willamette Falls Drive has been limited to two, consistent with Section 
5.0070 of the Public Works Design Standards, which allows for multiple driveways on commercial 
developments with more than 250 feet of frontage. As outlined in Exhibit E, the proposed driveways 
provide the required 150-foot separation from each other, and in relation to the driveway to the west, 
but do not meet the spacing requirement relative to the driveway to the east (the “2500 Building” site). 
Given the minimal transportation impacts anticipated from the facility, the applicant is requesting a 
Variance to the driveway spacing standards to allow the proposed configuration (see the response to 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC48.html#48.060
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Chapter 75). It is not anticipated that the number or location of driveways would negatively impact the 
safety or operation of the roadway. Furthermore, pedestrian safety will be improved by the construction 
of a public sidewalk along Willamette Falls Drive. With the approval of the requested Variance, this 
standard is met. 

48.040 Minimum Vehicle Requirements for Non-Residential Uses 

Access, egress, and circulation system for all non-residential uses shall not be less than the following: 

A. Service drives for non-residential uses shall be fully improved with hard surface pavement: 
1. With a minimum of 24-foot width when accommodating two-way traffic; or 
2. With a minimum of 15-foot width when accommodating one-way traffic. Horizontal 

clearance shall be two and one-half feet wide on either side of the driveway. 
3. Meet the requirements of CDC 48.030(E)(3) through (6). 
4. Pickup window driveways may be 12 feet wide unless the Fire Chief determines additional 

width is required. 
Response: The west driveway has a width of 24 feet to allow for two-way traffic. The east driveway has 
a width of 20 feet to allow for one-way (exiting) traffic and to accommodate emergency vehicles. The 
facility provides 15'-6" vertical clearance through the building and provides a vehicle turnaround to the 
west of the building. The driveway configuration and access movements are subject to final review and 
approval by Tualatin Valley Fire and Rescue (TVFR), but based on the design team’s consultation with 
TVFR, the western turnaround does not need to be dimensioned to accommodate their equipment. This 
standard is met. 

B. All non-residential uses shall be served by one or more service drives as determined necessary to 
provide convenient and safe access to the property and designed according to CDC 48.030(A). In 
no case shall the design of the service drive or drives require or facilitate the backward 
movement or other maneuvering of a vehicle within a street, other than an alley. 

Response: The west driveway will allow for two-way traffic and the east driveway will allow for one-way 
(exiting) traffic, with the intent to provide a one-way traffic pattern from west to east that 
accommodates the range of vehicle sizes that will utilize the facility. No backing movements would be 
required on the public street. This standard is met. 

C. All on-site maneuvering and/or access drives shall be maintained pursuant to CDC 46.130. 
Response: The vehicle access drives will be constructed and maintained per the requirements of 
Chapter 46 and other applicable development standards. This standard is met. 

D. Gated accessways to non-residential uses are prohibited unless required for public safety or 
security.  

Response: As a storage facility, there will be gates installed for the security of customers’ possessions 
inside the storage units. This exception to the general rule of prohibitions on gates is allowed for 
security reasons. This standard is met. 

48.050 One-Way Vehicular Access Points 

Where a proposed parking facility plan indicates only one-way traffic flow on the site, it shall be 
accommodated by a specific driveway serving the facility, and the entrance drive shall be situated closest 
to oncoming traffic, and the exit drive shall be situated farthest from oncoming traffic. 
Response: The proposed site plan implements a hybrid circulation pattern, with a two-way primary 
access point at the west, closest to the primary route most visitors will use (typically coming from 10th 
Street, where the Interstate 205 ramps are located), and a secondary, exit-only driveway at the east end 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC48.html#48.030
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC48.html#48.030
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC46.html#46.130
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of the property. Site visitors not accessing storage units (including employees) can enter as well as leave 
by way of the primary (western) driveway. However, visitors accessing storage units will proceed 
through the security gate within the breezeway (within the building footprint) and beyond that point 
will proceed to exit using a one-way traffic pattern, passing through the building and leaving the site by 
way of the eastern driveway. Given the site’s location, the majority of trips are anticipated to approach 
the facility from the west and depart headed back to the west again. The proposed configuration is 
consistent with this policy to route the majority of approaching trips into the first driveway on their 
route. This standard is met. 

48.060 Width and Location of Curb Cuts and Access Separation Requirements 

A. Minimum curb cut width shall be 16 feet. 
Response: The width of the west driveway is 24 feet and the width of the east driveway is 20 feet. This 
standard is met. 

B. Maximum curb cut width shall be 36 feet, except along Highway 43 in which case the maximum 
curb cut shall be 40 feet. For emergency service providers, including fire stations, the maximum 
shall be 50 feet. 

Response: Both the proposed driveway widths are less than 36 feet (specifically, 24 feet and 20 feet). 
This standard is met. 

C. No curb cuts shall be allowed any closer to an intersecting street right-of-way line than the 
following: 
1. On an arterial when intersected by another arterial, 150 feet. 
2. On an arterial when intersected by a collector, 100 feet. 
3. On an arterial when intersected by a local street, 100 feet. 
4. On a collector when intersecting an arterial street, 100 feet. 
5. On a collector when intersected by another collector or local street, 35 feet. 
6. On a local street when intersecting any other street, 35 feet. 

Response: Willamette Falls Drive is classified as an arterial. The north side of the road has no street 
intersections in the vicinity of the site, so the proposed driveway locations are well in excess of the 
required separation outlined above. However, the driveway of the adjacent “2500 Building” to the east 
aligns well (if not precisely) with the 6th Street intersection on the south side of Willamette Falls Drive. 
As noted above, the applicant made a substantial effort to reach agreement with that neighboring 
owner to allow shared access using that driveway, but the effort was ultimately not successful. As a 
result, this application includes a request for a variance to allow the easterly (exit-only) driveway with 
spacing below the minimum standard requirement. This standard is satisfied, subject to approval of the 
Variance request. 

D. There shall be a minimum distance between any two adjacent curb cuts on the same side of a 
public street, except for one-way entrances and exits, as follows: 
1. On an arterial street, 150 feet. 

Response: Driveway spacing and movements are discussed in detail in the applicant’s Transportation 
Impact Letter (see Exhibit E). The eastern (exit-only) driveway is approximately 20 feet from the 
neighboring driveway (measured edge-to-edge), and is therefore the subject of the requested Variance 
to allow reduced driveway spacing.  

E. A rolled curb may be installed in lieu of curb cuts and access separation requirements. 
Response: Rolled curb is not proposed at this location. This standard does not apply. 
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F. Curb cuts shall be kept to the minimum, particularly on Highway 43. Consolidation of driveways 
is preferred. The standard on Highway 43 is one curb cut per business if consolidation of 
driveways is not possible. 

Response: Only two curb cuts are proposed for the facility. The applicant approached the property 
owner to the east to explore the possibility of sharing a driveway for the two developments, but the 
parties were not able to reach agreement on terms for a shared access agreement. Consequently, the 
east driveway is proposed to serve only exiting trips from the self-storage facility. The transportation 
impact letter (Exhibit E) discusses the possibility of a future driveway consolidation. This standard is met. 

G. Adequate line of sight pursuant to engineering standards should be afforded at each driveway or 
accessway.  

Response: The transportation impact letter (Exhibit E) demonstrates that adequate sight distance is 
provided at both proposed driveways. This standard is met. 

48.080 Bicycle and Pedestrian Circulation 

C. Bicycle and pedestrian ways at commercial or industrial sites shall be provided according to the 
provisions of Chapter 55 CDC, Design Review. 

Response: These provisions are addressed in the response to Chapter 55. This standard is met. 

Chapter 52 Signs 

52.101 Procedures and Approval Process 

B. A sign subject to City approval is a sign for which approval will be granted by the Planning 
Director provided all conditions are satisfied; and 
1. The Planning Director shall make the decision in the manner provided by CDC 99.060. 
2. The decision may be appealed to the City Council as prescribed by CDC 99.240(A). 

Response: While preliminary signage concepts are illustrated in the drawings, the applicant has not yet 
finalized the design. Separate permit applications will be submitted prior to the installation of any 
signage, subject to the review of the Planning Director. This standard is met. 

Chapter 54 Landscaping 

54.020 Approval Criteria 

A. Every development proposal requires inventorying existing site conditions which include trees 
and landscaping. In designing the new project, every reasonable attempt should be made to 
preserve and protect existing trees and to incorporate them into the new landscape plan. 
Similarly, significant landscaping (e.g., bushes, shrubs) should be integrated. The rationale is that 
saving a 30-foot-tall mature tree helps maintain the continuity of the site, they are qualitatively 
superior to two or three two-inch caliper street trees, they provide immediate micro-climate 
benefits (e.g., shade), they soften views of the street, and they can increase the attractiveness, 
marketability, and value of the development. 

Response: An inventory of existing trees is included in the arborist’s report (Exhibit B). Trees are 
preserved to the extent possible to preserve mature canopy. The landscaping design prepared by the 
applicant’s natural resource consultant integrates existing native species into the overall planting plan. 
This standard is met. 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC55.html#55
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B. To encourage tree preservation, the parking requirement may be reduced by one space for every 
significant tree that is preserved in the parking lot area for a maximum reduction of 10 percent 
of the required parking. The City Parks Supervisor or Arborist shall determine the significance of 
the tree and/or landscaping to determine eligibility for these reductions. 

Response: No reduction in parking has been requested by the applicant. This standard does not apply. 

C. Developers must also comply with the municipal code chapter on tree protection. 
Response: The arborist report addresses West Linn regulations regarding protection of existing trees. 
The applicant’s arborist has determined that the site has one tree classified by the City as “significant,” a 
large Oregon white oak in the northeast corner, and the site design incorporates efforts to preserve and 
protect this tree. This standard is met. 

D. Heritage trees. Heritage trees are trees which, because of their age, type, notability, or historical 
association, are of special importance. Heritage trees are trees designated by the City Council 
following review of a nomination. A heritage tree may not be removed without a public hearing 
at least 30 days prior to the proposed date of removal. Development proposals involving land 
with heritage tree(s) shall be required to protect and save the tree(s). Further discussion of 
heritage trees is found in the municipal code. 

Response: The site has approximately 40 trees overall, none of which has been designated as Heritage 
Trees. This standard does not apply. 

E. Landscaping – By type, location and amount. 
2. Non-residential uses. A minimum of 20 percent of the gross site area shall be 

landscaped. Parking lot landscaping may be counted in the percentage. 
Response: As illustrated on the plans, over 50 percent of the site will be landscaped. This 
standard is met.  

3. All uses (residential uses (non-single-family) and non-residential uses): 
a. The landscaping shall be located in defined landscaped areas which are 

uniformly distributed throughout the parking or loading area. There shall be one 
shade tree planted for every eight parking spaces. These trees shall be evenly 
distributed throughout the parking lot to provide shade. Parking lots with over 
20 spaces shall have a minimum 10 percent of the interior of the parking lot 
devoted to landscaping. Pedestrian walkways in the landscaped areas are not to 
be counted in the percentage. The perimeter landscaping, explained in 
subsection (E)(3)(d) of this section, shall not be included in the 10 percent figure. 
Parking lots with 10 to 20 spaces shall have a minimum five percent of the 
interior of the parking lot devoted to landscaping. The perimeter landscaping, as 
explained above, shall not be included in the five percent. Parking lots with fewer 
than 10 spaces shall have the standard perimeter landscaping and at least two 
shade trees. Non-residential parking areas paved with a permeable parking 
surface may reduce the required minimum interior landscaping by one-third for 
the area with the permeable parking surface only. 

b. The landscaped areas shall not have a width of less than five feet. 
Response: All parking will occur within the building envelope (within the breezeway) so 
there is no outdoor parking area that would necessitate interior or perimeter 
landscaping. These standards do not apply.  
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c. The soils, site, proposed soil amendments, and proposed irrigation system shall 
be appropriate for the healthy and long-term maintenance of the proposed plant 
species. 

Response: The proposed planting plan has been prepared by a biologist to utilize 
species appropriate for the site context near the wetlands and stream. This standard is 
met.  

d. A parking, loading, or service area which abuts a street shall be set back from 
the right-of-way line by perimeter landscaping in the form of a landscaped strip 
at least 10 feet in width. When a parking, loading, or service area or driveway is 
contiguous to an adjoining lot or parcel, there shall be an intervening five-foot-
wide landscape strip. The landscaped area shall contain: 

 
1) Street trees spaced as appropriate to the species, not to exceed 50 feet 

apart on the average; 
2) Shrubs, not to reach a height greater than three feet, six inches, spaced 

no more than five feet apart on the average; or 
3) Vegetative ground cover such as grass, wildflowers, or other landscape 

material to cover 100 percent of the exposed ground within two growing 
seasons. No bark mulch shall be allowed except under the canopy of low 
level shrubs. 

Response: All parking will occur within the building envelope so there is no outdoor 
parking area that would necessitate interior or perimeter landscaping. Similarly, there is 
no outdoor loading area that would necessitate landscape buffers. This standard does 
not apply.  

e. If over 50 percent of the lineal frontage of the main street or arterial adjacent to 
the development site comprises parking lot, the landscape strip between the 
right-of-way and parking lot shall be increased to 15 feet in width and shall 
include terrain variations (e.g., one-foot-high berm) plus landscaping. This extra 
requirement only applies to one street frontage. 

Response: All parking will occur within the building envelope so there is no outdoor 
parking area that would necessitate interior or perimeter landscaping. This standard 
does not apply.  
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f. A parking, loading, or service area which abuts a property line shall be separated 
from the property line by a landscaped area at least five feet in width and which 
shall act as a screen and noise buffer, and the adequacy of the screen and buffer 
shall be determined by the criteria set forth in CDC 55.100(C) and (D), except 
where shared parking is approved under CDC 46.050. 

Response: All parking will occur within the building envelope so there is no outdoor 
parking area that would necessitate interior or perimeter landscaping. Similarly, there is 
no outdoor loading area that would necessitate landscape buffers. This standard does 
not apply.  

g. All areas in a parking lot not used for parking, maneuvering, or circulation shall 
be landscaped. 

h. The landscaping in parking areas shall not obstruct lines of sight for safe traffic 
operation. 

Response: All parking will occur within the building envelope so there is no outdoor 
parking area that would necessitate interior or perimeter landscaping. These standards 
do not apply. 

i. Outdoor storage areas, service areas (loading docks, refuse deposits, and 
delivery areas), and above-ground utility facilities shall be buffered and screened 
to obscure their view from adjoining properties and to reduce noise levels to 
acceptable levels at the property line. The adequacy of the buffer and screening 
shall be determined by the criteria set forth in CDC 55.100(C)(1). 

Response: There are no outdoor loading or storage areas that necessitate landscape 
buffers. This standard does not apply.  

j. Crime prevention shall be considered and plant materials shall not be located in 
a manner which prohibits surveillance of public and semi-public areas (shared or 
common areas). 

Response: There are no outdoor common areas. This standard does not apply.  

k. Irrigation facilities shall be located so that landscaped areas can be properly 
maintained and so that the facilities do not interfere with vehicular or pedestrian 
circulation. 

Response: If required, irrigation facilities will not conflict with other use areas on the 
site. This standard is met.  

l. For commercial, office, multi-family, and other sites, the developer shall select 
trees that possess the following characteristics: 
1) Provide generous “spreading” canopy for shade. 
2) Roots do not break up adjacent paving. 
3) Tree canopy spread starts at least six feet up from grade in, or adjacent 

to, parking lots, roads, or sidewalks unless the tree is columnar in 
nature. 

4) No sticky leaves or sap-dripping trees (no honey-dew excretion). 
5) No seed pods or fruit-bearing trees (flowering trees are acceptable). 
6) Disease-resistant. 
7) Compatible with planter size. 
8) Drought-tolerant unless irrigation is provided. 
9) Attractive foliage or form all seasons. 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC55.html#55.100
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC46.html#46.050
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC55.html#55.100
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Response: At this site, to mitigate degraded existing conditions as well as the impacts of 
development, virtually all of the on-site areas available for plantings will be devoted to 
re-vegetation designed to re-establish good quality conditions for the riparian zone 
adjacent to Bernert Creek. Because the top priority is to plant tree species best suited to 
that goal, the applicant proposes to plant trees as specified in the tree planting/re-
vegetation planting plan prepared by Martin Schott and Associates in collaboration with 
consulting arborist Morgan Holen (see Exhibits C and B, respectively).  

m. Plant materials (shrubs, ground cover, etc.) shall be selected for their 
appropriateness to the site, drought tolerance, year-round greenery and 
coverage, staggered flowering periods, and avoidance of nuisance plants (Scotch 
broom, etc.). 

Response: The proposed planting plan has been prepared by a biologist to utilize 
species appropriate for the site context near the wetlands and stream. These standards 
do not apply or are met.  

G. Landscaping requirements in water resource areas (WRAs). Pursuant to CDC 32.110(E)(3) the 
requirements of this chapter relating to total site landscaping, landscaping buffers, landscaping 
around parking lots, and landscaping the parking lot interior may be waived or reduced in a WRA 
application without a variance being required. 

Response: As noted above, the site meets the requirements for overall landscaping percentage. The 
landscaping requirements associated with parking lots do not apply as all parking is located interior to 
the building. This standard is met. 

54.030 Planting Strips for Modified and New Streets 

All proposed changes in width in a public street right-of-way or any proposed street improvement shall, 
where feasible, include allowances for planting strips. Plans and specifications for planting such areas 
shall be integrated into the general plan of street improvements. This chapter requires any multi-family, 
commercial, or public facility which causes change in public right-of-way or street improvement to 
comply with the street tree planting plan and standards. 
Response: The proposed street improvements utilize a planting strip except in two locations where the 
stream is too close to the road to accommodate the planting strip and required grading without 
impacting or realigning the creek. The planting strips are anticipated to be used as vegetated 
stormwater facilities. Street trees will be planted in accordance with City specifications. This standard is 
met. 

Chapter 55 Design Review 

55.100 Approval Standards – Class II Design Review 

The approval authority shall make findings with respect to the following criteria when approving, 
approving with conditions, or denying a Class II design review application. 

A. The provisions of the following chapters shall be met: 
1. Chapter 34 CDC, Accessory Structures, Accessory Dwelling Units, and Accessory Uses. 
2. Chapter 38 CDC, Additional Yard Area Required; Exceptions to Yard Requirements; Storage 

in Yards; Projections into Yards. 
3. Chapter 40 CDC, Building Height Limitations, Exceptions. 
4. Chapter 42 CDC, Clear Vision Areas. 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC32.html#32.110
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC34.html#34
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC38.html#38
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC40.html#40
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC42.html#42
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5. Chapter 44 CDC, Fences. 
6. Chapter 46 CDC, Off-Street Parking, Loading and Reservoir Areas. 
7. Chapter 48 CDC, Access, Egress and Circulation. 
8. Chapter 52 CDC, Signs. 
9. Chapter 54 CDC, Landscaping. 

Response: This narrative provides responses to the applicable provisions of the chapters noted above. 
This standard is met. 

B. Relationship to the natural and physical environment. 
1. The buildings and other site elements shall be designed and located so that all heritage 

trees, as defined in the municipal code, shall be saved. Diseased heritage trees, as 
determined by the City Arborist, may be removed at his/her direction. 

Response: There are no heritage trees on site. This standard does not apply. 

2. All heritage trees, as defined in the municipal code, all trees and clusters of trees (“cluster” 
is defined as three or more trees with overlapping driplines; however, native oaks need not 
have an overlapping dripline) that are considered significant by the City Arborist, either 
individually or in consultation with certified arborists or similarly qualified professionals, 
based on accepted arboricultural standards including consideration of their size, type, 
location, health, long term survivability, and/or numbers, shall be protected pursuant to 
the criteria of subsections (B)(2)(a) through (f) of this section. In cases where there is a 
difference of opinion on the significance of a tree or tree cluster, the City Arborist’s findings 
shall prevail. It is important to acknowledge that all trees are not significant and, further, 
that this code section will not necessarily protect all trees deemed significant. 
a. Non-residential and residential projects on Type I and II lands shall protect all 

heritage trees and all significant trees and tree clusters by either the dedication of 
these areas or establishing tree conservation easements. Development of Type I and 
II lands shall require the careful layout of streets, driveways, building pads, lots, and 
utilities to avoid heritage trees and significant trees and tree clusters, and other 
natural resources pursuant to this code. The method for delineating the protected 
trees or tree clusters (“dripline + 10 feet”) is explained in subsection (B)(2)(b) of this 
section. Exemptions of subsections (B)(2)(c), (e), and (f) of this section shall apply. 

 

PROTECTED AREA = DRIPLINE + 10 FEET 
b. Non-residential and residential projects on non-Type I and II lands shall set aside up 

to 20 percent of the area to protect trees and tree clusters that are determined to be 
significant, plus any heritage trees. Therefore, in the event that the City Arborist 
determines that a significant tree cluster exists at a development site, then up to 20 
percent of the non-Type I and II lands shall be devoted to the protection of those 
trees, either by dedication or easement. The exact percentage is determined by 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC44.html#44
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC46.html#46
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC48.html#48
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC52.html#52
http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC54.html#54
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establishing the driplines of the trees or tree clusters that are to be protected. In 
order to protect the roots which typically extend further, an additional 10-foot 
measurement beyond the dripline shall be added. The square footage of the area 
inside this “dripline plus 10 feet” measurement shall be the basis for calculating the 
percentage (see figure below). The City Arborist will identify which tree(s) are to be 
protected. Development of non-Type I and II lands shall also require the careful 
layout of streets, driveways, building pads, lots, and utilities to avoid significant 
trees, tree clusters, heritage trees, and other natural resources pursuant to this code. 
Exemptions of subsections (B)(2)(c), (e), and (f) of this section shall apply. Please 
note that in the event that more than 20 percent of the non-Type I and II lands 
comprise significant trees or tree clusters, the developer shall not be required to save 
the excess trees, but is encouraged to do so. 

 

E.G., DRIPLINE + 10 FT. AREA = 2,500 SQ. FT. OR 18% 
OF TOTAL NON-TYPE I AND II LAND DENSITY 

CALCULATIONS FOR THIS PARCEL WILL BE BASED ON 
REMAINING NET SQ. FOOTAGE OF SITE (EXCLUDING 

THE 2,500 SQ. FT.) 
c. Where stubouts of streets occur on abutting properties, and the extension of those 

streets will mean the loss of significant trees, tree clusters, or heritage trees, it is 
understood that tree loss may be inevitable. In these cases, the objective shall be to 
minimize tree loss. These provisions shall also apply in those cases where access, per 
construction code standards, to a lot or parcel is blocked by a row or screen of 
significant trees or tree clusters. 

d. For both non-residential and residential development, the layout shall achieve at 
least 70 percent of maximum density for the developable net area. The developable 
net area excludes all Type I and II lands and up to 20 percent of the remainder of the 
site for the purpose of protection of stands or clusters of trees as defined in 
subsection (B)(2) of this section. 

e. For arterial and collector street projects, including Oregon Department of 
Transportation street improvements, the roads and graded areas shall avoid tree 
clusters where possible. Significant trees, tree clusters, and heritage tree loss may 
occur, however, but shall be minimized. 

f. If the protection of significant tree(s) or tree clusters is to occur in an area of grading 
that is necessary for the development of street grades, per City construction codes, 
which will result in an adjustment in the grade of over or under two feet, which will 
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then threaten the health of the tree(s), the applicant will submit evidence to the 
Planning Director that all reasonable alternative grading plans have been considered 
and cannot work. The applicant will then submit a mitigation plan to the City 
Arborist to compensate for the removal of the tree(s) on an “inch by inch” basis (e.g., 
a 48-inch Douglas fir could be replaced by 12 trees, each four-inch). The mix of tree 
sizes and types shall be approved by the City Arborist. 

Response: The applicant’s arborist has determined that the site has one significant tree, a large 
Oregon white oak in the northeast corner; additionally, there is a significant madrone located 
nearby but off-site. Based on the site topography, the property would be classified as a non-
Type I and II land. The proposed development uses the vast majority of the net developable area 
by utilizing the 30% allowable Maximum Developable Area in the Water Resource Area plus 
nearly the entirety of the non-riparian portion of the site, so the layout uses at least 70% of the 
maximum density. The significant trees are protected by placement of the building and drive 
aisles in compliance with the project arborist’s specific recommendations for root zone 
protection, as indicated on the site plan. There are no stubouts of streets on abutting 
properties. The proposed street improvements along Willamette Falls Drive (an arterial) 
incorporate a meandering sidewalk to minimize impacts on the roots of nearby trees; at 
locations where that is not possible, the trees are proposed for removal. No changes are 
proposed to the street grades. This standard is met. 

3. The topography and natural drainage shall be preserved to the greatest degree possible. 
4. The structures shall not be located in areas subject to slumping and sliding. The 

Comprehensive Plan Background Report’s Hazard Map, or updated material as available 
and as deemed acceptable by the Planning Director, shall be the basis for preliminary 
determination. 

Response: The proposed grading plan preserves much of the existing topography and the 
proposed building and site layout have been designed to protect the water resource area. 
Stormwater will be managed by collecting and treating runoff from roof drains prior to 
discharge to the stream running through the site. Permeable pavement driveway surfaces are 
proposed to allow infiltration from those surfaces. The applicant has retained a geotechnical 
engineer to evaluate slope stability and will implement site-specific recommendations to refine 
the design and implement appropriate construction techniques to maintain slopes. This 
standard is met. 

5. There shall be adequate distance between on-site buildings and on-site and off-site 
buildings on adjoining properties to provide for adequate light and air circulation and for 
fire protection. 

Response: The building has been placed near the north end of the site, close to the I-205 on-
ramp. The building will be located over 100 feet from the nearest neighboring structure. This 
standard is met. 

6. Architecture. 
a. The proposed structure(s) scale shall be compatible with the existing structure(s) on 

site and on adjoining sites. Contextual design is required. Contextual design means 
respecting and incorporating prominent architectural styles, building lines, roof 
forms, rhythm of windows, building scale and massing of surrounding buildings in 
the proposed structure. The materials and colors shall be complementary to the 
surrounding buildings. 
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Response: The abutting commercial buildings west and east of the site are one- and two-
story structures with gabled and hipped roofs, whereas the proposed structure is four 
stories with a parapet around the roof. The applicant proposes to utilize contrasting 
architecture per subsection C below. This standard does not apply. 

b. While there has been discussion in Chapter 24 CDC about transition, it is appropriate 
that new buildings should architecturally transition in terms of bulk and mass to 
work with, or fit, adjacent existing buildings. This transition can be accomplished by 
selecting designs that “step down” or “step up” from small to big structures and vice 
versa (see figure below). Transitions may also take the form of carrying building 
patterns and lines (e.g., parapets, windows, etc.) from the existing building to the 
new one. 

 

4  
Response: Chapter 24 regulates planned unit developments (PUDs). This application does 
not include a PUD. This standard does not apply. 

c. Contrasting architecture shall only be permitted when the design is manifestly 
superior to adjacent architecture in terms of creativity, design, and workmanship, 
and/or it is adequately separated from other buildings by distance, screening, grade 
variations, or is part of a development site that is large enough to set its own style of 
architecture. 

Response: The applicant proposes to utilize a contrasting architectural style due to the 
large site size (1.58 acres) which provides for significant distance from abutting buildings 
and vegetation between properties. The site is large enough to set its own style. The 
quality of building materials and architectural details is superior to those of many other 
self-storage facilities: this building design will utilize high-quality materials including split-

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC24.html#24
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faced block, fiber cement siding (some horizontal lap siding and some vertical board & 
batten style), and a standing seam metal roof. Building colors will be selected to 
complement the surroundings. Notably, the site’s landscaping is designed to re-establish a 
dense stand of trees to enhance the riparian corridor adjacent to Bernert Creek, with the 
corresponding benefit of visually screening the building as viewed from Willamette Falls 
Drive. This standard is met. 

d. Human scale is a term that seeks to accommodate the users of the building and the 
notion that buildings should be designed around the human scale (i.e., their size and 
the average range of their perception). Human scale shall be accommodated in all 
designs by, for example, multi-light windows that are broken up into numerous 
panes, intimately scaled entryways, and visual breaks (exaggerated eaves, 
indentations, ledges, parapets, awnings, engaged columns, etc.) in the facades of 
buildings, both vertically and horizontally. 
The human scale is enhanced by bringing the building and its main entrance up to 
the edge of the sidewalk. It creates a more dramatic and interesting streetscape and 
improves the “height and width” ratio referenced in this section. 

 

Human scale is captured in this example 
Response: The building is not built to the sidewalk due to the presence of the stream and 
water resource area close to Willamette Falls Drive. However, human scale is provided in 
this building by utilizing a parapet, multiple building materials and surfaces, and 
considerable glazing implemented through multi-light windows. This standard is met. 

e. The main front elevation of commercial and office buildings shall provide at least 60 
percent windows or transparency at the pedestrian level to create more interesting 
streetscape and window shopping opportunities. One side elevation shall provide at 
least 30 percent transparency. Any additional side or rear elevation, which is visible 
from a collector road or greater classification, shall also have at least 30 percent 
transparency. Transparency on other elevations is optional. The transparency is 
measured in lineal fashion. For example, a 100-foot-long building elevation shall 
have at least 60 feet (60 percent of 100 feet) in length of windows. The window 
height shall be, at minimum, three feet tall. The exception to transparency would be 
cases where demonstrated functional constraints or topography restrict that 
elevation from being used. When this exemption is applied to the main front 
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elevation, the square footage of transparency that would ordinarily be required by 
the above formula shall be installed on the remaining elevations at pedestrian level 
in addition to any transparency required by a side elevation, and vice versa. The rear 
of the building is not required to include transparency. The transparency must be 
flush with the building elevation. 

 
60 percent of lineal street facing or main elevation is windows. 30 percent of one 

side elevation is windows. You may transfer windows from the side to front, or vice 
versa. 

 
(Windows not at eye level and/or not flush with building.) 

Response: The standard above applies to commercial and office buildings. Mini-
warehouse use is referred to in the Code as a form of industrial use, to which this 
standard would not logically apply. Additionally, the building’s distance from the street (to 
maximize the riparian corridor along Bernert Creek) and dense tree plantings within that 
riparian corridor are designed to downplay the building’s visibility and soften its 
appearance along Willamette Falls Drive. Adding windows at the ground floor level would 
be at cross-purposes with that strategy for achieving visual compatibility at this specific 
location. This standard does not apply. 

f. Variations in depth and roof line are encouraged for all elevations. 
To vary the otherwise blank wall of most rear elevations, continuous flat elevations 
of over 100 feet in length should be avoided by indents or variations in the wall. The 
use of decorative brick, masonry, or stone insets and/or designs is encouraged. 
Another way to vary or soften this elevation is through terrain variations such as an 
undulating grass area with trees to provide vertical relief. 

Response: Parapets with varying roof lines are utilized on the ends of the buildings. This 
standard is met. 

g. Consideration of the micro-climate (e.g., sensitivity to wind, sun angles, shade, etc.) 
shall be made for building users, pedestrians, and transit users, including features 
like awnings. 

Response: Canopies are provided at the main entrance. This standard is met. 

h. The vision statement identified a strong commitment to developing safe and 
attractive pedestrian environments with broad sidewalks, canopied with trees and 
awnings. 
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trees, awnings, and building orientation enhance micro-climate 

Response: This section does not specify an approval criterion. The subject property is not 
located in an area the City has designated as having high pedestrian-oriented use 
potential. This standard does not apply. 

i. Sidewalk cafes, kiosks, vendors, and street furniture are encouraged. However, at 
least a four-foot-wide pedestrian accessway must be maintained per Chapter 53 
CDC, Sidewalk Use. 

Response: This project does not propose these features. This standard does not apply. 

7. Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) compliance. The automobile shall be shifted from a 
dominant role, relative to other modes of transportation, by the following means: 
a. Commercial and office development shall be oriented to the street. At least one 

public entrance shall be located facing an arterial street; or, if the project does not 
front on an arterial, facing a collector street; or, if the project does not front on a 
collector, facing the local street with highest traffic levels. Parking lots shall be 
placed behind or to the side of commercial and office development. When a large 
and/or multi-building development is occurring on a large undeveloped tract (three 
plus acres), it is acceptable to focus internally; however, at least 20 percent of the 
main adjacent right-of-way shall have buildings contiguous to it unless waived per 
subsection (B)(7)(c) of this section. These buildings shall be oriented to the adjacent 
street and include pedestrian-oriented transparencies on those elevations. 

For individual buildings on smaller individual lots, at least 30 lineal feet or 50 percent 
of the building must be adjacent to the right-of-way unless waived per subsection 
(B)(7)(c) of this section. The elevations oriented to the right-of-way must incorporate 
pedestrian-oriented transparency. 

b. Multi-family projects shall be required to keep the parking at the side or rear of the 
buildings or behind the building line of the structure as it would appear from the 
right-of-way inside the multi-family project. For any garage which is located behind 
the building line of the structure, but still facing the front of the structure, 
architectural features such as patios, patio walls, trellis, porch roofs, overhangs, 
pergolas, etc., shall be used to downplay the visual impact of the garage, and to 
emphasize the rest of the house and front entry. 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC53.html#53
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The parking may be positioned inside small courtyard areas around which the units 
are built. These courtyard spaces encourage socialization, defensible space, and can 
provide a central location for landscaping, particularly trees, which can provide an 
effective canopy and softening effect on the courtyard in only a few years. Vehicular 
access and driveways through these courtyard areas is permitted. 

c. Commercial, office, and multi-family projects shall be built as close to the adjacent 
main right-of-way as practical to facilitate safe pedestrian and transit access. 
Reduced frontages by buildings on public rights-of-way may be allowed due to 
extreme topographic (e.g., slope, creek, wetlands, etc.) conditions or compelling 
functional limitations, not just inconveniences or design challenges. 

entrance from right-of-way 

 
Response: The standards above apply strictly to commercial and office buildings and 
multi-family developments. The Code refers to mini-storage warehouses as a form of 
industrial use. These standards do not apply to the proposed development. 

d. Accessways, parking lots, and internal driveways shall accommodate pedestrian 
circulation and access by specially textured, colored, or clearly defined footpaths at 
least six feet wide. Paths shall be eight feet wide when abutting parking areas or 
travel lanes. Paths shall be separated from parking or travel lanes by either 
landscaping, planters, curbs, bollards, or raised surfaces. Sidewalks in front of 
storefronts on the arterials and main store entrances on the arterials identified in 
CDC 85.200(A)(3) shall be 12 feet wide to accommodate pedestrians, sidewalk sales, 
sidewalk cafes, etc. Sidewalks in front of storefronts and main store entrances in 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC85.html#85.200
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commercial/OBC zone development on local streets and collectors shall be eight feet 
wide. 

 
landscaping 

e. Paths shall provide direct routes that pedestrians will use between buildings, 
adjacent rights-of-way, and adjacent commercial developments. They shall be 
clearly identified. They shall be laid out to attract use and to discourage people from 
cutting through parking lots and impacting environmentally sensitive areas. 

 
direct pedestrian route required (- -) 

Response: As illustrated in the plans, a walkway is proposed from the right-of-way to the 
office portion of the building. However, the proposed building and site layout have been 
designed to protect the water resource area and minimize impacts to both resources and 
surface area. As such, the walkway is proposed at only five feet in width, with a railing on 
the east side to safely separate pedestrians and the resource area and bottomless arched 
culvert over the stream. The path will be raised from the driveway surface. 

The building does not contain storefronts on arterials or main streets. 

These standards are met to the maximum extent feasible given the site’s constraints, 
natural features, and the goal of limiting impacts on WRA features. 

f. At least one entrance to the building shall be on the main street, or as close as 
possible to the main street. The entrance shall be designed to identify itself as a 
main point of ingress/egress. 

Response: The proposed building and site layout have been designed to protect the water 
resource area and minimize impacts to both resources and surface area. As illustrated in 
the plans, the main entrance will be as close to the street as possible, located at the 
southwest corner. This standard is met.  
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g. Where transit service exists, or is expected to exist, there shall be a main entrance 
within a safe and reasonable distance of the transit stop. A pathway shall be 
provided to facilitate a direct connection. 

Response: TriMet Bus Route 154 (Willamette/Clackamas Heights) provides service on 
Willamette Falls Drive, with bus stops on both sides of the street just east of the 6th Street 
intersection. Because of the nature of the proposed use, the number of transit-based trips 
to and from the site is expected to be extremely low, since most customers visit with large 
vehicles and/or trailers in order to access storage units to pick up or drop off items. 
Employees or other visitors using transit will be able to use the proposed sidewalk along 
the site frontage and the walkway within the site to walk between the bus stops and the 
office. A pedestrian walkway has been provided adjacent to the western driveway to 
provide convenient access from the bus stop to the main entrance. This standard is met. 

 
h. Projects shall bring at least part of the project adjacent to or near the main street 

right-of-way in order to enhance the height-to-width ratio along that particular 
street. (The “height-to-width ratio” is an architectural term that emphasizes height 
or vertical dimension of buildings adjacent to streets. The higher and closer the 
building is, and the narrower the width of the street, the more attractive and 
intimate the streetscape becomes.) For every one foot in street width, the adjacent 
building ideally should be one to two feet higher. This ratio is considered ideal in 
framing and defining the streetscape. 

 
1:1 height to width ratio is ideal 

(example only) 
Response: The proposed building and site layout have been designed to protect the water 
resource area and minimize impacts to both resources and surface area. As illustrated in 
the plans, the main entrance will be as close to the street as possible, located at the 
southwest corner. The height-to-width ratio of Willamette Falls Drive will be improved by 
the location of the approximately 52-foot tall building. Significantly, as a visual backdrop, 
the berm supporting the northbound I-205 on-ramp is located right behind the subject 
property (as viewed from points to the south) and is as high as the proposed building. This 
standard is met.  

i. These architectural standards shall apply to public facilities such as reservoirs, water 
towers, treatment plants, fire stations, pump stations, power transmission facilities, 
etc. It is recognized that many of these facilities, due to their functional 
requirements, cannot readily be configured to meet these architectural standards. 
However, attempts shall be made to make the design sympathetic to surrounding 
properties by landscaping, setbacks, buffers, and all reasonable architectural means. 

j. Parking spaces at trailheads shall be located so as to preserve the view of, and 
access to, the trailhead entrance from the roadway. The entrance apron to the 
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trailhead shall be marked: “No Parking,” and include design features to foster trail 
recognition. 

Response: No public facilities or trailheads are part of the proposal. These standards do 
not apply. 

C. Compatibility between adjoining uses, buffering, and screening. 
1. In addition to the compatibility requirements contained in Chapter 24 CDC, buffering shall 

be provided between different types of land uses; for example, buffering between single-
family homes and apartment blocks. However, no buffering is required between single-
family homes and duplexes or single-family attached units. The following factors shall be 
considered in determining the adequacy of the type and extent of the buffer: 
a. The purpose of the buffer, for example to decrease noise levels, absorb air pollution, 

filter dust, or to provide a visual barrier. 
b. The size of the buffer required to achieve the purpose in terms of width and height. 
c. The direction(s) from which buffering is needed. 
d. The required density of the buffering. 
e. Whether the viewer is stationary or mobile. 

Response: The site abuts a commercial development to the northeast and southwest. The 
proposed mini-warehouse self-storage facility use will be compatible with the scale, design, 
vehicular types, and hours of operation of the adjacent uses. However, a 10-foot-deep 
landscaped strip will be provided on the northeastern lot line, and the vehicular area on the 
southwest side will be separated from the southwest lot line by at least 27 feet of landscaped 
area. Considerable landscaping will also be present between the building and the single-family 
residences across Willamette Falls Drive. This standard is met.  

2. On-site screening from view from adjoining properties of such things as service areas, 
storage areas, and parking lots shall be provided and the following factors will be 
considered in determining the adequacy of the type and extent of the screening: 
a. What needs to be screened? 
b. The direction from which it is needed. 
c. How dense the screen needs to be. 
d. Whether the viewer is stationary or mobile. 
e. Whether the screening needs to be year-round. 

Response: Service and storage areas and parking spaces will be contained within the building. 
These standards do not apply. 

3. Rooftop air cooling and heating systems and other mechanical equipment shall be 
screened from view from adjoining properties. 

Response: No rooftop mechanical equipment is proposed. This standard does not apply.  

D. Privacy and noise. 
1. Structures which include residential dwelling units shall provide private outdoor areas for 

each ground floor unit which is screened from view from adjoining units. 
2. Residential dwelling units shall be placed on the site in areas having minimal noise 

exposure to the extent possible. Natural-appearing sound barriers shall be used to lessen 
noise impacts where noise levels exceed the noise standards contained in West Linn 
Municipal Code Section 5.487. 

3. Structures or on-site activity areas which generate noise, lights, or glare shall be buffered 
from adjoining residential uses in accordance with the standards in subsection C of this 
section where applicable. 
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4. Businesses or activities that can reasonably be expected to generate noise in excess of the 
noise standards contained in West Linn Municipal Code Section 5.487 shall undertake and 
submit appropriate noise studies and mitigate as necessary to comply with the code. (See 
CDC 55.110(B)(11) and 55.120(M).) 

If the decision-making authority reasonably believes a proposed use may generate noise 
exceeding the standards specified in the municipal code, then the authority may require the 
applicant to supply professional noise studies from time to time during the user’s first year of 
operation to monitor compliance with City standards and permit requirements. 

Response: No residential units are included in this proposal. There are no abutting residential uses. The 
proposed self-storage building will not generate noise in excess of the standards of Section 5.487. This 
standard is met.  

G. Demarcation of public, semi-public, and private spaces. The structures and site improvements 
shall be designed so that public areas such as streets or public gathering places, semi-public 
areas, and private outdoor areas are clearly defined in order to establish persons having a right 
to be in the space, to provide for crime prevention, and to establish maintenance responsibility. 
These areas may be defined by: 
1. A deck, patio, fence, low wall, hedge, or draping vine; 
2. A trellis or arbor; 
3. A change in level; 
4. A change in the texture of the path material; 
5. Sign; or 
6. Landscaping. 
Use of gates to demarcate the boundary between a public street and a private access driveway is 
prohibited. 

Response: The proposal does not include public gathering places, semi-public areas, or private outdoor 
decks or amenity areas. However, the on-site walkway from the right-of-way will be clearly identifiable 
with raised, contrasting paving and a handrail. This standard is met as applicable.  

H. Public transit. 
1. Provisions for public transit may be required where the site abuts an existing or planned 

public transit route. The required facilities shall be based on the following: 
a. The location of other transit facilities in the area. 
b. The size and type of the proposed development. 
c. The rough proportionality between the impacts from the development and the 

required facility. 
2. The required facilities shall be limited to such facilities as the following: 

a. A waiting shelter with a bench surrounded by a three-sided covered structure, with 
transparency to allow easy surveillance of approaching buses. 

b. A turnout area for loading and unloading designed per regional transit agency 
standards. 

c. Hard-surface paths connecting the development to the waiting and boarding areas. 
d. Regional transit agency standards shall, however, prevail if they supersede these 

standards. 
3. The transit stop shall be located as close as possible to the main entrance to the shopping 

center, public or office building, or multi-family project. The entrance shall not be more 
than 200 feet from the transit stop with a clearly identified pedestrian link. 

4. All commercial business centers (over three acres) and multi-family projects (over 40 units) 
may be required to provide for the relocation of transit stops to the front of the site if the 
existing stop is within 200 to 400 yards of the site and the exaction is roughly proportional 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC55.html#55.110
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to the impact of the development. The commercial or multi-family project may be required 
to provide new facilities in those cases where the nearest stop is over 400 yards away. The 
transit stop shall be built per subsection (H)(2) of this section. 

5. If a commercial business center or multi-family project is adjacent to an existing or 
planned public transit stop, the parking requirement may be reduced by the multiplier of 
0.9, or 10 percent. If a commercial center is within 200 feet of a multi-family project, with 
over 80 units and pedestrian access, the parking requirement may be reduced by 10 
percent or by a 0.90 multiplier. 

6. Standards of CDC 85.200(D), Transit Facilities, shall also apply. 
Response: TriMet Bus Route 154 (Willamette/Clackamas Heights) provides service on Willamette Falls 
Drive, with bus stops on both sides of the street just east of the 6th Street intersection. Because of the 
nature of the proposed use, the number of transit-based trips to and from the site is expected to be 
extremely low, since most customers visit with large vehicles and/or trailers in order to access storage 
units to pick up or drop off items. Employees or other visitors using transit will be able to use the 
proposed sidewalk along the site frontage and the walkway within the site to walk between the bus 
stops and the office. No parking reduction has been requested due to the proximity to transit. This 
standard is met. 

I. Public facilities. An application may only be approved if adequate public facilities will be 
available to provide service to the property prior to occupancy. 
1. Streets. Sufficient right-of-way and slope easement shall be dedicated to accommodate all 

abutting streets to be improved to the City’s Improvement Standards and Specifications. 
The City Engineer shall determine the appropriate level of street and traffic control 
improvements to be required, including any off-site street and traffic control 
improvements, based upon the transportation analysis submitted. The City Engineer’s 
determination of developer obligation, the extent of road improvement and City’s share, if 
any, of improvements and the timing of improvements shall be made based upon the City’s 
systems development charge ordinance and capital improvement program, and the rough 
proportionality between the impact of the development and the street improvements. 

In determining the appropriate sizing of the street in commercial, office, multi-family, and 
public settings, the street should be the minimum necessary to accommodate anticipated 
traffic load and needs and should provide substantial accommodations for pedestrians and 
bicyclists. Road and driveway alignment should consider and mitigate impacts on adjacent 
properties and in neighborhoods in terms of increased traffic loads, noise, vibrations, and 
glare. 

The realignment or redesign of roads shall consider how the proposal meets accepted 
engineering standards, enhances public safety, and favorably relates to adjacent lands and 
land uses. Consideration should also be given to selecting an alignment or design that 
minimizes or avoids hazard areas and loss of significant natural features (drainageways, 
wetlands, heavily forested areas, etc.) unless site mitigation can clearly produce a superior 
landscape in terms of shape, grades, and reforestation, and is fully consistent with 
applicable code restrictions regarding resource areas. 

Streets shall be installed per Chapter 85 CDC standards. The City Engineer has the 
authority to require that street widths match adjacent street widths. Sidewalks shall be 
installed per CDC 85.200(A)(3) for commercial and office projects, and CDC 85.200(A)(16) 
and 92.010(H) for residential projects, and applicable provisions of this chapter. Where 
streets bisect or traverse water resource areas (WRAs) the street width shall be reduced to 
the minimum standard of 20 feet (two 10-foot travel lanes) plus four-foot-wide curb flush 
sidewalks or alternate configurations which are appropriate to site conditions, minimize 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC85.html#85.200
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WRA disturbance or are consistent with an adopted transportation system plan. The street 
design shall also be consistent with habitat friendly provisions of CDC 32.060(H). 

Based upon the City Manager’s or Manager’s designee’s determination, the applicant shall 
construct or cause to be constructed, or contribute a proportionate share of the costs, for 
all necessary off-site improvements identified by the transportation analysis commissioned 
to address CDC 55.125 that are required to mitigate impacts from the proposed 
development. Proportionate share of the costs shall be determined by the City Manager or 
Manager’s designee, who shall assume that the proposed development provides 
improvements in rough proportion to identified impacts of the development. 

Response: Adequate streets exist to serve the proposed development. As discussed in the 
Transportation Impact Letter (Exhibit E), the proposed access points have been evaluated 
against the standards of Chapter 48 and those of the Transportation System Plans (e.g., the 
access spacing standards of TSP Table 8-3). This standard is met. 

2. Repealed by Ord. 1635. 
3. Municipal water. A registered civil engineer shall prepare a plan for the provision of water 

which demonstrates to the City Engineer’s satisfaction the availability of sufficient volume, 
capacity, and pressure to serve the proposed development’s domestic, commercial, and 
industrial fire flows. All plans will then be reviewed by the City Engineer. 

Response: Adequate water service exists to serve the proposed development, as shown in the 
attached utility plan. This standard is met. 

4. Sanitary sewers. A registered civil engineer shall prepare a sewerage collection system 
plan which demonstrates sufficient on-site capacity to serve the proposed development. 
The City Engineer shall determine whether the existing City system has sufficient capacity 
to serve the development. 

Response: Adequate sanitary sewer service exists to serve the proposed development, as shown 
in the attached utility plan. This standard is met. 

5. Solid waste and recycling storage areas. Appropriately sized and located solid waste and 
recycling storage areas shall be provided. Metro standards shall be used. 

Response: Minimal waste will be generated by the proposed mini-warehouse building; only the 
employees of the small office will generate waste. As shown in the attached floor plan, a trash 
storage area is proposed immediately east of the accessible parking stall. This standard is met. 

J. Crime prevention and safety/defensible space. 
1. Windows shall be located so that areas vulnerable to crime can be surveyed by the 

occupants. 
2. Interior laundry and service areas shall be located in a way that they can be observed by 

others. 
3. Mailboxes, recycling, and solid waste facilities shall be located in lighted areas having 

vehicular or pedestrian traffic. 
4. The exterior lighting levels shall be selected and the angles shall be oriented towards areas 

vulnerable to crime. 
5. Light fixtures shall be provided in areas having heavy pedestrian or vehicular traffic and in 

potentially dangerous areas such as parking lots, stairs, ramps, and abrupt grade changes. 
6. Fixtures shall be placed at a height so that light patterns overlap at a height of seven feet 

which is sufficient to illuminate a person. All commercial, industrial, residential, and public 
facility projects undergoing design review shall use low or high pressure sodium bulbs and 
be able to demonstrate effective shielding so that the light is directed downwards rather 
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than omni-directional. Omni-directional lights of an ornamental nature may be used in 
general commercial districts only. 

7. Lines of sight shall be reasonably established so that the development site is visible to 
police and residents. 

8. Security fences for utilities (e.g., power transformers, pump stations, pipeline control 
equipment, etc.) or wireless communication facilities may be up to eight feet tall in order 
to protect public safety. No variances are required regardless of location. 

Response: As shown in the attached site plans and perspective, windows will be located on all sides of 
the building, with ground floor windows on the office portion at the southwest corner. The parking area 
will be adequately lit to discourage crime, and the applicant typically installs video equipment for 
enhanced on-site security. Lighting is intended to adequately illuminate the site without causing 
unnecessary spillover onto the street or neighboring property. Additional detail on lighting will be 
provided during the building permit stage once specific light fixtures have been selected. This standard is 
met.  

K. Provisions for persons with disabilities. 
1. The needs of a person with a disability shall be provided for. Accessible routes shall be 

provided between all buildings and accessible site facilities. The accessible route shall be 
the most practical direct route between accessible building entries, accessible site facilities, 
and the accessible entry to the site. An accessible route shall connect to the public right-of-
way and to at least one on-site or adjacent transit stop (if the area is served by transit). All 
facilities shall conform to, or exceed, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards, 
including those included in the Uniform Building Code. 

Response: The accessibility requirements of the building code will be met with the building permit 
submittal. As shown in the attached plans, accessible parking will be provided and the walkway from the 
right-of-way to the street will be accessible. This standard is met.  

L. Signs. 
1. Based on considerations of crime prevention and the needs of emergency vehicles, a 

system of signs for identifying the location of each residential unit, store, or industry shall 
be established. 

 
buildings shall be numbered for emergency identification 

2. The signs, graphics, and letter styles shall be designed to be compatible with surrounding 
development, to contribute to a sense of project identity, or, when appropriate, to reflect a 
sense of the history of the area and the architectural style. 

3. The sign graphics and letter styles shall announce, inform, and designate particular areas 
or uses as simply and clearly as possible. 

4. The signs shall not obscure vehicle driver’s sight distance. 
5. Signs indicating future use shall be installed on land dedicated for public facilities (e.g., 

parks, water reservoir, fire halls, etc.). 
6. Signs and appropriate traffic control devices and markings shall be installed or painted in 

the driveway and parking lot areas to identify bicycle and pedestrian routes. 
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Response: Signage for the name of the facility is indicated in the attached perspective drawing; as 
shown, this signage will represent the Northwest Self Storage brand to add to the project’s identity and 
will be compatible with the architectural style of the proposed development. Additional signage 
required for addressing will also meet the above standards. This standard is met.  

M. Utilities. The developer shall make necessary arrangements with utility companies or other 
persons or corporations affected for the installation of underground lines and facilities. Electrical 
lines and other wires, including but not limited to communication, street lighting, and cable 
television, shall be placed underground, as practical. The design standards of Tables 1 and 2 
above, and of subsection 5.487 of the West Linn Municipal Code relative to existing high ambient 
noise levels shall apply to this section. 

Response: Services to the proposed building will be installed underground, consistent with these 
requirements. There is an existing overhead wire on the site southwest of the proposed development. 
The pole/drop and overhead wires will not be affected by the proposed new construction. It is not 
practical to underground this line. This standard does not apply. 

N. Wireless communication facilities (WCFs). (This section only applicable to WCFs.) WCFs as 
defined in Chapter 57 CDC may be required to go through Class I or Class II design review. The 
approval criteria for Class I design review is that the visual impact of the WCF shall be minimal to 
the extent allowed by Chapter 57 CDC. Stealth designs shall be sufficiently camouflaged so that 
they are not easily seen by passersby in the public right-of-way or from any adjoining residential 
unit. WCFs that are classified as Class II design review must respond to all of the approval criteria 
of this chapter. 

Response: No WCFs exist or are proposed. This standard does not apply.  

O. Refuse and recycling standards. 
1. All commercial, industrial and multi-family developments over five units requiring Class II 

design review shall comply with the standards set forth in these provisions. Modifications 
to these provisions may be permitted if the Planning Commission determines that the 
changes are consistent with the purpose of these provisions and the City receives written 
evidence from the local franchised solid waste and recycling firm that they are in 
agreement with the proposed modifications. 

Response: The proposed development is for a mini-warehouse, an industrial use. These 
standards apply and are addressed below.  

2. Compactors, containers, and drop boxes shall be located on a level Portland cement 
concrete pad, a minimum of four inches thick, at ground elevation or other location 
compatible with the local franchise collection firm’s equipment at the time of construction. 
The pad shall be designed to discharge surface water runoff to avoid ponding. 

Response: No compactors are proposed. This standard does not apply.  

3. Recycling and solid waste service areas. 
a. Recycling receptacles shall be designed and located to serve the collection 

requirements for the specific type of material. 
b. The recycling area shall be located in close proximity to the garbage container areas 

and be accessible to the local franchised collection firm’s equipment. 
c. Recycling receptacles or shelters located outside a structure shall have lids and be 

covered by a roof constructed of water and insect-resistive material. The 
maintenance of enclosures, receptacles and shelters is the responsibility of the 
property owner. 
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d. The location of the recycling area and method of storage shall be approved by the 
local fire marshal. 

e. Recycling and solid waste service areas shall be at ground level and/or otherwise 
accessible to the franchised solid waste and recycling collection firm. 

f. Recycling and solid waste service areas shall be used only for purposes of storing 
solid waste and recyclable materials and shall not be a general storage area to store 
personal belongings of tenants, lessees, property management or owners of the 
development or premises. 

g. Recyclable material service areas shall be maintained in a clean and safe condition. 
Response: As shown in the attached floor plan, recycling and solid waste will be stored in the 
trash storage area proposed immediately east of the accessible parking stall. This area will be 
maintained. This standard is met.  

4. Special wastes or recyclable materials. 
a. Environmentally hazardous wastes defined in ORS 466.005 shall be located, 

prepared, stored, maintained, collected, transported, and disposed in a manner 
acceptable to the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality. 

b. Containers used to store cooking oils, grease or animal renderings for recycling or 
disposal shall not be located in the principal recyclable materials or solid waste 
storage areas. These materials shall be stored in a separate storage area designed 
for such purpose. 

Response: Minimal waste will be generated by the proposed mini-warehouse building; only the 
employees of the office will generate waste. No hazardous wastes will be produced by the self-
storage building. This standard does not apply.  

5. Screening and buffering. 
a. Enclosures shall include a curbed landscape area at least three feet in width on the 

sides and rear. Landscaping shall include, at a minimum, a continuous hedge 
maintained at a height of 36 inches. 

b. Placement of enclosures adjacent to residentially zoned property and along street 
frontages is strongly discouraged. They shall be located so as to conceal them from 
public view to the maximum extent possible. 

c. All dumpsters and other trash containers shall be completely screened on all four 
sides with an enclosure that is comprised of a durable material such as masonry with 
a finish that is architecturally compatible with the project. Chain link fencing, with or 
without slats, will not be allowed. 

Response: Trash will be stored indoors; no exterior enclosures are proposed. This standard does 
not apply.  

6. Litter receptacles. 
a. Location. Litter receptacles may not encroach upon the minimum required walkway 

widths. 
b. Litter receptacles may not be located within public rights-of-way except as permitted 

through an agreement with the City in a manner acceptable to the City Attorney or 
his/her designee. 

c. Number. The number and location of proposed litter receptacles shall be based on 
the type and size of the proposed uses. However, at a minimum, for non-residential 
uses, at least one external litter receptacle shall be provided for every 25 parking 
spaces for first 100 spaces, plus one receptacle for every additional 100 spaces. 

Response: No outdoor litter receptacles are proposed. This standard does not apply.  

http://www.codepublishing.com/cgi-bin/ors.pl?cite=466.005
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55.170 Exceptions to Underlying Zone, Yard, Parking, Sign Provisions, and Landscaping Provisions 

A. The Planning Director may grant an exception to the dimensional building setback or yard 
requirements in the applicable zone based on findings that the approval will satisfy the following 
criteria: 
1. A minor exception that is not greater than 20 percent of the required setback. 
2. A more efficient use of the site. 
3. The preservation of natural features that have been incorporated into the overall design of 

the project. 
4. No adverse affect to adjoining properties in terms of light, air circulation, noise levels, 

privacy, and fire hazard. 
5. Safe vehicular and pedestrian access to the site and safe on-site vehicular and pedestrian 

circulation. 
Response: No exceptions with respect to these dimensional standards are required because the 
dimensional requirements for Conditional Uses are determined through the Conditional Use review and 
approval process. 

D. The Planning Director may grant an exception to the landscaping requirements in the applicable 
zone based on findings that the following criteria will be met: 
1. A minor exception that is not greater than 10 percent of the required landscaped area. 
2. A more efficient use of the site. 
3. The preservation of natural features that have been incorporated into the overall design of 

the project. 
4. No adverse effect to adjoining property. 

Response: These provisions are not applicable because more than 50 percent of site area is devoted to 
landscaping, primarily in the form of enhancement plantings in the riparian corridor adjacent to Bernert 
Creek. 

Chapter 60 Conditional Uses 

60.070 Approval Standards and Conditions 

A. The Planning Commission shall approve, approve with conditions, or deny an application for a 
conditional use, except for a manufactured home subdivision in which case the approval 
standards and conditions shall be those specified in CDC 36.030, or to enlarge or alter a 
conditional use based on findings of fact with respect to each of the following criteria: 
1. The site size and dimensions provide: 

a. Adequate area for the needs of the proposed use; and 
b. Adequate area for aesthetic design treatment to mitigate any possible adverse effect 

from the use on surrounding properties and uses. 
2. The characteristics of the site are suitable for the proposed use considering size, shape, 

location, topography, and natural features. 
3. The granting of the proposal will provide for a facility that is consistent with the overall 

needs of the community. 
4. Adequate public facilities will be available to provide service to the property at the time of 

occupancy. 
5. The applicable requirements of the zone are met, except as modified by this chapter. 
6. The supplementary requirements set forth in Chapters 52 to 55 CDC, if applicable, are met. 
7. The use will comply with the applicable policies of the Comprehensive Plan. 

http://www.codepublishing.com/OR/WestLinn/CDC/WestLinnCDC36.html#36.030
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Response: The site has an overall area of 1.58 acres and is of sufficient area and dimensions to 
accommodate buildings on a greater percentage of the site than is proposed (the proposed site plan will 
landscape upwards of 50% of the site area). Placement of the building toward the rear of the site 
minimizes visual impacts on the residential properties across Willamette Falls Drive and affords 
abundant opportunity for trees to provide a vegetated buffer. The City has zoned the site for 
commercial development but the property is challenging for development due to its irregular shape, 
varying topography, stream and wetlands, and Water Resource Area designation with a 100-foot-wide 
riparian corridor alongside Bernert Creek.  

The proposed building and site layout is appropriate for the site because it clusters development 
impacts to areas as far removed from the water resources as possible and re-vegetates the remainder of 
the property to enhance riparian corridor conditions. Granting the Conditional Use Permit for this 
proposal will allow development of an underutilized property with a storage facility that addresses an 
unmet need in the community (as there are no other storage facilities in the City).  

The public infrastructure requirements are minimal for a storage facility as there are limited plumbing 
needs and traffic is minimal (see Exhibit E); the nearby water and sewer infrastructure is adequate 
without upgrades and the applicant will perform street improvements along the site frontage. 
Stormwater will be collected and treated on site prior to discharge to the stream; runoff will be reduced 
through the use of pervious pavement in the driveways. The responses to Chapters 19, 52, 54, and 55 
demonstrate compliance with the standards of the zone and with the supplemental provisions of the 
Community Development Code. The proposed use complies with the applicable policies of the 
Comprehensive Plan by virtue of the consistency between the Plan and the Development Code and the 
fact that this use is allowed in the zone via the Conditional Use Permit review process. This standard is 
met. 

B. An approved conditional use or enlargement or alteration of an existing conditional use shall be 
subject to the development review provisions set forth in Chapter 55 CDC. 

Response: The applicant is seeking Design Review approval in conjunction with the request for a 
Conditional Use Permit. This standard is met. 

C. The Planning Commission may impose conditions on its approval of a conditional use which it 
finds are necessary to assure the use is compatible with other uses in the vicinity. These 
conditions may include, but are not limited to, the following: 
1. Limiting the hours, days, place, and manner of operation. 
2. Requiring design features which minimize environmental impacts such as noise, vibration, 

air pollution, glare, odor, and dust. 
3. Requiring additional setback areas, lot area, or lot depth, or width. 
4. Limiting the building height, size or lot coverage, or location on the site. 
5. Designating the size, number, location and design of vehicle access points. 
6. Requiring street right-of-way to be dedicated and the street to be improved including all 

steps necessary to address future street improvements identified in the adopted 
Transportation System Plan. 

7. Requiring participation in making the intersection improvement or improvements 
identified in the Transportation System Plan when a traffic analysis (compiled as an 
element of a conditional use application for the property) indicates the application should 
contribute toward. 

8. Requiring landscaping, screening, drainage, and surfacing of parking and loading areas. 
9. Limiting the number, size, location, height, and lighting of signs. 
10. Limiting or setting standards for the location and intensity of outdoor lighting. 
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11. Requiring berming, screening, or landscaping and the establishment of standards for their 
installation and maintenance. 

12. Requiring and designating the size, height, location, and materials for fences. 
13. Requiring the protection and preservation of existing trees, soils, vegetation, watercourses, 

habitat areas, and drainage areas. 
Response: The applicant acknowledges the Planning Commission’s authority to impose conditions of 
approval on the project, to the extent evidence demonstrates that such conditions are warranted to 
address reasonably anticipated impacts. This standard is met. 

D. Aggregate extraction uses shall also be subject to the provisions of ORS 541.605. 
Response: This project does not propose aggregate extraction. This standard does not apply. 

E. The Historic Review Board shall review an application for a conditional use, or to enlarge a 
conditional use on a property designated as a historic resource, based on findings of fact that the 
use will: 
1. Preserve or improve a historic resource which would probably not be preserved or 

improved otherwise; and 
2. Utilize existing structures rather than new structures. 

Response: This project is not located on the site of a designated historic resource. This standard does 
not apply. 

Chapter 75 Variances and Special Waivers 

75.020 Classification of Variances 

B. Class II Variance. Class II variances may be utilized when strict application of code requirements 
would be inconsistent with the general purpose of the CDC and would create a burden upon a 
property owner with no corresponding public benefit. A Class II variance will involve a significant 
change from the code requirements and may create adverse impacts on adjacent property or 
occupants. It includes any variance that is not classified as a Class I variance or special waiver. 
1. Class II Variance Approval Criteria. The approval authority may impose appropriate 

conditions to ensure compliance with the criteria. The appropriate approval authority shall 
approve a variance request if all the following criteria are met and corresponding findings 
of fact prepared. 
a. The variance is the minimum variance necessary to make reasonable use of the 

property. To make this determination, the following factors may be considered, 
together with any other relevant facts or circumstances: 
1) Whether the development is similar in size, intensity and type to developments 

on other properties in the City that have the same zoning designation. 
2) Physical characteristics of the property such as lot size or shape, topography, 

or the existence of natural resources. 
3) The potential for economic development of the subject property. 

b. The variance will not result in violation(s) of any other code standard, and the 
variance will meet the purposes of the regulation being modified. 

c. The need for the variance was not created by the applicant and/or owner requesting 
the variance. 

d. If more than one variance is requested, the cumulative effect of the variances results 
in a project that is consistent with the overall purpose of the zone. 

Response: The applicant is requesting a Class II Variance to authorize a driveway location that does not 
conform to the City’s access spacing standards outlined in Chapter 48 and the West Linn TSP. 
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Specifically, the applicant attempted to negotiate an agreement to connect to and share access by way 
of the existing driveway to the east of the site, belonging to the “2500 Building,” but was unable to 
reach acceptable terms with that owner. As a result, the proposed secondary, exit-only driveway is 
proposed with a separation of only some 20 feet, edge-to-edge, from that existing access, which is less 
than the Code standard requiring a minimum 150-foot spacing between driveways on an Arterial street. 
(CDC 48.060.D.1)  

To minimize habitat and water quality impacts, the west (primary) driveway utilizes an existing stream 
crossing in the alignment of vacated Willamette Falls Drive, and it meets the minimum 150-foot spacing 
requirement in relation to both the eastern on-site driveway and the neighboring driveway to the west. 

A transportation impact letter is attached as Exhibit E to evaluate the effect of the proposed 
development on the transportation system and provide evidence in support of the requested variance 
to the driveway spacing standards. The letter demonstrates that the storage facility will have a negligible 
impact on the operations of Willamette Falls Drive and that the proposed driveway locations are 
appropriate given the trip generation, sight lines, and location of other nearby driveways. Therefore, the 
variance would be consistent with the general purpose of access management to promote safety and 
maintain an efficient transportation network. 

The presence of natural resources on site is beyond the control of the applicant, so the need for the 
variance was not created by the applicant or owner. Only one variance has been requested with this 
application. This standard is met. 

C. Special Waivers. Special waivers are only applicable in mixed use and non-residential zoning 
districts. Special waivers may be granted by the approval authority when it can be shown that 
the proposed site design provides a superior means of furthering the intent and purpose of the 
regulation to be waived. A special waiver involves a waiver of a standard to permit a specific 
proposed development. It does not require demonstration of a hardship. It is a request to modify 
specific requirements in order to provide a superior site design that would not otherwise be 
possible under the standard requirements of the code. 
1.  The Planning Commission may approve a special waiver due to the unique nature of the 

proposed development if it finds that there is sufficient evidence to demonstrate that the 
proposed development: 
a. Demonstrates that the proposed development can comply with the regulation to be 

waived, but the waiver provides an alternative means of furthering the purpose of 
the regulation to be waived; 

b. Will not be materially detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other property 
in the area when compared with the impacts of development otherwise permitted; 

c. Provides adequate area for aesthetic design treatment to mitigate potential visual 
impacts from the use on surrounding properties and uses; and 

d. The characteristics of the site are suitable for the proposed use considering size, 
shape, location, topography, and natural features.  

Response: The applicant is requesting a Special Waiver to allow a building height of 52.2 feet, which 
exceeds the 45-foot standard specified in Section 41.020 by just over 7 feet – an increase of 16%. The 
overall design reflects a balancing act between protecting the water resource and ensuring that the 
building size is sufficient to generate revenues sufficient to offset the project’s substantial construction 
and operating costs. The proposed design utilizes a narrow, tall building that minimizes water resource 
area impacts while achieving the necessary amount of interior square footage. (By contrast, a wider, 
shorter building that could comply with the 45-foot maximum height would have resulted in a larger 
footprint that would require removal of additional vegetation in the vicinity of an important natural 
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resource, and its smaller overall leasable area could make the project economically unviable.) The 
project will not be detrimental to the public welfare because the intent of the tall building form with a 
compact footprint is to protect the natural resource valued by the public.  

Given the building’s distance from the street and the fact that the berm for the northbound I-205 on-
ramp (located right behind it) is just as high, the 16% increase in height over the 45-foot standard will 
not be noticeable to the casual observer and will not impose any burdens on neighboring properties. 
The applicant has provided section drawings to illustrate the relative heights of features surrounding the 
proposed building (see Sheets A2.1, A4.1, and A4.2 of the plan set). As illustrated in the perspective 
drawings, the design utilizes a varied building façade with split-face block, fiber-cement siding, and 
glazing to create a structure that is visually interesting. The building’s muted colors have been selected 
to complement the natural surroundings, and dense tree plantings in the landscape area between the 
building and Bernert Creek will serve to soften its appearance and screen it from view from the south. 

The City has zoned the site for commercial development, but the property is challenging for 
development due to its irregular shape, its sloping topography, and the applicable stream, wetlands, and 
WRA protection requirements. The proposed building and site layout is appropriate for the site because 
it clusters development impacts to areas as far removed from the water resources as possible and 
leaves the majority of the property undeveloped. This standard is met. 

75.060 Site Plans and Map 
3. In the case of a request for a variance to the building height provisions: 

a. An elevation drawing of the structure and the proposed variances; and 
b. A drawing(s) to scale showing the impact on adjoining properties; for example, will 

the height variance, if granted, block a viewpoint from an adjoining property of a 
significant land feature.  

Response: The applicant is requesting a Special Waiver to exceed the building height provisions. Section 
drawings have been included to depict the building in the context of neighboring properties. The 
building’s 16% increase in height over the 45-foot standard will not be noticeable to the casual observer 
and will not significantly impact any neighboring properties as compared to what could be allowed 
without the waiver (see the elevation and section drawings). This standard is met. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

Based on the information presented and discussed in this narrative and the attached supporting plans 
and documentation, this application meets applicable standards necessary for land use approval. The 
proposed development complies with applicable standards of the West Linn Community Development 
Code and furthers the City’s objectives of promoting development while protecting sensitive natural 
resources. The applicant respectfully requests approval by the City. 
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April 11, 2016 

City of West Linn 
Attention: Peter Spir, Associate Planner 
22500 Salamo Road 
West Linn, OR 97068 

Re: Northwest Self Storage West Linn 
Neighborhood Meeting Documentation 
Project Number 2150120.01 

Dear Peter: 

Enclosed please find the requisite materials to document compliance with the provisions of West Linn Community 
Development Code 99.038 regarding neighborhood contact for the proposed Northwest Self Storage project at 2400-
2450 Willamette Falls Drive. The neighborhood meeting was held at the Willamette Neighborhood Association on 
October 14, 2015. 

If you have any questions please let me know. 

Sincerely,  
 
 
 
 
Brian Varricchione, PE 
Land Use Planning 
 
Enclosure(s): 1. Certified letter to the neighborhood association requesting a neighborhood meeting 

2. Return receipts from letters to the neighborhood association 
3. Letter to officers of the neighborhood association and to property owners within 500 feet of site 

regarding neighborhood meeting 
4. Affidavit of mailing notice 
5. Maps of notice radius to identify properties within 500 feet 
6. Mailing list for letter regarding neighborhood meeting 
7. Photograph of posted notice 
8. Affidavit of posting notice 
9. Minutes from October 14, 2015 Willamette Neighborhood Association meeting (downloaded from 

City web site) 
10. Audiotape of the meeting 
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September 2, 2015 

Willamette Neighborhood Association 
Attention: Gail Holmes, President 
801 Wendy Court 
West Linn, OR 97068 

Willamette Neighborhood Association 
Attention: Julia Simpson, Vice President 
1671 Killarney Drive 
West Linn, OR 97068 

Re: Northwest Self Storage West Linn 
Neighborhood Association Meeting Request Confirmation 
Project Number 2150120.01 

Dear Ms. Holmes and Ms. Simpson: 

Mackenzie is helping Northwest Self Storage prepare a land use application to develop a self-storage facility in West 
Linn. The proposed site is on the north side of Willamette Falls Drive between 6th and 7th Streets, adjacent to I-205 (see 
attached aerial photo image). Prior to submitting the application, the project team would like to discuss the proposal 
with the Willamette Neighborhood Association and neighbors in the surrounding area through a brief presentation, 
including time for questions and answers, at your monthly meeting on Wednesday, October 14, 2015.  

I spoke by phone with Gail Homes on Monday, August 31, 2015, for preliminary confirmation that time was available on 
that date’s meeting agenda. Please confirm by reply to my email address, lleighton@mcknze.com, so we can proceed to 
mail invitations to surrounding property owners promptly. If the Neighborhood Association is not able to schedule the 
presentation and discussion at a regular meeting within 60 days, we will schedule a separate public meeting. In either 
case, we will invite Neighborhood Association officers and neighbors in the area surrounding the subject site to attend, 
as required by City Code standards. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present the proposal to the Willamette Neighborhood Association. Please call me at 
503-224-9560, or mobile 503-515-5890, with any questions you may have.  

Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Lee Leighton, AICP 
Planner III 
 
 
Enclosure(s): Site Aerial Photo  
 
c: Tom Jones - Northwest Self Storage 

By Certified Mail with Return Receipt Requested 
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September 17, 2015 

Re: Northwest Self Storage West Linn 
Neighborhood Association Meeting Invitation 
Project Number 2150120.01 

Dear Neighbor: 

Mackenzie is helping Northwest Self Storage prepare a land use application to develop a self-storage facility in West 
Linn. The proposed site is on the north side of Willamette Falls Drive between 6th and 7th Streets, adjacent to I-205. 
Prior to submitting the application, the project team would like to discuss the proposal with the Willamette 
Neighborhood Association and neighbors in the surrounding area through a brief presentation, including time for 
questions and answers. We invite you to attend this monthly Willamette Neighborhood Association (WNA) meeting, 
when we will be on the agenda: 

 
Date/Time: Wednesday, October 14, 2015, 7:00 PM 
Location: Community Room, West Linn Police Department, 1800 8th Avenue, West Linn, OR 97068 

This presentation is likely to be only one of multiple items on the agenda for this meeting, so you are encouraged to 
contact the WNA beforehand with any questions that you may have for the applicant, at 
willamettena@westlinnoregon.gov.  

Please note that this will be an informal presentation featuring preliminary plans for the proposed development, and the 
plans may be modified before the land use application is submitted to the City of West Linn. Once submitted, you may 
also receive an official notice of the application from the City of West Linn inviting you to participate in the land use 
review process. 

We appreciate the opportunity to discuss the proposed development, and we look forward to seeing you at the WNA 
meeting on October 14. If you are unable to attend the meeting but have any questions, please contact me at 
LLeighton@mcknze.com, or by phone at 503-224-9560 or mobile 503-515-5890.  

Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Lee Leighton, AICP 
Planner III 
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Draft Minutes of Willamette Neighborhood Association meeting 10/14/2015

Called to order by Julia Simpson- VP

Those in attendance = Kathie Halicki, Julia Simpson, Eric Miller, Connie Richardson, Debbie Meyers, Jody
Carson, Tom Jones, Lynda McDowell, Andy Rocchia, Elizabeth Rocchia, Ken Vanduloff, Matt Altenhofen,
Shannon Knight, Midge Pierce, Michael Selvaggio, Danny Belding, Christine Lewis.

The minutes from Aug. 12/2015 and Sept. 9, 2015 were ratified. Elizabeth Rocchia made the motion and
Debbie Meyers seconded for both motions. Both motions had 16 yeas making a unanimous decision.

Treasure's report: Elizabeth Rocchia informed us that we have $4299.35, the same as last month.

Northwest Self Storage Presentation:

Number on informational sheet sent out dated 9/17/2015 is MacKenzie/Northwest Storage
number not West Linn Planning number. (2150120.01).

Tom Jones = Northwest Self Storage. As of today, brush clearing on the site has not been
finished for the surveyor to begin. It is currently being done. The arborist has visited and will visit the
site for the White Oak and other trees. City arborist also to visit. The wetland consultant has also been
out and will return. There is a 30’ fall from back to front. ODOT=setback from right of freeway. TVFR
mandated a 26' driveway. Driveway will go to back of building and will share driveway of business next
door. The driveway is in the Greenway overlay, so there will need to be improvements made there too.
There will be landscaping along Willamette Falls Dr., very tall fast growing trees to mitigate the impact of
the building. Riparian Line=can only encroach 30% into Riparian way (this is a hardship). Site to be built
and building designed one way if they keep the large White Oak and other Significant trees vs. removal
of said trees and planting others. If White Oak is removed then the driveway will go all the way around
the back and will have a simpler building. Presently city mandates that a sidewalk is to have planted strip
along WFD then the sidewalk. Site is already fully served. Compare their new builds in Beaverton on
Canyon Road and in Wilsonville across from Fred Meyer. They have 80 facilities. The picture he showed
is not like what is to be built. They are asking for a 4 story (43' in all) building with the loading area away
from WFD. The building will be climate controlled, everything indoors. Colors=taupe and green. Can be
used for warehouse space. There would be 500 units, very little parking (7-8 parking stalls). Hours to be
7am-10pm, office hours 9am-6pm. Managers office not to be a dwelling. High security= must enter code
and multiple cameras. 16 trips per day. Heaviest use days= probably Sat., evenings, end of month. A
question was asked by Andy Rocchia about how far above the creek the foundation would be=answer,
don't know. They will not disturb the drainage for the creek. The issue of flooding was brought up by
several WNA members=NWSS not aware of recent flooding. Basement floor would be above the 100
year flood plain. Shannon Knight felt that the building was too modern for our historic district. Perhaps a
change needs to happen there. Tom said that they did a historic looking building in Wilsonville.
Construction traffic=10-12 vehicles perhaps as little as 5-6. Road already taxed. Traffic Engineers to
figure out traffic. NWSS was informed by those in attendance of WFD becoming 205a, many times per
week. Needs for NWSS= conditional use permit review, water resource review, impact and hardship
review, design review, waiver of height allowance, improvement of greenway overlay. Timetable= Dec.
submittal to WL Planning, Spring-summer 2016 construction. Jobs created 3.



Main Street:

Trick or Treat (Sat. 2-5pm) Shannon Knight asked for $150., to go towards Halloween. Shannon
made the motion and Jody seconded. It passed unanimously. Also mentioned was an adult costume
contest for Halloween. Alice in Willamette Land. So far J. Willeys,Saloon (karaoke), La Fiesta, Lil
Cooperstown have all sign up to have costume contests.

Change out every other banner for the holiday season. May ask for money from WNA. Jody
made a motion for $200. For banners on WFD. Debbie 2nd and it passed unanimously.

End of Oct. the Main Street Manager will start.

Elizabeth Rocchia informed us that 2 signs (announcing the Willamette Neighborhood) were paid for by
the city. Parks and Rec will install them. The discussion was/is where to put them and could we perhaps
use 2 more. This is to be discussed next month.

Jody Carson informed us that the National Historic District signs are in but ODOT wants $30,000. To
install. The city has $18,000 for 2 signs. Jody drove around and found that % of the other historic signs
are attached to other signs. Will go back and discuss this with ODOT.

Annual postcard= tabled until Jan. since Lori Hall has resigned, we will wait for her replacement to get
situated in job.

Oct. 15th Bland Circle pre-app meeting

Oct. 21st Planning Commission meeting to discuss amendments to Transportation Codes.

Oct. 26 City Council meeting, appeal of Con Am denial by Planning Commission

A suggestion was made by Andy Rocchia that perhaps there should be some "old varieties of
Rhododendrons planted under the firs that have been limbed up along WFD. That way the houses above
8th Ave. wouldn't have to look at buildings. Perhaps the raised planters should use native planted in "Old
Town".

New Pavement= dirt on historic stairway. The stairs went from the trolley line to the street (upper WFD
to lower WFD, 2 cement1stone). Danny Belding said he will approach city hall about WNA requesting
that it be cleaned up. Safety hazard and doing damage. It was discussed that perhaps we should get a
sign explaining the history of the stairs.

Eric Miller UAB= this was a good year for selling water. If we have another good year next year we won't
need a 5-18% (depending on whom you are speaking to) rate increase. UAB will wait until Aug. of 2016
to make decision. UAB is looking to clarify legally the language of the increase. 5% of base in1999 or 5%
of entire budget.

Meeting adjourned 8:35pm

Submitted by Kathie Halicki, secretary
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REPORT OF GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING SERVICES 
Willamette Falls Drive Self Storage, West Linn 

 
 
As authorized, herein we present our report of geotechnical engineering services for the proposed new 
storage development to be located on Willamette Falls Drive in West Linn, Oregon.  The 5-story 
building is to be located near the north property boundary, with a drive through access and paved 
access drives to the north and south.  We have assumed building loads will be less than 10 kips per foot 
for walls, 350 kips for columns, and 500 psf for floors, and that grading will be limited to shored and 
retained cuts less than 17 feet high.  The purpose of our services was to explore subsurface conditions 
and provide a geotechnical engineering report for use in design by others.  Our specific scope included 
the following:    
 
 Provide principal level geotechnical project management including management of field and 

subcontracted services, report writing, analyses, and invoicing. 
 Review geologic maps and vicinity geotechnical information as indicators of subsurface conditions. 
 Complete a site reconnaissance to observe surface features relevant to geotechnical issues, such as 

topography, vegetation, presence and condition of springs, exposed soils, and evidence of previous 
grading.   

 Complete public one call and private utility locates. 
 Observe excavation of up to 4 test pits to depths of up to 17 feet or refusal with an owner provided 

excavator and operator. 
 Classify and sample the materials encountered and maintain a detailed log of the explorations. 
 Determine the moisture content of selected samples obtained from the explorations, and complete 

soil classification testing as necessary.   
 Provide recommendations for earthwork including seasonal material usage, suitability of on-site fill 

for reuse, stabilization of fills, use of granular working pads, cut and fill slopes, and the need for 
subsurface drainage. 

 Provide recommendations for temporary and permanent slope inclinations. 
 Provide recommendations for cantilever soldier pile walls, including lateral soil loads, drainage, and 

installation criteria. 
 Complete qualitative stability analyses for one cross section from the immediate slope above to the 

creek through the northern building area, including the shored condition.  Provide qualitative 
measures to improve stability if needed. 

 Provide recommendations for support of shallow foundations, including an allowable bearing 
pressure and related settlement estimates, sliding coefficients, lateral earth pressures, a seismic 
coefficient, embedment depths, perimeter drainage, and foundation subgrade preparation. 

 Provide recommendations for pavement subgrade preparation as well as the need for stabilization 
and/or geosynthetics, as well as base rock and asphalt concrete materials, thicknesses, and 
installation criteria based traffic information provided by others. 

 Provide a written report summarizing the results of our geotechnical evaluation. 
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SITE OBSERVATIONS AND CONDITIONS 
Surface Conditions 
The site is located northwest of the intersection of Willamette Falls Drive and 6th Street between 
Willamette Falls Drive and the Interstate 205 on-ramp in West Linn, Oregon.  The general site features 
in an aerial photo from 2015 are shown on the attached Site Plan.  The site consists of a roughly 2 acre 
parcel that generally slopes moderately down to the south towards a small creek, and gently down to 
the west.  Elevations change by roughly 27 feet from the northeast corner down to the creek bed, and 
roughly 16 feet along the north proposed building line.  Site topography, features, and review of LIDAR 
mapping indicates a former roadbed running southwest to northeast across and up the site that likely 
predated Interstate 205.  Fills are evident at the surface across much of the site.  Site vegetation consists 
of long grass and weeds with occasional small trees in a northern swale abutting the property line and 
trees and brush near the creek.  The Interstate 205 on-ramp to the north may be built from structural 
fill or cut into native soils, and is vegetated with grass and weeds. 
 
Subsurface Conditions 
General –  The site was explored on March 15th by advancing four test pits to depths of up to 17 feet 
below the existing ground surface (bgs).  Approximate exploration locations are shown on the attached 
Site Plan.   
 
We reviewed the Geologic Map of the Canby and Oregon City Quadrangles (DOGAMI, Bulletin 99) as 
part of our evaluation, as well as landslide susceptibility from DOGAMI O-13-08.  The site is located in 
an area of mapped Lacustrine sediments including the Willamette Silt formation (Qws), which abuts 
Columbia River Basalt (Tcr) to the west.  An large historical landslide from the initial Interstate 205 cuts 
is present off-site to the northeast, and no slides are mapped on site. 
 
In general, we encountered subsurface conditions at the site consisting of 1 to 6 feet of variable fill 
overlying native silt.  Old asphalt concrete pavement was observed in the former roadbed, primarily 
under softer fill.  The fill ranged from loose gravels and cobbles to reddish-brown clayey silt with debris, 
as well as concrete and asphalt rubble.  Under the fill the native brown silt was generally stiff with trace 
clay and slight cementation in some areas, with dark brown and gray mottling.  The silt had a low to 
moderate plasticity with some apparent cohesion, and exhibited minor caving, and extended to the 
depths explored.  It is possible that weathered or intact basalt is present below the base of the test pits. 
 
Groundwater seepage was observed from perched conditions above or near the native silt interface.  
Several feet into the silt no seepage was observed, but is possible during the wet season.   
 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
General 
Based on the results of our explorations and analyses, the site can be developed as proposed following 
the recommendations herein.  Primary geotechnical considerations at this site are high shoring walls 
subject to seepage and high pressures due to slopes above them, extensive fills, and very low infiltration 
rates.  The soils expected to be near site subgrade elevations generally consist of silt which is easily 
disturbed when wet.  If construction is planned for wet conditions, measures must be taken to minimize 
disturbance.   
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The following sections discuss these and other geotechnical considerations in greater detail and provide 
recommendations for design and construction.  
 
Earthwork 
Site Preparation – Prior to earthwork construction, the site must be prepared by removing any 
existing structures, foundation elements, pavements, utilities, and all fill.  Any excavation resulting from 
the aforementioned preparation must be brought back to grade with structural fill.  Existing 
undocumented fill is likely to be removed from site cuts in building areas, and can only be used in the driest of 
late summer conditions if properly moisture conditioned as structural fill.   This may not be practical on this 
site as large areas for soil drying and processing would be needed.    
 
Any existing undocumented fill must be removed from all pavement, building, and fill to expose 
undisturbed native subgrade.  Excavation below ground water seepage elevations will require dewatering 
and stabilization of the excavation base.  The need for temporary shoring is expected for trenches and 
excavations.   
 
Stabilization and Soft Areas - We must be contacted to evaluate the exposed subgrade after the 
above site preparation.  This evaluation can be done by proof rolling in dry conditions or probing during 
wet or inaccessible conditions.  Soft areas or areas of unsuitable fill or debris will require overexcavation 
and backfilling with well graded, angular crushed rock compacted as structural fill.  Excavations below 
groundwater seepage elevations will likely require stabilization using crushed rock with a maximum 
particle size of 6 inches and less than 5 percent passing the U.S. Standard No. 200 Sieve (when tested in 
accordance with ASTM C 117).  A geosynthetic may also be required.  We recommend that a 
geosynthetic used for separation consist of a woven geosynthetic with an AOS of #70 to # 100 sieve, 
and a minimum puncture resistance of 120 pounds (such as a Propex Geotex 601 or equivalent).  Areas 
that remain soft may also require a geogrid over the fabric, such as a Hanes EGrid 2020 or equivalent. 
 
Working Blankets and Haul Roads – The fine-grained soils at the site are easily disturbed when wet 
and will not provide adequate support for construction activities and equipment.  If not carefully 
executed, demolition, site preparation, and excavation activities can create extensive soft areas and 
significant repair costs can result.  Earthwork must be planned and executed carefully to reduce 
subgrade disturbance and construction equipment must not operate directly on the subgrade. 
 
Rock working blankets and haul roads placed over a separation geosynthetic (such as a Propex Geotex 
601 or equivalent) in a thickened advancing pad can be used to protect subgrades.  We recommend that 
sound, angular, pit run or crushed basalt with no more than 6 percent passing a #200 sieve be used to 
construct haul roads and working blankets.  Working blankets must be at least 12 inches thick, and haul 
roads at least 18 inches thick.  These can be reduced to 10 inches and 14 inches if the preceding geogrid 
is used.  Some repair of working blankets and haul roads must be expected.     
 
The preceding rock thicknesses are the minimum recommended.  Subgrade protection is the 
responsibility of the contractor and thicker sections may be required based on subgrade and weather 
conditions during construction and type and frequency of construction equipment.   
 
Structural Fill – The on-site native soil can be only be used for structural fill if properly moisture 
conditioned.  This will not be feasible during wet conditions.  Even during dry summer conditions the 
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on-site soils will require drying by scarification and frequent mixing in thin lifts over broad areas and may 
be impractical.  If attempted, once moisture contents are within 3 percent of optimum, the material 
must be compacted to at least 92 percent relative to ASTM D1557 (modified proctor) using a tamping 
foot type compactor.  Fill must be placed in lifts no greater than 10 inches in uncompacted thickness.  In 
addition to meeting density specifications, fill will also need to pass a proof roll using a loaded dump 
truck, water truck, or similar size equipment.   
 
Existing undocumented fill containing demolished pavements and excavated crushed rock fill rock that is 
free of organic and other deleterious materials and crushed to no greater than 3 inches in any dimension 
may be suitable for use as structural fill under the same preceding moisture conditioning difficulties.  
Such material must also be well graded and placed and compacted in a manner to prevent voids and 
provide a dense, incompressible material.  This material must be placed and compacted as 
recommended above.  In addition to meeting density specifications, fill will also need to pass a proof roll 
using a loaded dump truck.  
 
In wet conditions, fill must be imported granular soil with less than 6 percent fines, such as clean 
crushed or pit run rock.  This material must be placed in lifts not exceeding 12 inches in uncompacted 
thickness and be compacted to 95 percent relative to ASTM D1557.   
 
Trenches – Utility trenches may encounter ground water seepage and caving must be expected where 
seepage is present.  Flowing conditions can occur if sandy fills are encountered at seepage levels.  
Shoring of utility trenches will be required for depths greater than 4 feet and where groundwater 
seepage is present.  We recommend that the type and design of the shoring system be the responsibility of 
the contractor, who is in the best position to choose a system that fits the overall plan of operation. 
 
Depending on the excavation depth and amount of groundwater seepage, dewatering may be necessary 
for construction of underground utilities.  Flow rates for dewatering are likely to vary depending on 
location, soil type, and the season during which the excavation occurs.  The dewatering systems, if necessary, 
must be capable of adapting to variable flows. 
 
Pipe bedding must be installed in accordance with the pipe manufacturers’ recommendations. If 
groundwater is present in the base of the utility trench excavation, we recommend overexcavating the trench 
by 12 to 18 inches and placing trench stabilization material in the base.  Trench stabilization material must 
consist of well-graded, crushed rock or crushed gravel with a maximum particle size of 4 inches and be free of 
deleterious materials.  The percent passing the U.S. Standard No. 200 Sieve must be less than 5 percent by 
weight when tested in accordance with ASTM C 117. 
 
Trench backfill above the pipe zone must consist of well graded, angular crushed rock or sand fill with 
no more than 7 percent passing a #200 sieve.  Trench backfill must be compacted to 92 percent relative 
to ASTM D-1557, and construction of hard surfaces, such as sidewalks or pavement, must not occur 
within one week of backfilling.   
 
Excavation Considerations 
General - Excavations will likely terminate in silt that is sensitive to disturbance and easily damaged by 
construction equipment.  We recommend that excavation subgrades be protected from disturbance as 
described in the Stabilization and Soft Areas section of this report. It is possible that weathered or 
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intact Columbia River basalt is present at depths below our test pits, and that rock excavation may be 
needed. 
 
Slope Stability Evaluation 
The site’s native soils are suitably stable at slopes of 2H:1V and flatter.  Stability analyses were 
completed for static and dynamic conditions using the proposed built profile provided through critical 
cross sections of the north building area.  The range of our evaluation profile was from the on-ramp 
slope down to Willamette Falls Drive, and included variations on slip surfaces, water levels, soil 
strengths, and construction phases.  Based on our analyses, slopes that are inclined, retained, and 
drained as described herein have suitable stability. 
 
Temporary Open Cut Slopes – From preliminary plans provided dated January 27, 2016 we anticipate that 
proposed development plans will require roughly up to 17-foot deep excavations (in the northeast corner) to 
reach subgrade elevations.  Excavations deeper than 10 feet, or that do not allow for the temporary slope 
inclinations herein on property, must be shored.  Temporary open excavations in stiff native silt soils up to 10 
feet high must be sloped no steeper than 1H:1V provided groundwater seepage is not present and with the 
understanding that some sloughing may occur.  These slopes are only applicable in the dry season which is 
typically from July through September.  In the wet season slope heights must not exceed 8 feet and inclinations 
of 1.5H:1V.  The slopes must be flattened, stabilized, or retained if sloughing occurs.  Drainage must be 
routed away from slope faces and no surcharges or construction equipment are allowed within 10 feet of 
the slope crest.  Excavations may be completed using open cut methods only in the absence of adjacent 
structures, pavements, and sidewalks within 10 feet of slope crests.  All sloped temporary cuts must be 
protected from rainfall and erosion during the wet season which typically runs from late September to June, 
and typical approaches include weighted sheeting or pinned coir matting.   
 
If no room for these slopes is available from building plans and setbacks, shoring will be required, and also 
where temporary excavations are adjacent to settlement-sensitive elements such as existing buildings, 
pavements, sidewalks to remain, and utilities.  Recommendations for design of temporary shoring are provided 
in following sections.     
 
Excavation Dewatering - Excavations that extend below groundwater seepage elevations are expected 
to encounter moderate to low flow groundwater seepage and possibly flowing conditions in some layers 
with no cohesion and/or some sand content is present.  Larger diameter wells or sumps operating inside 
the excavation will likely be required to remove seepage into the excavation during construction.  The 
type and design of the dewatering shoring system must be the responsibility of the contractor, who is in the 
best position to choose a system that fits the overall plan of operation but we request that we review the 
proposed system prior to construction.  The dewatering system must be expandable and capable of adjusting 
to variable flows. 
 
Conventional Tied-Back Soldier Pile Shoring  
The need for tie backs must be determined by the structural engineer’s shoring design, and property 
lines may limit tieback use and location.  Conventional tied-back soldier pile and lagging is anticipated 
where wall heights exceed 15 feet, and cantilever shoring may be feasible for lower heights.  Other wall 
types proposed by a contractor may also be suitable, but we must be consulted to evaluate application 
of the design parameters presented herein, as they would likely change.  Site explorations were done to 
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proposed cut depths provided in the January 27 preliminary plan, and it is possible that different 
materials, such as weathered or intact basalt, may be present, including at soldier pile drill depths.  
 
If soldier pile and lagging shoring is used, the height of cuts to install lagging should not exceed 4 feet for 
no more than two pile spans horizontally at a time, and should be closely monitored to evaluate 
sloughing.  If sloughing occurs, or if seepage is present, additional measures such as decreased cut widths 
and heights, may be necessary to reduce undermining, loss of support, instability, and impacts on 
adjacent property.  In addition to surveying, we recommend monitoring deflections of piles with 
inclinometer readings on inclinometer casing (or permanent inclinometer installations) embedded in at 
least two of the soldier piles where shoring exceeds 15 feet, with daily observations and documentation 
by the contractor of visual plumbness, ground cracking, and associated deformation indicators.  In any 
case if deformation features are noted excavations must cease, buttressing or other methods may be 
required, and we must be contacted immediately.   
 
Design - Shoring must be designed by a licensed structural engineer experienced in shoring design.  
Tied-back soldier pile shoring can be designed in accordance with the attached Tied Back Wall Shoring 
Pressures figure and cantilevered soldier pile shoring can be designed in accordance with the attached 
Cantilevered Shoring Pressures figure.  Where surcharges are not within the no load zone at the 
surface, the rectangular pressure is not needed.  
 
Soldier pile embedment (D) below excavation depths must be determined by the structural engineer.  
Soldier piles must be backfilled with structural concrete (3,000 psi minimum) below the base of the 
excavation and ‘lean-mix’ concrete (at least 500 psi compressive strength) above the excavation base.  
All concrete must be placed from the bottom of the excavation using a tremie pipe, and any sloughed 
materials must first be removed to provide a full pile diameter.  Slough removal volume and grout 
volumes must be closely monitored with sloughing limited to prevent loss of support for adjacent 
structures or ground.     
 
Tiebacks must be sleeved in the no-load zone.  Tiebacks should be designed for a 15 degree downward 
inclination.  A preliminary design adhesion of 1,000 psf can be used for the surface area of simple 
grouted tie-backs in medium stiff or better silt.  The adhesions are a rough estimate, and are subject to 
change based on the results of verification testing during construction.  We recommend at least 2 
verification tests at each level of tiebacks, each to 150% of design load with 25% increments and 
deflection measurements to the nearest 0.01”.   These must be done prior to production anchors, but 
may be included as production anchors if no failure is observed in load testing.  The 100% load in 
verification tests should be held for at least 10 minutes as a creep/deflection test.  In addition, all 
tiebacks must be proof tested to 100% of design load, and locked off at roughly 10% of the design load. 
 
Tieback lengths and sizes may need to be adjusted in the field based on tested capacities and observed 
drilling character.   
 
Lagging can be designed using a no load span equal to one pile diameter from each end of the lagging.  
Any void between lagging and soil must be filled using gravel.  CDF (Controlled Density Fill) should not 
be used unless internal erosion protected weep-holes/drains are drilled through the cured CDF and 
lagging to contact drainage elements on a grid of 4 foot centers to provide suitable drainage.  CDF must 
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be placed in lifts not exceeding 3 vertical feet and each lift must be placed only after the previous lift has 
sufficiently cured (otherwise excessive fluid pressures could induce unsuitable shoring deformations).   
 
Drainage Considerations - The recommended pressure distributions for shoring design assume the 
shoring walls are fully drained.  The facing of soldier pile and timber lagging walls is sufficiently permeable 
and does not require additional drainage elements during construction unless CDF is used.  If CDF is 
used, internal erosion protected weep-holes/drains are drilled through the cured CDF and lagging to 
contact drainage elements on a grid of 4 foot centers to provide suitable drainage.  Permanent drainage 
between embedded retaining walls and the shoring must also be designed and installed unless permanent 
walls are waterproofed and designed for hydrostatic pressures.   
 
Performance Expectations and Monitoring – Cantilevered solider pile and lagging walls typically 
deflect between 1 to 2 percent of the exposed wall height at the top of the wall.  Deflections behind the 
walls typically dissipate to very small deformations between a distance equal to 2 to 4 (exposed) wall 
heights behind the wall.  Preventing voids, infiltration from runoff, surcharges, and other detrimental 
influences on wall loads and support is critical to avoiding larger deformations which could be damaging 
to site improvements and adjacent structures.  If these deformations are unsuitable to existing features 
above the wall and less deflection is required, increased design pressures and/or different shoring 
methods will be required. 
 
We recommend monitoring wall deflection by regularly surveying the top of the wall during excavation 
and construction.  Survey points should be surveyed for both horizontal and vertical position to the 
nearest 0.001 feet once for every tieback level but not less than weekly, as well as weekly upon 
completion of excavation.  Survey data should be provided to us to evaluate the performance of the 
shoring system and survey data collection frequency.  In addition, we recommend monitoring deflections 
of piles with inclinometer readings on inclinometer casing (or permanent inclinometer installations) 
embedded in at least two of the soldier piles where shoring exceeds 20 feet. 
 
Soil Nailed Shoring 
Soil nailed shoring is also typically a contractor designed item, and may not be viable if nails would extend off-
property or be retaining existing fill.  The site’s existing uncontrolled fills are unlikely to hold a face.  In 
addition, some non-plastic, low cohesion zones in the native silt or where seepage is present may not hold a 
vertical face for application of shotcrete at conventional panel heights of 4-6 feet.  I soil nailing is planned, we 
should be consulted further, and the contractor is solely responsible for evaluating the ability of the soil to 
hold a face.   
 
Drainage - The site silts are expected to show seepage from perched groundwater at shallow depths 
near the native soil contact, and possibly at depth within the silt.  Therefore, in order to maintain design 
wall pressures and provide suitable drainage we recommend that drain board strips (Amerdrain 500 or 
equivalent) at least one foot wide covering between 15 and 25% of the wall face area be used.  These 
strips can be intersected by weep holes or routed to a toe drain pipe that is at the back of the base of 
the wall.  If weep holes are used they should be placed on a grid bisecting the tieback locations but at a 
maximum of 10 feet on center.  Weep holes should consisted of drilled and inserted, or pre-sleeved, 
drains consisting of 2- inch diameter rigid pvc or other non-corroding pipe that has slotted machined 
screening at the third points of the circumference or is perforated and wrapped with a non-woven 
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Propex Geotex 601 or equivalent.  Surface collection of the drainage must be routed to a suitable 
erosion protected discharge. 
 
Permanent Retaining Structures 
General – All embedded walls must be fully drained.  Embedded building walls must be designed per the 
following.  Our retaining wall design recommendations are based on the following assumptions:  (1) the 
walls are not in contact with temporary shoring; (2) the walls consist of conventional, cantilevered 
retaining walls or embedded building walls; (3) the walls are less than 17 feet in exposed height; (4) the 
walls are fully drained and backfill consists of clean granular materials; and (5) the backfill is level or at 
the stated inclinations herein and no surcharges such as stockpiled soil, equipment, or footings are 
located within 15 feet of the wall without the lateral loading considerations herein.  Reevaluation of our 
recommendations will be required if the retaining wall design criteria for the project vary from these 
assumptions.  Footings for retaining walls must be designed as recommended in the Shallow 
Foundations section of this report. 
 
Lateral Earth Pressures - For fully drained cantilever walls not restrained from rotation, with 2H:1V or 
flatter backfill, and no surcharges, the static triangular lateral pressure of a 50 pcf equivalent fluid can be 
used for design or the following seismic pressure, whichever is greater.  Increased lateral pressures due 
to surcharges can be calculated as previously recommended for shoring.  If needed, seismic design for 
roughly one inch of deflection (Based on NCHRP 6-11 methods), can be evaluated for a seismically 
induced rectangular wall pressure of 38H (compare this rectangular pressure to the static triangular 
pressure to evaluate which control design).   
 
Backfill - Backfill must be placed and compacted as recommended for structural fill, with the exception 
of backfill placed immediately adjacent to walls, which must be compacted to a lesser standard to reduce 
the potential for generation of excessive pressure on the walls.  Backfill located within a horizontal 
distance of 3 feet from the retaining walls must be compacted to approximately 90 percent of the 
maximum dry density, as determined by American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) D 1557 and 
must be compacted in lifts less than 6 inches thick using hand-operated tamping equipment (such as 
“jumping jack” or vibratory plate compactors).  If flat work (slabs, sidewalk, or pavement) will be placed 
adjacent to the wall, we recommend that the upper 2 feet of fill be compacted to 95 percent of the 
maximum dry density, as determined by ASTM D 1557.  Settlements of up to 1 percent of the wall 
height commonly occur immediately adjacent to the wall as the wall rotates and develops active lateral 
earth pressures.  We recommend that construction of flat work adjacent to retaining walls be 
postponed at least two weeks after construction, unless survey data indicates that settlement is 
complete prior to that time. 
 
Wall Drains -  Retaining wall drains must consist of a two-foot wide zone of drain rock encompassing a 
4-inch diameter perforated pipe, all enclosed with a non-woven filter fabric. The drain rock must have 
no more than 2 % passing a #200 sieve and must extend to within one foot of the ground surface.  The 
geosynthetic must have an AOS of a #70 sieve, a minimum permittivity of 1.0 sec-1, and a minimum 

puncture resistance of 80 pounds (such as Propex Geotex 601 or equivalent).  One foot of low 
permeability soil (such as the on-site silt) must be placed over the preceding fabric at the top of the 
drain to isolate the drain from surface runoff.  Alternatively, a composite drain board could be used at 
the back of the wall in lieu of the drain rock, such as an Amerdrain 500 or 520 or equivalent.  This could 
also be applied as permanent drainage against a shoring wall used as a back-form. 
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Shallow Foundations 
Based on the preceding anticipated structural loads, the proposed structure can be supported on 
shallow spread foundations bearing on native medium stiff or better undisturbed silt soils or on crushed 
rock structural fill pads on these soils.  The need for rock pads and their thicknesses must be in 
accordance with the following table, and pads must extend at least half the pad thickness beyond the 
footing edges.  In areas cut more than 7 feet below preconstruction grades, no rock pads are needed for 
loads less than 500 kips for columns. 
 
 Foundation Load  Crushed Rock Pad Thickness (feet) 
 Columns (kips) 
 <250  0  
 250-350  1.5 
 Continuous Footings (kips/ft) 
 <8  0 
 
     Footings in areas cut more than 7 feet below preconstruction grades 
 Columns (kips) 
 <350 kips  0  
 
Footings should be embedded at least 24 inches below the lowest adjacent, exterior grade.  Footings for 
these loads, cut depths, and rock pads can be designed for an allowable net bearing pressure of 3,000 psf 
when founded as recommended.  The preceding bearing pressure can be increased to 5,000 psf for 
temporary wind and seismic loads.   Continuous footings should be no less than 18 inches wide, and pad 
footings should be no less than 24 inches wide.  Resistance to lateral loads can be obtained by a passive 
equivalent fluid pressure of 350 pcf against suitable footings, ignoring the top 12 inches of embedment, 
and by a footing base friction coefficient of 0.35 on silt and 0.45 on the rock pads.  Properly founded 
footings are expected to settle less than a total of 1 inch, with less than ½ inch differentially.   
 
All footing subgrades should be protected by at least 2 inches of crushed rock where seepage is present 
and in the west season.   
 
Seismic Design 
In accordance with the International Building Code (IBC) as adapted by State of Oregon Structural 
Specialty Code (SOSSC) and based on our explorations and experience in the site vicinity, as well as on 
site deeper explorations by others, the subject project can be evaluated using the parameters associated 
with Site Class D.  Seismic hazards at the site are low. 
 
Liquefaction - Liquefaction occurs in loose, saturated, granular soils.  Strong shaking, such as that 
experienced during earthquakes, causes the densification and the subsequent settlement of these soils.  
As site soils are unsaturated, and non-plastic soils are generally medium stiff or better, structurally 
damaging liquefaction is not expected.  Liquefaction or softening of discrete non-plastic layers in perched 
ground water is possible, but is also not expected to be structurally damaging.   
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Floor Slabs On-grade 
Floor slab on-grade loads up to 500 psf are expected to induce less than one inch of settlement.  A 
minimum of six inches of clean, angular crushed rock with no more than 9 percent passing a #200 sieve 
is recommended for underslab rock, underlain by a separation geosynthetic such as a Propex Geotex 
601 or equivalent.  Prior to slab rock placement the subgrade will need to be evaluated by us by probing 
or observing a proof rolling using a fully loaded truck.  Underslab rock should be compacted to 92 
percent compaction relative to ASTM D-1557, and should be proof rolled as well.  In addition, any areas 
contaminated with fines must be removed and replaced with clean rock.  If the base rock is saturated or 
trapping water, the water must be removed prior to slab construction.   
 
Some flooring manufacturers require specific slab moisture levels and/or vapor barriers to validate the 
warranties on their products.  A properly installed and protected vapor flow retardant can reduce slab 
moistures.  If moisture sensitive floor coverings or operations are planned, we recommend a vapor 
barrier be used.  Typically a reinforced product or thicker product (such as a 15 mil STEGO wrap) can 
be used.  Experienced contractors using special concrete mix design and placement have been successful 
placing concrete directly over the vapor barrier which overlies the rock.  This avoids the issue of water 
trapped in the rock between the slab and vapor barrier, which otherwise requires removal.  In either 
case, slab moisture should be tested/monitored until it meets floor covering manufacturer's 
recommendations.   
 
Drainage 
General -  Perimeter foundation drains are required around all exterior foundations.  The surface 
around building perimeters must be sloped to drain away from buildings.  As stated previously, our 
retaining wall recommendations are based on drained conditions.  All retaining walls must include drains 
constructed as described in the following section. 
 
Permanent embedded structures and floor slabs that extend beneath the groundwater table, or are 
more than 4 feet below existing pre-construction grades, must be sealed and designed for hydrostatic 
pressure and uplift forces (where relevant) with water levels up to 4 feet below preconstruction grades.  
As an alternative (with walls still needing to be sealed), a permanent subsurface drainage system may be 
employed to adequately drain the basement walls and floor slab.  Specific recommendations for under 
slab drainage are included herein, and wall drainage is described Wall Drains section.  
 
Foundation Drains -  Foundation drains must consist of a two-foot wide zone of drain rock 
encompassing a 4-inch diameter perforated pipe, all enclosed with a non-woven filter fabric. The drain 
rock must have no more than 2 percent passing a #200 sieve and must extend to within one foot of the 
ground surface.  The geosynthetic should be a Propex Geotex 601 or equivalent.  One foot of low 
permeability soil (such as the on-site silt) must be placed over the fabric at the top of the drain to isolate 
the drain from surface runoff.   
 
Underslab Drains -  For underslab floor elevations more than 4 feet below existing, pre-construction 
grades, underslab drains must be installed on 20 foot centers.  Underslab drains should include a 2” rigid 
perforated pipe in one foot square cross section of angular drain rock (or crushed rock or crushed 
recycled concrete with less than 4% fines), wrapped by a Propex Geotex 601 non-woven fabric (or 
equivalent). 
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Infiltration 
We completed one falling head stand pipe infiltration test in TP-3 at a depth of 4 feet in the native silt.  
Results indicate very low infiltration (<0.2 cubic inches per square inch per hour [in3/in2/hr]).  This is 
typical of these materials.  With a reduction factor of 2 in this unit the recommended infiltration rate for 
shallow system design is 0.1 in3/in2/hr, applied to the sides of the system and to the base also if 
protected by upstream sedimentation systems.  This may preclude use of infiltration systems.  If 
infiltration systems are used, they must be located downslope from the building. 
 
As actual subsurface conditions and infiltration can vary widely, flexibility for additional dry wells or 
adaptation of infiltration systems must be included in the design and construction, with contingencies 
built into the budgets and schedules.  Infiltration systems need to be maintained free of debris and silt in 
order to function properly.  We must be contacted during shallow infiltration system construction to 
confirm that exposed conditions are consistent with those observed during our infiltration testing.  The 
size of the systems must be done by the civil engineer according to design storm water volumes, rates, 
and detention needs.  
 
Pavement 
Asphalt Concrete – At the time of this report we did not have specific information regarding the type 
and frequency of expected traffic.  We therefore developed asphalt concrete pavement thicknesses for 
areas exposed to passenger vehicles only and areas exposed to up to 5 trucks per day based on a 20-
year design life and a truck factor of 0.6.  We assumed that the average truck will consist of a panel-type 
delivery truck or 3-axle truck.  Traffic volumes can be revised if specific data is available.  
 
Our pavement analyses is based on AASHTO methods and subgrade of structural fill or undisturbed 
medium stiff or better native silt having a resilient modulus of 6,000 psi and prepared as recommended 
herein.  A separation geosynthetic is recommended below all pavements, such as a Propex Geotex 601 
or equivalent.  We have also assumed that roadway construction will be completed during an extended 
period of dry weather.  The results of our analyses based on these parameters are provided in the 
following table. 
 

Traffic ESAL’s AC (inches) CR (inches) 
Passenger Vehicle Only - 2.5 6 
Up to 5 Trucks Per Day 24,300 3 8 

 
The thicknesses listed in the above table are the minimum acceptable for construction during an 
extended period of dry weather.  Increased rock thicknesses will be required for construction during 
wet conditions.  Crushed rock must conform to ODOT base rock standards and have less than 6 
percent passing the #200 sieve.  Asphalt concrete must be compacted to a minimum of 91 percent of a 
Rice Density.   
 
Subgrade Preparation - The pavement subgrade must be prepared in accordance with the Earthwork 
and Site Preparation recommendations presented in this report.  All pavement subgrades must pass a 
proof roll prior to paving.  Soft areas must be repaired per the preceding Stabilization section.  
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LIMITATIONS AND OBSERVATION DURING CONSTRUCTION 
We have prepared this report for use by Northwest Self Storage and the design and construction teams 
for this project only.  The information herein could be used for bidding or estimating purposes but must 
not be construed as a warranty of subsurface conditions.  We have made observations only at the 
aforementioned locations and only to the stated depths.  These observations do not reflect soil types, 
strata thicknesses, water levels or seepage that may exist between observations. We must be consulted 
to observe all foundation bearing surfaces, installation of structural fill, and subsurface drainage.  We 
must be consulted to review final design and specifications in order to see that our recommendations 
are suitably followed.  If any changes are made to the anticipated locations, loads, configurations, or 
construction timing, our recommendations may not be applicable, and we must be consulted.  The 
preceding recommendations must be considered preliminary, as actual soil conditions may vary.  In 
order for our recommendations to be final, we must be retained to observe actual subsurface 
conditions encountered.  Our observations will allow us to interpret actual conditions and adapt our 
recommendations if needed.   
 
Within the limitations of scope, schedule and budget, our services have been executed in accordance 
with the generally accepted practices in this area at the time this report was prepared.  No warranty, 
expressed or implied, is given. 





 
 
We appreciate the opportunity to work with you on this project and look forward to our continued 
involvement.  If you have any questions, please contact us. 
 
 
 
Sincerely,  

 
Don Rondema, MS, PE, GE 
Principal 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Attachments –  
Site Plan, Soil Classification, Test Pit Logs, Moisture Contents, Tied Back Wall Shoring Pressures, 
Cantilever Shoring Pressures 
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TEST PIT LOGS 
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Explorations completed on March 15, 2016 with a Link Belt 130x Excavator 

 
Test pit #  Depth (ft)  
 
 
 

 TP-1  Location: Northeast corner of site 15 feet from fence. 
   Surface conditions: Long grass. 
 

  0 – 2 Loose to medium dense, brown, angular GRAVEL and COBBLE FILL with some 
boulders and silt; moist. 

  2 – 6 Stiff, reddish brown, SILT FILL with some clay and gravel and occasional roots and 
debris above 4 ft in depth (4” steel pipe); moist.   

  6 – 8 Very stiff, brown to reddish-brown, gravelly SILT FILL with trace clay; moist to wet.   
  8 – 17 Stiff, mottled dark brown and gray, light brown SILT with trace clay (slightly 

cemented); moist.  
 
   Slow seepage 6 - 8 feet. 
   Minor caving 4 -17 feet. 
 
 
 

 TP-2  Location: North central portion of site 20 feet from fence. 
   Surface conditions: Long grass near brush. 
 

  0 – 1 Very soft, brown, rooty organic SILT FILL with some lumber debris; moist. 
  1 – 1.4 Intact ASPHALT CONCRETE PAVEMENT. 
  1.4 – 2 Dense, brown, silty angular GRAVEL FILL; moist.   
  2 – 5 Soft, reddish-brown SILT FILL with some clay and occasional angular gravel; moist 

to wet.   
  5 – 15 Stiff, mottled dark brown and gray, brown SILT with trace clay (slightly cemented); 

moist to wet. 
   6 ft – becomes light brown 
   7 ft – becomes moist. 
    
   Moderate seepage 1 - 6 feet. 
   Moderate caving 0 - 6 feet.  Minor caving 6 -15 feet. 
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TP-3  Location: Central portion of site near crest of creek slope. 

   Surface conditions: Long grass. 
 

  0 – 1 Very soft, brown, rooty organic SILT FILL; moist. 
  1 – 4 Loose, silty, concrete and asphalt DEBRIS FILL; moist.  
  4 – 6 Stiff, mottled dark brown and gray, brown SILT with trace clay; moist to wet. 
 
   4 ft – double ring standpipe falling head infiltration test. 
    
   No seepage. 
   Moderate caving 0 - 4 feet.  
 
 
 
 TP-4  Location: Northwest portion of site. 
   Surface conditions: weeds and gravel. 
 

  0 – 3 Medium dense, brown, silty, well graded angular GRAVEL and COBBLE FILL; moist. 
   Rooty 0-0.3 ft.   
  3 – 5 Soft, reddish-brown SILT FILL with some clay; moist.   
  5 – 12 Stiff, mottled dark brown and gray, brown SILT with trace clay (slightly cemented); 

moist to wet. 
   5-6 ft – trace to some roots to ½” diameter 
       
   Slow seepage 5 - 6 feet. 
   Minor caving 0 - 5 feet.  



Exploration Depth, ft Moisture Content
TP-1 2.0 24%
TP-1 8.0 37%
TP-1 12.0 36%
TP-2 15.0 32%
TP-2 8.0 34%
TP-4 4.0 35%
TP-4 7.0 34%

MOISTURE CONTENTS        
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March 20, 2016 
 
 
Planning and Building 
City of West Linn 
22500 Salamo Road #1000 
West Linn, Oregon  97068 
 
Re:  Arborist Report and Tree Preservation Plan for Northwest Self Storage 
  West Linn, Oregon 
  Project No. MHA15053 NW Self Storage  
   
 
Please find enclosed the Arborist Report and Tree Preservation Plan for the Northwest Self Storage 
project located at 2500 Willamette Falls Drive in West Linn, Oregon. Please contact us if you have 
questions or need any additional information. 
 
Respectfully, 
Morgan Holen & Associates, LLC 
 
 
 
Morgan E. Holen, Owner         
ISA Board Certified Master Arborist, PN‐6145B      
ISA Tree Risk Assessment Qualified 
Forest Biologist 
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Northwest Self Storage – West Linn, Oregon 
Arborist Report and Tree Preservation Plan 

March 20, 2016 
MHA15053 

Purpose  
This Arborist Report and Tree Preservation Plan for the Northwest Self Storage project in West Linn, 
Oregon, is provided pursuant to City of West Linn Community Development Code Chapter 55, Municipal 
Code Sections 8.500 and 8.600, and the West Linn Tree Technical Manual. This report describes the 
existing trees located on the project site, as well as recommendations for tree removal, retention and 
protection. This report is based on observations made by International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) 
Board Certified Master Arborist (PN‐6145B) and Qualified Tree Risk Assessor Morgan Holen during a site 
visit conducted on November 13, 2015, subsequent coordination over the telephone with the City 
Arborist Mike Perkins on November 17, 2016, and site plan coordination with Mackenzie. 

 
Scope  of  Work  and  Limitations  
Morgan Holen & Associates, LLC, was contracted by Northwest Self Storage to collect tree inventory 
data for individual trees measuring six inches and larger in diameter and to develop an arborist report 
and tree preservation plan for the project. The site is planned for commercial development, including a 
new building, parking area, driveways, and street improvements. Site plans were provided by Mackenzie 
illustrating the location of existing trees and potential construction impacts. 

Visual Tree Assessment (VTA) was performed on individual trees located across the site. VTA is the 
standard process whereby the inspector visually assesses the tree from a distance and up close, looking 
for defect symptoms and evaluating overall condition and vitality of individual trees. Trees were 
evaluated in terms of general condition and potential construction impacts. Following the inventory 
fieldwork, we coordinated with the City Arborist to discuss potentially significant trees and with 
Mackenzie to discuss tree protection recommendations.  

The client may choose to accept or disregard the recommendations contained herein, or seek additional 
advice. Neither this author nor Morgan Holen & Associates, LLC, have assumed any responsibility for 
liability associated with the trees on or adjacent to this site. 
 
General  Description  
The Northwest Self Storage project site is located at 2500 Willamette Falls Drive in West Linn, Oregon. 
The site is undeveloped and sloping to the south with a wetland near the southern boundary adjacent to 
Willamette Falls Drive. Existing trees are scattered across the site, primarily near property boundaries 
and within and adjacent to the wetland. The location of individual trees is shown on site plan drawings 
and tree numbers correspond with the enclosed tree data. 
 
Tree   Inventory  
In all, 40 existing trees were inventoried, including 11 different species and three trees located 
completely off‐site to the east. Table 1 provides a summary of the number of inventoried trees by 
species and location. The enclosed tree data provides a complete description of the individual trees. 
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Table 1. Number of Trees by Species – Northwest Self Storage. 

Common Name  Species Name  On‐Site  Off‐Site  Total  Percent 

bigleaf maple  Acer macrophyllum  2   2  5.0%

black cottonwood  Populus trichocarpa  1   1  2.5%

Douglas‐fir  Pseudotsuga menziesii    2 2  5.0%

English hawthorn  Crataegus monogyna  1   1  2.5%

lodgepole pine  Pinus contorta  1   1  2.5%

madrone  Arbutus menziesii    1 1  2.5%

Oregon ash  Fraxinus latifolia  28   28  70.0%

Oregon white oak  Quercus garryana  1   1  2.5%

red alder  Alnus rubra  1   1  2.5%

Scouler's willow  Salix scouleriana  1   1  2.5%

willow  Salix spp.  1   1  2.5%

Total    37 3
40  100%

Percent    92.5% 7.5%

 
Oregon ash (Fraxinus latifolia) is most common, accounting for 28 of the 40 trees inventoried. Twenty‐
four of these trees are smaller than 10‐inches in diameter, three are 16‐inches in diameter and one is 
20‐inches in diameter. The ash trees are located within and adjacent to the wetland and are variable in 
condition, including seven trees in good condition, 20 trees in fair condition with moderate structure 
and minor defects, and one tree in poor condition that is hazardous to the adjacent overhead utility 
lines on the west side of the site (this is the 20‐inch diameter ash).  
 
The largest and most prominent tree, and the only potentially significant on‐site tree, is a 34‐inch 
diameter Oregon white oak (Quercus garryana) in excellent condition with no major defects. This tree is 
located near the northeast corner of the project site.  

The other 11 inventoried trees include a mix of species, including: 

 Two 6‐inch diameter bigleaf maples (Acer macrophyllum) in fair condition with some lower 
trunk decay; 

 One 7‐inch diameter black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa) in poor condition with very poor 
structure and basal decay;  

 Two Douglas‐firs (Pseudotsuga menziesii) in good condition measuring 11‐ and 12‐inches each in 
diameter located off‐site to the east;  

 One 24‐inch diameter invasive English hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna) in poor condition with 
very poor structure and a trunk hollow with advanced decay;  

 One 14‐inch diameter lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) in poor condition with a thin crown; 

 One multi‐stemmed madrone (Arbutus menziesii) in good condition with a one‐sided crown that 
leans to the north. This tree is also potentially significant, but it is located off‐site just northeast 
of the potentially significant Oregon white oak; 

 One 10‐inch diameter red alder (Alnus rubra) in good condition, but with moderate structure; 

 One multi‐stemmed Scouler’s willow (Salix scouleriana) in fair condition with poor structure; 
and, 

 One other willow (Salix spp.) with two 9‐inch diameter codominant stems in fair condition, but 
also with poor structure. 
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Significant trees will be determined by the City Arborist. Based on our evaluation of the size, type, 
location, health, and long term survivability of the individual trees, two (5%) trees were identified as 
potentially being significant, including the Oregon white oak located on the project site and the 
madrone located off‐site northeast of the oak. 
 
Tree  Preservation  Plan  
We coordinated with the project team to discuss trees suitable for preservation in terms of potential 
construction impacts. Table 2 provides a summary of the number of non‐significant and potentially 
significant trees by treatment recommendation.  

Table 2. Number of On Site Trees by Treatment Recommendation and Significance. 

Treatment 
Non‐

Significant 
Potentially 
Significant  Total 

Remove 19 0 19 (48%) 

Retain 17 1 18 (45%) 

Protect Off‐Site 2 1 3 (7%) 

Total 38 (95%) 2 (5%) 40 (100%) 

 
Of the 40 on site trees, 19 non‐significant trees are recommended for removal, including seven trees 
within the proposed building and parking lot footprint (#10793, #10794, #10797, #10957, #10958, 
#10963 and #11067), five trees likely to be impacted by proposed driveway grading and construction 
(#11064‐11066, #11068 and #11069), four trees likely to be impacted by proposed sidewalk grading and 
construction (#10644, #10646, #10690 and #10691), two trees likely to be impacted by the proposed 
rock wall grading and construction (#10719 and #10933), and one hazardous tree located west of 
proposed construction impacts (#11025).  
 
The remaining 21 trees are planned for retention, including the potentially significant Oregon white oak 
and all three off‐site trees. Trees to be retained should be protected with tree protection fencing 
established at the dripline plus 10‐feet.  
 
However, the proposed development, including driveway grading and building excavation will encroach 
within the tree protection area southwest of tree #10061, the potentially significant Oregon white oak. 
The contractor should coordinate with the project arborist prior to adjusting the location of protection 
fencing for work to occur in this area. Work that is necessary beneath the dripline plus 10‐feet of this 
tree should be supervised and documented by the project arborist in coordination with the City’s 
arborist. Additional recommendations may be provided once the site is staked and prepared for 
construction. Standard tree protection specifications are provided in the next section and should be 
translated onto construction drawings.  
 
Tree Protection Standards  
Trees to be protected will need special consideration to assure their protection during construction. Any 
work that is necessary within the standard tree protection zone should be performed under the 
guidance of a qualified arborist. It is the Client’s responsibility to implement this plan and to monitor the 
construction process. Tree protection measures include:  
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Before Construction   

1. Tree Protection Zone. The project arborist shall designate the Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) for 
each tree to be protected. Where feasible, the size of the TPZ shall be established at the dripline 
of the tree plus 10‐feet. Alternatively, the TPZ shall be established at the dripline of protected 
trees. Where infrastructure (driveways, buildings, and utilities) must be installed closer to the 
tree(s), the TPZ may be established within the dripline area if the project arborist, in 
coordination with the City Arborist, determines that the tree(s) will not be unduly damaged. The 
location of TPZs shall be shown on construction drawings. 

2. Protection Fencing. Protection fencing shall serve as the tree protection zone and shall be 
erected before demolition, grubbing, grading, or construction begins. All trees to be retained 
shall be protected by six‐foot‐high chain link fences installed at the edge of the TPZ. Protection 
fencing shall be secured to two‐inch diameter galvanized iron posts, driven to a depth of a least 
two feet, placed no further than 10‐feet apart. If fencing is located on pavement, posts may be 
supported by an appropriate grade level concrete base. Protection fencing shall remain in place 
until final inspection of the project permit, or in consultation with the project arborist. 

3. Signage. An 8.5x11 –inch sign stating, “WARNING: Tree Protection Zone,” shall be displayed on 
each protection fence at all times. 

4. Designation of Cut Trees. Trees to be removed shall be clearly marked with construction 
flagging, tree‐marking paint, or other methods approved in advanced by the project arborist. 
Trees shall be carefully removed so as to avoid either above or below ground damage to those 
trees to be preserved. Roots of stumps that are adjacent to retained trees shall be carefully 
severed prior to stump extraction. 

5. Preconstruction Conference. The project arborist shall be on site to discuss methods of tree 
removal and tree protection prior to any construction.  

6. Verification of Tree Protection Measures. Prior to commencement of construction, the project 
arborist shall verify in writing to the City Arborist that tree protection fencing has been 
satisfactorily installed. 

During Construction 

7. Tree Protection Zone Maintenance. The protection fencing shall not be moved, removed, or 
entered by equipment except under direction of the project arborist, in coordination with the 
City Arborist. 

8. Storage of Material or Equipment. The contractor shall not store materials or equipment within 
the TPZ. 

9. Excavation within the TPZ. Excavation with the TPZ shall be avoided if alternatives are available. 
If excavation within the TPZ is unavoidable, the project arborist shall evaluate the proposed 
excavation to determine methods to minimize impacts to trees. This can include tunneling, hand 
digging or other approaches. All construction within the TPZ shall be under the on‐site technical 
supervision of the project arborist, in coordination with the City Arborist. 

10. Tree Protection Zone. The project arborist shall monitor construction activities and progress, 
and provide written reports to the developer and the City at regular intervals. Tree protection 
inspections shall occur monthly or more frequently if needed. 
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11. Quality Assurance. The project arborist shall supervise proper execution of this plan during 
construction activities that could encroach on retained trees. Tree protection site inspection 
monitoring reports shall be provided to the Client and City on a regular basis throughout 
construction.    

Post Construction 

12. Final Report. After the project has been completed, the project arborist shall provide a final 
report to the developer and the City. The final report shall include concerns about any trees 
negatively impacted during construction, and describe the measures needed to maintain and 
protect the remaining trees for a minimum of two years after project completion. 

 
Please contact us if you have questions or need any additional information. Thank you for choosing 
Morgan Holen & Associates, LLC, to provide consulting arborist services for the Northwest Self Storage 
project.  
 
Thank you, 
Morgan Holen & Associates, LLC 
 
 
 

Morgan E. Holen, Owner 
ISA Board Certified Master Arborist, PN‐6145B 
ISA Tree Risk Assessment Qualified 
Forest Biologist 
 
Enclosures:  MHA15053 Northwest Self Storage – Tree Data 11‐13‐15 
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No. Common Name Species Name DBH* C‐Rad^ Cond
#

Comments Sig? Treatment

10060 madrone Arbutus menziesii 2x10,12 15 G off‐site, one‐sided crown with lean to the N Yes protect

10061 Oregon white oak Quercus garryana 34 28 E no major defects Yes retain

10063 Douglas‐fir Pseudotsuga menziesii 12 10 G off‐site No protect

10064 Douglas‐fir Pseudotsuga menziesii 11 10 G off‐site No protect

10623 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 8 10 F adjacent to stream No retain

10634 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 6 8 G adjacent to stream No retain

10635 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 7 10 G adjacent to stream No retain

10636 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 8 12 G adjacent to stream No retain

10642 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 8 14 F adjacent to stream No retain

10643 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 9 14 F adjacent to stream No retain

10644 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 3x6 14 F poor structure, growing on old decaying stump No remove

10646 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 2x6,8 14 F likely to be impacted by sidewalk construction No remove

10647 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 7 14 F adjacent to stream No retain

10668 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 8 12 F adjacent to stream No retain

10669 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 6 10 F adjacent to stream No retain

10670 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 7 12 F adjacent to stream No retain

10675 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 6 10 F adjacent to stream No retain

10678 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 6 10 F adjacent to stream No retain

10679 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 6 10 F adjacent to stream No retain

10680 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 7 12 F adjacent to stream No retain

10681 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 6 10 F adjacent to stream No retain

Morgan Holen & Associates, LLC
Consulting Arborists and Urban Forest Management

3 Monroe Parkway, Suite P220, Lake Oswego, OR  97035
morgan.holen@comcast.net | 971.409.9354
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No. Common Name Species Name DBH* C‐Rad^ Cond
#

Comments Sig? Treatment

10690 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 7 15 G likely to be impacted by fill behind new sidewalk No remove

10691 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 6 15 G likely to be impacted by fill behind new sidewalk No remove

10697 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 6 10 F adjacent to stream No retain

10703 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 6 10 F adjacent to stream No retain

10719 willow Salix  spp. 2x9 16 F adjacent to stream, poor structure No remove

10793 black cottonwood Populus trichocarpa 7 6 P very poor structure, basal decay No remove

10794 Scouler's willow Salix scouleriana 6,8,11 12 F poor structure No remove

10795 omit codominant stem of tree 10794 omit

10796 omit codominant stem of tree 10794 omit

10797 red alder Alnus rubra 10 15 G moderate structure No remove

10933 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 9 12 F poor structure No remove

10957 bigleaf maple Acer macrophyllum 6 10 F some lower trunk decay No remove

10958 bigleaf maple Acer macrophyllum 6 10 F some lower trunk decay No remove

10963 English hawthorn Crataegus monogyna 24 16 P

invasive species, very poor structure, hollow with 

advanced trunk decay No remove

11025 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 20 14 P

dead and broken branches, poor structure, 

hazardous to utility lines No remove

11064 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 16 20 F

moderate structure, complete visual assessment 

inhibited by invasive vegetation No remove

11065 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 16 20 F

moderate structure, complete visual assessment 

inhibited by invasive vegetation No remove

11066 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 16 20 F

moderate structure, complete visual assessment 

inhibited by invasive vegetation No remove

Morgan Holen & Associates, LLC
Consulting Arborists and Urban Forest Management

3 Monroe Parkway, Suite P220, Lake Oswego, OR  97035
morgan.holen@comcast.net | 971.409.9354
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No. Common Name Species Name DBH* C‐Rad^ Cond
#

Comments Sig? Treatment

11067 lodgepole pine Pinus contorta 14 12 P thin crown No remove

11068 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 9 12 G likely to be impacted by driveway grading No remove

11069 Oregon ash Fraxinus latifolia 9 12 G likely to be impacted by driveway grading No remove

^C‐Rad is the average crown radius measured in feet.
#Cond is an arborist assigned rating to generally describe the condition of individual trees as follows‐ Dead; Poor; Fair; or Good condition.

Sig? asks whether or not individual trees are considered potentially significant, either Yes (likely significant) or No (not considered significant).

*DBH is tree diameter measured at breast height, 4.5‐feet above the ground level (inches); codominant trunks splitting below DBH are measured 

individually and separated by a comma, except for codominant stems of equal size are noted as quantity x size.

Morgan Holen & Associates, LLC
Consulting Arborists and Urban Forest Management

3 Monroe Parkway, Suite P220, Lake Oswego, OR  97035
morgan.holen@comcast.net | 971.409.9354
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INTRODUCTION 

Site Location  

The approximate 1.58 acre subject property is located north of Willamette Falls Drive in 

West Linn, Clackamas County, Oregon (T2S, R1E, Sec. 35D, TL 2000 and 5300 & Sec. 35DD, 

TL 3400 and 3500).   

 

Site Description 

The rectangular shaped subject property is situated between Willamette Falls Drive to the 

south-southeast and the Interstate 205 right-away to the north-northwest.  Commercial 

buildings are located to the northeast and southwest.  The old road grade of the vacated 

Willamette Falls Drive enters the property at the southwest corner of the property and runs 

north-northeast leaving the property toward the center of the site’s northern boundary. The 

vacated road was covered with Himalayan blackberry and barely visible at the time of the 

site visit. To the south, south of Willamette Falls Drive is residential development.  

 

Bernert Creek flows from west to east across the property near the southern property 

boundary. The drainage way exits the property through a 48” culvert that extends offsite to 

the northeast. The site is mainly south sloping at the northern property line on the eastern 

4/5ths of the property. Toward the southern property line there is a flat depressional area 

and then topography slopes up off property to the south. The western approximate 1/5th of 

the property slopes north, south and west, creating a depression extending off property to 

the west.  Just east of the western 1/5th of the property, slopes converge north and south 

with a narrow flat area in between due to the removal of soil just to above an existing 

culvert, connecting the depressional area to the west with the flat depressional area to the 

east.  There is a 24” culvert located in the southwest portion of the subject property, where 

the vacated Willamette Falls Drive crosses the property to the north. Sometime in 2009, soil 

was removed to just above the culvert in a trench fashion that remains open. This created 

fringe wetland on each side of the culvert, now connecting the east and west wetlands.  The 

drainage way flows through the culvert, but also flows over the top during high flow events.  

 

Throughout the depressional areas, reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea) was 

dominant. The side slopes were dominated by Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus).  

Holly (Ilex sp), bracken fern (Pteridium aquilinum), sword fern (Polystichum munitum), 

common horsetail (Equisetum arvense), tall fescue (Schedonorus arundinaceus), teasel 

(Dipsacus sylvestris) and reed canary grass were also present.  The eastern 1/3rd of the 

property also consisted of Oregon ash (Fraxinus latifolia), willow (Salix), English hawthorn 

(Crataegus monogyna) and bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum).  

 

Project Objectives 

The applicant proposes construction of a self storage facility with associated access drive, 

parking and utilities.  As shown on the WRA Map (Appendix A), nearly the entirety of the 

subject property is located within identified Water Resource Area, specifically within the 

Goal 5 Significant Riparian Corridor.  It is not feasible to develop the site without impacting 

the WRA.  This report will outline the extent of the onsite WRA features and address the 

approval criteria in CDC Chapter 32.080 Alternate Review Process and 32.110 Hardship 

Provisions. 

 

The development is proposed to have two driveways onto Willamette Falls Drive. The 

western entry will cross Bernert Creek at the location of the existing culvert.  The crossing 



 

 

will be with a bottomless arch culvert.  The eastern crossing will be an extension of an 

existing culvert and no significant impacts to the Water Resource are proposed.  

 

METHODS 

The site was visited in December 2014 and again in October 2015 for the purposes of 

completing a Wetland delineation and natural resource assessment. As per CDC 32.020 the 

undisturbed waterway, wetlands and riparian corridor boundaries were identified and 

documented in this report and an attached delineation report and DSL concurrence letter.   

 

 

WRA CONDITIONS 

 

Waterway 

 

Bernert Creek flows from west to east across the property near the southern property 

boundary. The drainage way exits the property through a 48” culvert that extends offsite to 

the northeast. There is a 24” culvert located in the southwest portion of the subject 

property, where the vacated Willamette Falls Drive crosses the property to the north. 

Sometime in 2009, soil was removed to just above the culvert in a trench fashion that 

remains open. This created fringe wetland on each side of the culvert, now connecting the 

east and west wetlands.  The drainage way flows through the culvert, but also flows over 

the top during high flow events.  

 

 

Wetland  

  

Based on soil, vegetation and hydrology data taken in the field three PEM wetlands, totaling 

8,861sf were delineated. A creek flowed through the wetland area.  Three wetlands 

connected with the creek. Wetland 1 with an area of 553sf and Wetland 3 with an area of 

1,384sf are located on the south side of the creek.  Wetland 2 (6,924sf) is located on the 

north side of the creek.  Vegetation in the wetlands was dominated by reed canary grass as 

well as some tall fescue and Oregon ash in the eastern portion.  Soils met the Redox Dark 

Surface (F6) hydric soil indicator.  Saturation at 12” from the top to surface saturation was 

observed in all but sample plot A where secondary indicators were present and other 

criteria met. The wetland extended offsite to the west.  The wetland was clearly identified 

by the change in topography between the flat bottom flood plain and the sloping banks. 

 

The Local Wetland Inventory (LWI) for the City of West Linn mapped a drainage way 

flowing through two wetlands separated by a culvert on the subject property (BE-01 and 

BE-02).   The LWI wetlands and drainage way closely correspond with the location of the 

onsite wetlands and drainage and the dividing culvert corresponds with the location of the 

vacated alignment of Willamette Falls Drive.  The LWI appears to have been based on the 

2006 delineation.  The new delineation closely matches the 2006 delineation.   

 

Riparian Zone 

 

The remaining WRA consists of Significant Riparian zone north and south of the creek.  As 

per Table 32-2 the required width of the Riparian Corridor extends 100 feet from the 

ordinary high water (OHW) line.  As per CDC Section 32.050(F)(8) plant communities 



 

 

within the undisturbed WRA were identified and characterized.  This area was dominated 

by Himalayan blackberry with some swordfern and bracken fern, teasel and horsetail and 

was generally in degraded condition. One significant tree was identified by the arborist in 

the northeast corner of the site.   

 

The majority of the WRA for the wetlands and waterway were composed of non-native reed 

canary grass and Himalayan blackberry. Tree canopy was minimal and consisted of a few 

scattered Oregon ash. The condition of the WRA was degraded.  

 

Table 1.  Riparian Zone vegetation 

Scientific Name Common Name Layer % Cover 

Phalaris arundinacea Reed canary grass Grass 50 

Pteridium aquilinum Bracken fern Forb 5 

Rubus armeniacus Himalayan blackberry Shrub 45 

Fraxinus latifolia Oregon ash Tree 5 

% cover by natives   10 

% tree canopy   5 

% invasive/noxious   95 

Condition   Degraded 

 

 

DEVELOPMENT PLAN DESCRIPTION 

 

The proposed development consists of a 106,487-square-foot, four-story self-storage 

building including internal parking and loading areas. The access to the site is from 

Willamette Falls Drive with two way traffic access at the west end of the site.  The traffic 

circulation pattern is intended to generally flow from west to east, with customers entering 

the west driveway, driving through the building itself, and exiting the east driveway.  The 

east driveway will be exit-only.  

 

The proposed design is intended to reduce impacts on the WRA by locating the building 

near the north end of the site as far away from the stream as possible. The west driveway 

will utilize the existing stream culvert in the vacated Willamette Falls Drive alignment to 

avoid creating another piped stream segment in that area. Finally, the building will be four 

stories tall, rather than shorter and wider, to minimize the development area’s footprint 

and impact on the riparian corridor area.  

 

 

32.080 APPROVAL CRITERIA (ALTERNATE REVIEW PROCESS) 

 

As per CDC 32.070 and 32.110 approximately 77% of the site is covered by designated 

WRA.  The site cannot be developed without impacts to the Resource and shall be 

considered with regard to these sections. 

Applications reviewed under the alternate review process shall meet the following approval 

criteria: 

A.  The proposed WRA shall be, at minimum, qualitatively equal, in terms of maintaining 

the level of functions allowed by the WRA standards of CDC 32.060(D). 



 

 

 Riparian corridor is mapped along the water resource through the entire site.  The 

standards of 32.060(D) require a minimum WRA width 100 feet from the OHW for 

Riparian Corridors.  As discussed below the constraints of the site do not allow 

development while maintaining this minimum width.  The proposed WRA shall be 

an average of 40+ feet and a minimum of 29 feet from the resource to the edge of 

proposed development.  The entire retained Riparian Corridor shall be enhanced 

with native species and improved from degraded to good condition as described 

below.  The proposed WRA shall be, at minimum, qualitatively equal in terms of 

providing the level of functions as required.    

B. If a WRA is already significantly degraded (e.g., native forest and ground cover have 

been removed or the site dominated by invasive plants, debris, or development), the 

approval authority may allow a reduced WRA in exchange for mitigation, if: 

1. The proposed reduction in WRA width, coupled with the proposed mitigation, 

would result in better performance of functions than the standard WRA without 

such mitigation. The approval authority shall make this determination based on 

the applicant’s proposed mitigation plan and a comparative analysis of 

ecological functions under existing and enhanced conditions (see Table 32-4). 

 

The existing WRA is degraded as described in this report.  Native forest and 

groundcover have been removed and existing vegetation is dominated by non-

native and invasive species, primarily reed canary grass and Himalayan blackberry.  

The proposed reduction in WRA width, along with proposed mitigation, 

enhancement of the entire WRA remaining, shall provide higher functions as shown 

in the comparative analysis and mitigation plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table 2.  Ecological Functions Comparison per Table 32-4 

 

Ecological 

Functions 

WRA existing conditions WRA enhanced conditions 

Stream flow 

moderation and/or 

water storage 

Wetland Storage functions 

moderate, creek water flows 

into wetland as well as sheet 

flow across portions of the 

WRA. 

Storage functions will be higher 

with vegetation density increase 

in WRA to further slow flow for 

better storage capacity. 

Sediment or 

pollution control 

Vegetation is within 100’ of all 

wetland /waterways. The 

majority of vegetation is non-

native grasses and Himalayan 

blackberry with few scattered 

trees. 

Increased vegetation and tree 

canopy within the entire 

remaining onsite WRA will 

increase functions by slowing 

water flow, creating more tree 

canopy and increasing the 

capacity to filter nutrients and 

retain sediments. 

Bank stabilization Few trees along bank.  

Predominantly reed canary 

grass. 

Increased native vegetation will 

help bank stabilization although 

bank is minimal.  

Large wood 

recruitment for a 

fish bearing section 

of stream 

Stream is likely not fish 

bearing. There are scattered 

trees for LWD recruitment. 

Additional trees will eventually 

increase tree canopy and 

increase functions. 

Organic material 

sources 

Few scattered trees. Forest 

habitat not present within 

adjacent Riparian Zone 

Additional trees/shrubs will 

increase organic material 

sources throughout the Riparian 

Zone. 

Shade (water 

temperature 

moderation) and 

microclimate 

Stream is not likely fish 

bearing.  Currently minimal 

shade, with  a few scattered 

trees on the eastern side of the 

site. 

Additional trees planting 

through the Riparian zone will 

significantly increase this 

function, improving downstream 

temperatures as well. 

Stream flow that 

sustains in-stream 

and adjacent 

habitats 

Perennial flow. Perennial flow will be 

maintained.  No hydrologic 

impacts anticipated. 

Other terrestrial 

habitat 

Habitat within 100 feet of the 

resource is predominantly non-

native and invasive with few 

scattered native trees.   

Removal of invasives and 

planting of diverse native 

species shall increase type and 

diversity of cover and food 

sources, significantly improving 

terrestrial habitat. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

2. The mitigation project shall include all of the following components as 

applicable. It may also include other forms of enhancement (mitigation) deemed 

appropriate by the approval authority. 

a. Removal of invasive vegetation. 

b. Planting native, non-invasive plants (at minimum, consistent with CDC 

32.100) that provide improved filtration of sediment, excess nutrients, and 

pollutants. The amount of enhancement (mitigation) shall meet or exceed 

the standards of CDC 32.090(C). 

c. Providing permanent improvements to the site hydrology that would 

improve water resource functions. 

d. Substantial improvements to the aquatic and/or terrestrial habitat of the 

WRA. 

 

Proposed mitigation shall consist of a combination of invasive removal and 

replanting with native vegetation as detailed in the mitigation plan below.  These 

activities will improve onsite filtration of sediment, excess nutrients and pollutants, 

improving water quality and erosion control functions by providing additional 

vegetation appropriate for the WRA.  Additionally, the proposed mitigation 

enhancement will increase native species cover and diversity improving wildlife 

habitat functions by providing greater cover, nesting or burrowing sites and food 

availability and type.   

C. Identify and discuss site design and methods of development as they relate to WRA 

functions. 

 

The approach to maintaining WRA ecological functions is to site the building as far 

from the water resource as possible; to minimize the width of stream crossings and 

utilize the existing crossing at the west driveway; to utilize permeable paving to 

minimize impervious surfaces within and near the WRA; to utilize a four-story 

building rather than a shorter and wider structure; and to mitigate the degraded 

habitat with native mitigation plantings as proposed within this report. 

D. Address the approval criteria of CDC 32.060, with the exception of CDC 32.060(D). 

32.060 APPROVAL CRITERIA (STANDARD PROCESS) 

No application for development on property containing a WRA shall be approved 

unless the approval authority finds that the proposed development is consistent with 

the following approval criteria, or can satisfy the criteria by conditions of approval: 

A. WRA protection/minimizing impacts. 

1. Development shall be conducted in a manner that will avoid or, if 

avoidance is not possible, minimize adverse impact on WRAs. 

2. Mitigation and re-vegetation of disturbed WRAs shall be completed per 

CDC 32.090 and 32.100 respectively. 

Proposed development shall minimize adverse impact on the WRA to the extent 

possible given the limitations of this site.  To this end, the applicant requests 

approval pursuant to the Alternative Review Process provisions of Section 32.080 

and the Hardship provisions of Section 32.110 rather than this Section. Mitigation is 

provided per the standards of CDC 32.090. 

B. Storm water and storm water facilities. 



 

 

1. Proposed developments shall be designed to maintain the existing WRAs 

and utilize them as the primary method of storm water conveyance 

through the project site unless: 

a. The surface water management plan calls for alternate 

configurations (culverts, piping, etc.); or 

b. Under CDC 32.070, the applicant demonstrates that the relocation 

of the water resource will not adversely impact the function of the 

WRA including, but not limited to, circumstances where the WRA is 

poorly defined or not clearly channelized.  Re-vegetation, 

enhancement and/or mitigation of the re-aligned water resource 

shall be required as applicable. 

2. Public and private storm water detention, storm water treatment 

facilities and storm water outfall or energy dissipaters (e.g., rip rap) may 

encroach into the WRA if: 

a. Accepted engineering practice requires it; 

b. Encroachment on significant trees shall be avoided when possible, 

and any tree loss shall be consistent with the City’s Tree Technical 

Manual and mitigated per CDC 32.090; 

c. There shall be no direct outfall into the water resource, and any 

resulting outfall shall not have an erosive effect on the WRA or 

diminish the stability of slopes; and 

d. There are no reasonable alternatives available. 

A geotechnical report may be required to make the determination 

regarding slope stability. 

3. Roadside storm water conveyance swales and ditches may be extended 

within rights-of-way located in a WRA. When possible, they shall be 

located along the side of the road furthest from the water resource. If the 

conveyance facility must be located along the side of the road closest to 

the water resource, it shall be located as close to the road/sidewalk as 

possible and include habitat friendly design features (treatment train, 

rain gardens, etc.). 

4. Storm water detention and/or treatment facilities in the WRA shall be 

designed without permanent perimeter fencing and shall be landscaped 

with native vegetation. 

5. Access to public storm water detention and/or treatment facilities shall 

be provided for maintenance purposes. Maintenance driveways shall be 

constructed to minimum width and use water permeable paving 

materials. Significant trees, including roots, shall not be disturbed to the 

degree possible. The encroachment and any tree loss shall be mitigated 

per CDC 32.090. There shall also be no adverse impacts upon the 

hydrologic conditions of the site. 

 

The project will utilize the WRA for stormwater conveyance and includes storm 

water treatment and detention facilities located within the Riparian Corridor area of 

the subject property.  This is allowed if “there are no reasonable alternatives 

available.”  In the case of the subject property, approximately 77% of the site is 

covered by designated WRA, and reasonable development cannot be achieved 

without an encroachment into the WRA.  All areas between the proposed building 

and its access/circulation are within the WRA and no reasonable alternatives exist.  

The proposed facilities shall be constructed in a manner consistent with the above 



 

 

requirements.  No outfall shall be located directly into the water resource as the 

outfalls will be located upslope of Bernert Creek with appropriate energy 

dissipation utilized to ensure the proposed facilities shall not result in an erosive 

effect on the WRA.  The roadside culvert under the driveway east of the site is 

proposed to be extended westerly within the right-of-way to accommodate the new 

on-site east driveway. Stormwater facilities are not proposed to have permanent 

perimeter fencing and shall be landscaped with native vegetation.  No public 

stormwater facilities are proposed on-site. No significant trees will be affected by 

the development.   

C. Dedications and easements. The City shall request dedications of the WRA to 

the City when acquisition of the WRA by dedication or easement would serve a 

public purpose. When such a dedication or easement is mutually agreed upon, 

the applicant shall provide the documentation for the dedication or easement. 

Nothing in this section shall prohibit the City from condemning property if: 

1. The property is necessary to serve an important public purpose; and 

2. Alternative means of obtaining the property are unsuccessful. 

 

As the site is not adjacent to other public property, there is no identified public 

interest that would be served by dedicating the WRA to the City or encumbering the 

WRA by easements.  

E. Roads, driveways and utilities. 

1. New roads, driveways, or utilities shall avoid WRAs unless the applicant 

demonstrates that no other practical alternative exists. In that case, 

road design and construction techniques shall minimize impacts and 

disturbance to the WRA by the following methods: 

a. New roads and utilities crossing riparian habitat areas or streams 

shall be aligned as close to perpendicular to the channel as 

possible. 

b. Roads and driveways traversing WRAs shall be of the minimum 

width possible to comply with applicable road standards and 

protect public safety. The footprint of grading and site clearing to 

accommodate the road shall be minimized. 

c. Road and utility crossings shall avoid, where possible: 

1) Salmonid spawning or rearing areas; 

2) Stands of mature conifer trees in riparian areas; 

3) Highly erodible soils; 

4) Landslide prone areas; 

5) Damage to, and fragmentation of, habitat; and 

6) Wetlands identified on the WRA Map. 

 

The only available route for access to the subject property is from Willamette Falls 

Drive and the developable area is on the opposite side of Bernert Creek from the 

roadway.  It is not possible to avoid to crossing the WRA.  Crossings have been 

designed to minimize impacts to the WRA and stream to the greatest extent 

possible.  The western crossing is aligned with the existing culvert for the vacated 

Willamette Falls Drive ROW.  The eastern crossing will extend an existing culvert in 

order to minimize additional impacts within the resource.   Both crossings shall be 

as close to perpendicular as possible given the geometry of the site and the 



 

 

alignment of Willamette Falls Drive. No salmonid spawning or rearing areas are 

known to be present onsite.  No stands of mature conifer trees are present.  Highly 

erodible soils and landslide prone areas are not present onsite.   

 

In this case, the minimum road width at the east has been negotiated with Tualatin 

Valley Fire & Rescue (TVFR) to satisfy emergency access needs.  At the west, the 24-

foot width is the City’s minimum requirement for 2-way circulation.  At the east, 

although the City’s minimum requirement for a one-way driveway might be lower, 

in order to allow one fire truck to stage and another to pass by it, a 20-foot width is 

proposed. The one-way circulation enables covered access to elevator bays, it 

enables forward movements for vehicles and avoids the need for a large 

hammerhead turnaround or a 26-foot wide paved drive aisle all the way along the 

length of the building, because TVFR can mobilize to fight a fire by heading into the 

two driveways and backing out again – a configuration our design architect was able 

to negotiate as a response to the site’s constraints. 

 

Road and utility crossings will avoid damage to and fragmentation of habitat and 

wetlands to the extent possible.  The western crossing has been located to take 

advantage of the location of an existing culvert which previously fragmented the 

onsite habitat.  Wetlands in this area are minimal.   The eastern crossing will be an 

extension of the existing culvert at the eastern property boundary and will not 

result in wetland impacts or habitat fragmentation. 

 

2. Crossing of fish bearing streams and riparian corridors shall use bridges 

or arch-bottomless culverts or the equivalent that provides comparable 

fish protection, to allow passage of wildlife and fish and to retain the 

natural stream bed. 

 

The western crossing shall use a bottomless arch culvert over the re-channelized 

location of an existing culvert. The existing culvert remains in place where the 

former alignment of Willamette Falls Drive crossed Bernert Creek.  The applicant 

proposes to use a bottomless arch culvert to support the proposed driveway 

crossing of the Creek at the same location.  For purposes of interpreting WRA 

provisions, the existing culvert crossing may be subject to an exemption per 

32.040(F). 

 

The eastern crossing shall consist of an extension of an existing culvert.  No fish are 

listed as present within Bernert Creek according to StreamNet and fish passage is 

not anticipated to be a concern.   

 

3. New utilities spanning fish bearing stream sections, riparian corridors, 

and wetlands shall be located on existing roads/bridges, elevated 

walkways, conduit, or other existing structures or installed underground 

via tunneling or boring at a depth that avoids tree roots and does not 

alter the hydrology sustaining the water resource, unless the applicant 

demonstrates that it is not physically possible or it is cost prohibitive. 

Bore pits associated with the crossings shall be restored upon project 

completion. Dry, intermittent streams may be crossed with open cuts 

during a time period approved by the City and any agency with 

jurisdiction. 



 

 

New utilities spanning the WRA shall be located along the proposed stream crossing 

corridors for the driveways. 

 

4. No fill or excavation is allowed within the ordinary high water mark of a 

water resource, unless all necessary permits are obtained from the City, 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Oregon Department of State Lands 

(DSL). 

 

No significant fill or excavation is proposed within the OHW or wetland.  The 

western crossing shall be via a bottomless arch culvert located outside the 

jurisdictional water boundaries. The eastern crossing shall be an extension of an 

existing culvert with the minimum amount of fill necessary to stabilize the pipe. 

Since the removal/fill is anticipated to be less than 50cy it should not require state 

or federal permits; if the final design results in a greater amount of fill then permits 

will be obtained from state and federal agencies as needed. 

 

5. Crossings of fish bearing streams shall be aligned, whenever possible, to 

serve multiple properties and be designed to accommodate conduit for 

utility lines. The applicant shall, to the extent legally permissible, work 

with the City to provide for a street layout and crossing location that will 

minimize the need for additional stream crossings in the future to serve 

surrounding properties. 

 

The onsite waterway is not listed as a fish bearing stream according to ODFW’s 

Stream Net website.  During the project’s design development phase, the applicant 

approached the property owner to the east (the “2500 Building”) to explore the 

possibility of sharing their existing driveway, but the abutting property owner was 

unwilling to enter into a shared access agreement. Consequently, the east driveway 

as proposed will serve only the self-storage facility.  The applicant would not object 

to a condition requiring this property to allow its eastern driveway to be realigned 

to form a shared driveway configuration (i.e., with a ‘Y’ north of the Willamette Falls 

Drive right-of-way) as part of a future redevelopment of the “2500 Building” site, 

provided that the required permitting and construction would be the responsibility 

of the redeveloper of that property. 

 

 
32.110 HARDSHIP PROVISIONS 

 

As per Chapter 32/Table 32-2 Required Width of WRA; the required width on each side of 

the Riparian Corridor is 100 feet from the OHW.  The onsite water resource is located on the 

south side of the subject property adjacent to the only access road.  Approximately 77% of 

the property is designated WRA and based on its location, crossing the resource is 

necessary to reach the developable land area.  It would not be feasible to develop the 

property without impacting the WRA.   

 

A. The right to obtain a hardship allowance is based on the existence of a lot of record… on or 

before January 1, 2006. 

 



 

 

The subject property consists of four contiguous parcels that were acquired by the State of 

Oregon in order to construct Interstate 205 and associated ramps and facilities, and to 

realign Willamette Falls Drive.  The former Willamette Falls Drive right-of-way was 

subsequently vacated and the subject parcels sold as surplus property.  Clackamas County 

Property Account Summaries for the four parcels show that they have been in the same 

configuration since prior to the Year 2000.  This provision is satisfied. 

 

B. For lots described in subsection A of this section that area located completely or partially 

inside the WRA, development is permitted, consistent with this section.  The maximum 

disturbed area (MDA) of the WRA shall be the greater of: 

1. Five thousand square feet of the WRA; or 

2. Thirty percent of the total area of the WRA. 

 

The onsite Riparian Zone Area is 52,966sf.  The proposed project shall impact 15,214sf of 

the Riparian Zone Area.  This is just under the allowed 30 percent (15, 890sf). 

 

C. The MDA shall be located as follows: 

1. In areas where the development will result in the least square footage encroachment 

into the WRA. 

 

The subject property is constrained by the presence of Bernert Creek and its associated 

Riparian Zone along the southern edge of the property and more or less parallel with 

Willamette Falls Drive.  An additional constraint is the presence of a Significant Oregon 

white oak in the northeast corner of the property.  The tree is outside the Riparian Zone but 

protecting its root zone precludes shifting the building or access driveways all the way into 

the northeast corner of the site, away from the riparian corridor (WRA).  Therefore, the 

applicant’s design team has optimized the site design to locate the proposed building at the 

maximum practical distance from the water resource that is consistent with conserving the 

significant tree in the northeast corner of the site.  It is not possible to develop the site 

without impacting the WRA.  The proposed disturbance area is located at the back of the 

subject property, minimizing encroachment into the WRA. Additionally, the applicant is 

requesting a variance to make the building four stories tall, rather than shorter and wider, 

to minimize the development area’s footprint and overall impact on the riparian corridor 

area.  

 

2. The applicant shall demonstrate, through site and building design, that the 

proposed development is the maximum practical distance from the water resource 

based on the functional needs of the proposed use. 

 

As described above, the water resource is located on the south side of the property adjacent 

to the only access to the site, Willamette Falls Drive.  The development location is pushed 

back to the opposite edge of the property and, based on the required size and configuration 

of the proposed usage, is the maximum practical distance from the water resource. The 

functional needs of the proposed use involve a secure storage building with access and 

circulation for visitors’ vehicles, including light duty trucks and vehicles pulling trailers.  

The proposed building design, with customer vehicle staging and storage unit/elevator 

access internalized within the building itself, avoids the need to provide an emergency 

access route 26 feet wide outside the building and a hammerhead turnaround, which would 

have encroached into the riparian zone. 



 

 

Additionally, to limit the stream/WRA impact to the extent practicable, the applicant 

proposes to construct a five-foot wide pedestrian path between the office and the sidewalk, 

in lieu of an eight-foot wide path that would typically be required in the GC Zone.   

 

3. The minimum distance from a water resource shall be 15 feet.  

  

The building is located more than 15 feet from Bernert Creek and wetland boundaries.  The 

project requires crossing Bernert Creek.  The western crossing shall be via a bottomless 

arch culvert and shall not impact the water resource.  The eastern crossing shall be an 

extension of an existing culvert and will result in minimal impacts. 

 

4. Access driveways shall be the minimum permitted width; select an alignment that is 

least impactful upon the WRA; and shall share use of the driveway where possible. 

 

The access driveways are based on consultation with Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue (TVFR) 

to determine the minimum acceptable widths, and the stream crossings are aligned to use 

an existing culvert location at the west, and minimize the lengthening of the existing 

driveway culvert of the “2500 Building” driveway immediately to the east of the subject site.  

The applicant initially attempted to negotiate an agreement with the owner of the “2500 

Building” to the east that would allow the proposed development to share that site’s 

existing driveway; however, the parties were unable to reach satisfactory terms.  The 

applicant would not object to a condition requiring this property to allow its eastern 

driveway to be realigned to form a shared driveway configuration (i.e., with a ‘Y’ north of 

the Willamette Falls Drive right-of-way) as part of a future redevelopment of the “2500 

Building” site, provided that the required permitting and construction would be the 

responsibility of the redeveloper of that property. 

D. The MDA shall include: 

1. The footprints of all structures, including accessory structures, decks and paved 

water impermeable surfaces including sidewalks, driveways, parking pads, 

paths, patios and parking lots, etc. Only 75 percent of water permeable surfaces 

at grade shall be included in the MDA. 

2. All graded, disturbed or modified areas that are not subsequently restored to 

their original grade and replanted with native ground cover per an approved 

plan. 

E. The MDA shall not include: 

1. Temporarily disturbed areas (TDAs) adjacent to an approved structure or 

development area for the purpose of grading, material storage, construction 

activity, trenched or buried utilities and other temporary activities so long as 

these areas are subsequently restored to the original grades and soil 

permeability, and re-vegetated with native plants per CDC 32.100, such that they 

are at least equal in functional value to the area prior to the initiation of the 

permitted activity; 

2. Bay windows and similar cantilevered elements (including decks, etc.) of the 

principal or secondary structure so long as they do not extend more than five 

feet towards the WRA from the vertical plane of the house, and have no vertical 

supports from grade; 



 

 

3. PDAs that are not built upon as part of the development proposal will not count 

in the MDA (e.g., use of an existing access driveway). (Conversely, PDAs that are 

built upon as part of the development proposal will count in the MDA.); 

4. The installation of public streets and public utilities that are specifically required 

to meet either the transportation system plan or a utility master plan so long as 

all trenched public utilities are subsequently restored to the original grades and 

soil permeability, and revegetated with native plants per CDC 32.100, such that 

they are at least equal in functional value to the area prior to the initiation of 

the permitted activity. All areas displaced by streets shall be mitigated for. 

 

 

TABLE 32-5 MDA CALCULATION SUMMARY 

Type of Development 

Square footage 

included in MDA 

calculation? 

All structures YES 

Non-water permeable paved surfaces including driveways, 

parking lots, patios, and paths 

YES 

Approved water permeable paved surfaces including driveways, 

parking lots, patios, and paths 

YES but at 75% of 

total water permeable 

surface square footage 

TDAs/graded areas that are restored and re-vegetated with 

native vegetation 

NO 

TDAs/all utility trenches and buried utilities restored or re-

vegetated with native vegetation 

NO 

PDAs that are built upon or developed as part of the application YES 

PDAs that are not built upon or developed as part of the 

application 

NO 

Storm water detention or treatment pond YES 

Rain garden or bioswale with the native plantings as part of re-

vegetation plan 

NO 

Storm water outfall, energy dissipaters (at, or above, grade) YES 

Non-native landscaping YES 

Sharing an existing driveway NO 

Development of lands that are not within the WRA NO 

 

The MDA has been defined as outlined in sections D-E. 

F. Development allowed under subsection A of this section may use the following 

provisions: 

1. Setbacks required by the underlying zoning district may be reduced up to 50 

percent where necessary to avoid construction within the WRA, as long as the 

development would otherwise meet the standards of this chapter. However, front 

loading garages shall be set back a minimum of 18 feet, while side loading 

garages shall be set back a minimum of three feet. 



 

 

2. Landscaping and parking requirements may be reduced for hardship properties 

but only if all or part of the WRA is dedicated pursuant to CDC 32.060(C) or if a 

restrictive deed covenant is established. These reductions shall be permitted 

outright and, to the extent that the practices are inconsistent with other 

provisions or standards of the West Linn CDC, this section is given precedence so 

that no variance is required. The allowable reductions include: 

a. Elimination of landscaping for the parking lot interior. 

b. Elimination of the overall landscape requirement (e.g., 20 percent for 

commercial uses). 

c. Elimination of landscaping between parking lots and perimeter non-

residential properties. 

d. Landscaping between parking lots and the adjacent right-of-way may be 

reduced to eight feet. This eight-foot-wide landscaped strip may be used 

for vegetated storm water detention or treatment. 

e. A 25 percent reduction in total required parking is permitted to minimize 

or avoid intrusion into the WRA. 

f. Adjacent improved street frontage with curb and sidewalk may be counted 

towards the parking requirement at a rate of one parking space per 20 

lineal feet of street frontage adjacent to the property, subject to City 

Engineer approval based on the street width and classification. 

g. The current compact and full sized parking mix may be modified to allow 

up to 100 percent compact spaces and no full sized spaces. However, any 

required ADA compliant spaces shall be provided. 

 

The GC zone does not specify setback requirements for conditional uses (including self-

storage facilities), so it is not necessary to request a setback width reduction under 

subparagraph 1. The proposed building will be located five feet from the north property line 

and 20 feet or more from all other property lines.  The proposed plans demonstrate that 

over 50 percent of the site will be landscaped.  The provisions of subparagraph 2 are not 

applicable because this application does not include requests to reduce setbacks, minimum 

required landscaping, or parking pursuant to these provisions.   

 

H. Mitigation and re-vegetation of disturbed WRAs shall be completed according to 32.090 and 

32.100 respectively. 

 

See Mitigation Plan below. 

 

I. Any further modification of the standards of this chapter or the underlying zone shall require 

approval of a variance pursuant to Chapter 75 CDC. 

 

The applicant’s proposed site plan and mitigation plan demonstrate compliance with the 

Alternate Review Process and Approval Criteria provisions of Sections 32.070 and 32.080, 

respectively; with the Hardship provisions of Section 32.110; and with related Sections 

incorporated by reference.  No further modification of the WRA standards or the underlying 

zone is necessary for approval of the proposed development plan.  This provision is not 

applicable. 

 

  



 

 

32.090 MITIGATION PLAN 

 

A. A mitigation plan shall only be required if development is proposed within a WRA… 

Temporarily disturbed areas… do not require mitigation, just grade and soil restoration and 

re-vegetation.  The mitigation plan shall satisfy all applicable provisions of CDC 32.100 Re-

Vegetation Plan Requirements. 

 

Development is proposed within a WRA.  The mitigation plan shall satisfy applicable 

provisions of this section and section 32.100 as outlined below. 

 

B. Mitigation shall take place in the following locations, according to the following priorities of 

this section. 

 1. Onsite mitigation by restoring, creating, or enhancing WRAs. 

 

Proposed mitigation shall take place onsite. 

 

C. Amount of mitigation 

1. The amount of mitigation shall be based on the square footage of the permanent 

disturbance area by the application.  For every one square foot of non-PDA disturbed 

area, onsite mitigation shall require one square foot of WRA to be created, enhanced 

or restored. 

 

Proposed impact within the WRA is 15,214sf.  Proposed mitigation shall consist of 

enhancement of the entire remaining Riparian Area.  This area is 16,454sf and more than 

meets the required 1:1 ratio. 

 

E. A mitigation plan shall contain the following information 

1. A list of all responsible parties including, but not limited to the owner, applicant, 

contractor, or other persons responsible for work on the development site. 

 

Applicant:                     Northwest Self Storage West Linn 

14855 SE 82nd Drive 

Clackamas, OR 97015 

(503) 804-5545 

capitalman@onlinenw.com 

 

Property Owner:  VK Northwest, Inc.  

c/o Vipul Patel 

12700 SE McLoughlin Blvd. 

Milwaukie, OR 97222 

mpinvestments@gmail.com 

 

Project Contact:  Lee Leighton, AICP  

Mackenzie 

1515 SE Water Ave., Suite 100 

Portland, OR 97214 

503-224-9560 

lleighton@mcknze.com 

 



 

 

2. A map showing where the specific adverse impacts will occur and where the 

mitigation activities will occur. 

 

Appendix C. 

 

3. A re-vegetation plan for the area(s) to be mitigation that meets the standards of 

CDC 32.100. 

 

See the response to CDC 32.100, below. 

 

4. An implementation schedule including timeline for construction, mitigation, 

mitigation maintenance, monitoring and reporting.  All in-stream work in fish bearing 

streams shall be done in accordance with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife. 

 

Mitigation shall occur concurrently with construction during the construction 

period after all approvals are met.  As per City of West Linn WRA protection 

requirements, 80% success is required for replanted areas.  The mitigation site will 

be monitored and maintained for three years.  If, after each year monitoring period, 

80% survival has not been met, dead plants will be replaced up to the 80% success 

required.  Mitigation monitoring reports shall be provided to document these 

activities.  The onsite waterway is not fish bearing and the in-stream work window 

is not applicable. 

 

5. Assurances shall be established to rectify any mitigation actions that are not 

successful within the first three years.  This may include bonding or other surety. 

 

The applicant can provide any necessary assurance as necessary based on 

coordination with City staff. We would propose that any bonding or surety be 

deferred based on the results of the ongoing monitoring, maintenance, and 

reporting requirements. 

 

32.100 RE-VEGETATION PLAN REQUIREMENTS 

 

A. In order to achieve the goal of re-establishing forested canopy, native shrub and 

groundcover and to meet the mitigation requirements of CDC 32.090, tree and vegetation 

plantings are required according to the following standards. 

1. All trees, shrubs and groundcover to be planted must be native plants selected from 

the Portland Plant List. 

 

As noted in the planting plan, all proposed plant species will be native plants 

selected from the Portland Plant List. 

 

2. Plant size. Replacement trees must be at least one half inch in caliper, measured at 

six inches above the ground level for field grown trees or above the soil line for 

container grown trees, unless they are oak or madrone which may be one gallon size.  

Shrubs must be in at least a one-gallon container or the equivalent in ball and burlap 

and must be at least 12 inches in height. 

 

As noted in the planting plan, plant size will meet the above requirements. 



 

 

 

3. Plant coverage. 

a. Native trees and shrubs are required to be planted at a rate of five trees and 25 

shrubs per every 500 square feet of disturbance area… Bare ground must be planted 

or seeded with native grasses or herbs.  Non-native sterile wheat grass may also be 

planted or seeded, in equal or lesser proportion to the native grasses or herbs. 

 

b. Trees shall be planted between eight and 12 feet on center and shrubs shall be 

planted between four and five feet on center, or clustered in single species groups of 

no more than four plants, with each cluster planted between eight and 10 feet on 

center.  When planting near existing trees, the dripline of the existing tree shall be 

the starting point for plant spacing measurements. 

 

As noted in the planting plan, plant coverage shall meet the above requirements.  

See Table 3 for planting plan. 

 

4. Plant diversity.  Shrubs must consist of at least two different species.  If 10 trees or 

more are planted, then no more than 50 percent of the trees may be of the same genus. 

 

Plant diversity requirements shall be met as shown in Table 3 and Mitigation Plan 

description. 

 

 

MITIGATION AND ENHANCEMENT PLAN DESCRIPTION 

 

The proposed mitigation area consists of enhancement of the entire remaining 16,454sf of 

WRA within the subject property.  This area was determined based on the large area of 

onsite resource, limiting the possible development area outside the resource.  As described 

under the alternatives the proposed mitigation area shall provide higher functions than 

what would be provided by the existing resource, even though reduced in size.    

 

The goal of the mitigation is protecting the ecological benefit and water quality benefit to 

the higher quality sensitive areas while maximizing developable area.  Mitigation shall 

consist of removal of reed canary grass, Himalayan blackberry and other non-native species 

throughout the remaining WRA.  An approved herbicide shall be used prior to grubbing out 

root material.  Follow up spot applications will be provided as necessary. 

 

The remaining onsite WRA will be planted with native trees, shrubs and groundcover 

consistent with CDC 32.100, meeting or exceeding the standards of CDC 32.090(C) to 

provide a diverse native forested/scrub-shrub community adjacent to the onsite water 

resource.  Tree and shrub species will provide shade, large woody debris, habitat and food 

sources.  In addition it will increase filtration and replace non-native vegetation with a 

greater diversity of native species.  Species will be selected from the Portland Plant list and 

will include species such as Douglas fir, red alder, big leaf maple, Oregon grape, snowberry, 

and sword fern (Table 3 and 4). 

 

 

 

 



 

 

TABLE 3.   FORESTED WRA ENHANCEMENT PLANTING PLAN (11,629SF)  

 Plant 

Type 

Water 

Require-

ments 

Light  

Require-

ments 

Min. 

Size 

Min. 

Height 

Spacing Qty 

Douglas fir 

(Pseudotsuga  

menziesii) 

Tree Dry Sun 2 gal/ 

1/2” 

caliper 

3’ Single 44 

Big leaf maple 

(Acer  

macrophyllum) 

Tree Dry Sun 2 gal/ 

1/2” 

caliper 

3’ Single 40 

Red alder 

(Alnus rubra) 

Tree Moist Sun 2 gal/ 

1/2” 

caliper 

3’ Single 45 

Oregon ash* 

(Fraxinus latifolia) 

Tree Moist Part 2 gal/ 

1/2” 

caliper 

3’ Single 30 

Red flowering currant 

(Ribes sanguineum) 

Shrub Dry Sun  1 gal. 1.5’ Cluster 100 

Tall Oregon grape 

(Mahonia  

aquifolium) 

Shrub Dry Sun 1 gal. 12” Single 150 

Snowberry 

(Symphoricarpos  

albus) 

Shrub Dry Part 1 gal. 1.5’ Cluster 150 

Serviceberry  

(Amelanchier alnifolia) 

Shrub Dry Part 1 gal. 1.5’ Single 77 

Sword fern 

(Polystichum munitum) 

Forb Moist Shade 2 gal. n/a Cluster 100 

Native California  

brome 

(Bromus carinatus) 

Grass Dry Part Seed n/a 10lbs. 

pls 

 

Blue Wildrye 

(Elymus glaucus) 

Grass Dry Part Seed n/a 10lbs. 

pls 

 

*To be planted at toe of slope adjacent to wetlands only. 

 



 

 

 

TABLE 4.   SCRUB-SHRUB WRA ENHANCEMENT PLANTING PLAN (4,825SF)  

 Plant 

Type 

Water 

Require-

ments 

Light  

Require-

ments 

Min. 

Size 

Min. 

Height 

Spacing Qty 

Red flowering currant 

(Ribes sanguineum) 

Shrub Dry Sun  1 gal. 1.5’ Cluster 60 

Tall Oregon grape 

(Mahonia  

aquifolium) 

Shrub Dry Sun 1 gal. 12” Single 60 

Snowberry 

(Symphoricarpos  

albus) 

Shrub Dry Part 1 gal. 1.5’ Cluster 60 

Sword fern 

(Polystichum munitum) 

Forb Moist Shade 2 gal. n/a Cluster 35 

Native California  

brome 

(Bromus carinatus) 

Grass Dry Part Seed n/a 10lbs. 

pls 

 

Blue Wildrye 

(Elymus glaucus) 

Grass Dry Part Seed n/a 10lbs. 

pls 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix A.  WRA Map 

 

 

  
 

Subject 

Property 



 

 

 

Appendix B.  Existing Conditions Map 





 

 

 

Appendix C.  Site Development and Mitigation Planting Plan 





 

 

 

Appendix D.  Delineation report and concurrence letter 
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Re: WD #2015-0523 Wetland Delineation Report for a

Proposed Self-Storage Unit, Clackamas County; 
T 2S R 1 E S 35D TL 2000 and 5300; S 35DD TL 3400, 3500

and a Portion of the Right of Way for Willamette Falls Drive; 
City of West Linn Local Wetlands Inventory, Bernert Creek

IN

Department of State Lands

775 Summer Street NE, Suite 100

Salem, OR 97301- 1279

503) 986- 5200

FAX (503) 378- 4844

www.oregon.gov/ dsi

State Land Board

F* XMFR%= 

Jeanne P. Atkins

Secretary of State

KINKMAM

State Treasurer

Please be advised that state law establishes a preference for avoidance of wetlandl
impacts. Because measures to avoid and minimize wetland impacts may include
reconfiguring parcel layout and size • development design, we recommend that yl



work with Department staff on appropriate site design before completing the city or
county land use approval process. 

Thank you for having the site evaluated. Please phone me at 503- 986-5232 if you have
any questions. 

MOMMI

ec: Cari Cramer, Schott and Associates

City of West Linn Planning Department (Map enclosed for updating LWI) 
Dominic Yballe, Corps of Engineers

Anita Huffman, DSL



w02015- osz

Schott & Associates

Figure 1: Location Map P. O. Box 589

S& A 2394 Aurora, OR. 97002

Willamette Falls Drive
503. 678.6007
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I .  SITE AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The proposed development is a self-storage facility on an existing 1.58-AC property. Two access 

driveways, two water quality facilities, and two detention facilities will be created in addition to the 

building. The proposed development is located at 2400 and 2450 Willamette Falls Drive in West Linn, 

Oregon. 

The City of West Linn Follows the City of Portland Stormwater Management Manual (SWMM) for water 

quality requirements. Since the project has more than 10,000-SF of new impervious area, the 

presumptive approached was used in designing the water quality basins.  

The City of West Linn requires stormwater detention facilities to provide enough storage to reduce peak 

flows up to the 25-year storm event with safe overflow conveyance of up to the 100-year storm event. 

Post development discharge rates for the 2, 5, 10 and 25-year storm events are not to exceed that of the 

pre-developed rates. West Linn also requires that stormwater is treated to reduce the discharge of 

pollutants.  

Water quality and detention requirements are met by collecting and conveying stormwater from new 

impervious areas through one of two water quality basins at the northwest and southeast sides of the 

site. Treated water is then detained in detention pipes and released at pre-developed rates to Bernert 

Creek. Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension was used for detention calculations and the results have been 

included with this report. 

All new onsite roadways will be constructed from pervious pavement. Runoff from new roadways will be 

treated and infiltrated through the pavement section.  
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I I .  FACILITY DESIGN 

Water Quality 

Stormwater roof runoff is treated onsite through a system of water quality basins located in on the 

northwest and southeast corners of the site. Basin 1 collects 12,12575-sf of the north roof runoff. Basin 

2 collects 12,100-sf of the south roof runoff.  

Water Quality basins have been sized using the PAC provided by the City of Portland. The PAC was used 

to confirm that water quality requirements were being met. The basins have 18-in of growing medium, 

9-in of storage, and 3-in of freeboard. 

Runoff from roadways (6,863-sf) will be treated via the pervious pavement section. 

Detention 

Hydraflow was used to size the detention pipes. Water is released from the detention pipes via orifices 

in a flow control structure such that post-development flow rates do not exceed predeveloped 

conditions. Runoff is ultimately discharged to Bernert Creek. 

ODOT Drainage 

The existing site has an Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) drainage path flowing through 

the proposed building footprint. The proposed development does not contribute additional runoff to 

the ODOT drainage path. A proposed channel will be provided to direct the existing runoff away from 

the building footprint. The existing channel has an average slope of 4.9%. The proposed channel will 

have an average slope of 4.4% and will be designed in accordance with the ODOT Hydraulics Manual. 

 

 

 





Catchment DataPresumptive Approach Calculator ver. 1.2

Catchment ID:

Project Name: Date: 

Project Address: Permit Number:

Designer: 

Company:

0

BLF

Mackenzie

BASIN 1

02/01/10

0

2150120.00 Northwest Self-Storage

2400 WILLAMETTE FALLS DRIVE

Run Time: 3/24/2016 5:55:53 PM3/24/2016 5:55:53 PM

Drainage Catchment Information
Catchment ID BASIN 1

Impervious Area 12,575 SF

Impervious Area 0.29 ac

Impervious Area Curve Number, CNimp 98

Time of Concentration, Tc, minutes 5 min.

Site Soils & Infiltration Testing Data
Infiltration Testing Procedure:

Native Soil Field Tested Infiltration Rate (Itest): 0.06 in/hr

Yes

Correction Factor Component

CFtest (ranges from 1 to 3) 2

Design Infiltration Rates

Idsgn for Native (Itest / CFtest): 0.03 in/hr Design infiltration rate < 0.5 in/hr

Idsgn for Imported Growing Medium: 2.00 in/hr

Bottom of Facility Meets Required Separation From 

High Groundwater Per BES SWMM Section 1.4:

Open Pit Falling Head

Catchment Area
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Time (min.)

SBUH Results

PR

2-yr

5-yr

10-yr

25-yr

Volume
(cf)

Peak Rate 
(cfs)

Execute SBUH 

0.0520.052

0.1780.178

0.2170.217

0.2560.256

0.2950.295

657657

22752275

27972797

33193319

38413841

Printed: 3/24/2016 6:26 PM



Facility Design Data

3/24/2016

Presumptive Approach Calculator ver. 1.2 Catchment ID: BASIN 1

Project Name: 2150120.00 Northwest Self-Storage Catchment ID: BASIN 1 Date:

Instructions:

Catchment facility will meet Hierarchy Category: 3

Goal Summary:

Facility Type = 

Facility Shape: Facility Configuration: D 2

Calculation Guide

Max. Rock Stor.

DATA FOR ABOVE GRADE STORAGE COMPONENT BELOW GRADE STORAGE Bottom Area

Facility Bottom Area = 120 sf Rock Storage Bottom Area = 121 sf 232 SF

Bottom Width = 10.0 ft Rock Storage Depth = 0 in

Facility Side Slope = 3 to 1 Rock Void Ratio = 0.3 * - Refer to PAC Swale Worksheet

Storage Depth 1 = 9 in Storage Depth 3 = -6 in

Growing Medium Depth = 18 in

Freeboard Depth = 3 in

Surface Capacity at Depth 1 = 132 cf Rock Storage Capacity = cf

Infiltration Area at 75% Depth1 = 204 SF

GM Design Infiltration Rate = 2.00 in/hr Native Design Infiltration Rate = in/hr

Infiltration Capacity = 0.009 cfs Infiltration Capacity = cfs

RESULTS

Overflow 

Volume
Pollution 

Reduction PASS 0 CF 92% Surf. Cap. Used

Output File

2-yr 5-yr 10-yr 25-yr

Peak cfs 0.178 0.217 0.256 0.295

FACILITY FACTS

288 SF

0.023

5. Complete data entry for all highlighted cells.

2/1/2010

2. Select Facility Type.

3. Identify facility shape of surface facility to more accurately estimate surface volume, except for Swales

4. Select type of facility configuration.

1. Identify which Stormwater Hierarchy Category the facility.

    and sloped planters that use the PAC Sloped Facility Worksheet to enter data.

Rectangle/Square

Total Facility Area Including Freeboard =

Sizing Ratio (Total Facility Area / Catchment Area) =

Basin

Refer to Sloped Facility
Worksheet and enter
Variable Parameters

Run Time:

Run PAC

3/24/2016 5:55:53 PM3/24/2016 5:55:53 PM

imported file 120-NORTH POND.xls - 3/24/2016 5:55:55 PM

Current data has been exported:

120-NORTH POND (BASIN 1).xls

3/24/2016 6:21:42 PM

Printed: 3/24/2016 6:25 PM



BES - Presumptive Approach Calculator - Ver 1.2 PR Con-D
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Project Name:
Run Time:

Catchment ID:
Hierarchy:

Facility Type:
Facility Configuration:

2150120.00 Northwest Self-Storag2150120.00 Northwest Self-Storag

3/24/2016 5:55:53 PM3/24/2016 5:55:53 PM

NORTHNORTH
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DD

Printed: 3/24/2016 6:26 PM



BES - Presumptive Approach Calculator - Ver 1.2 Output Chart
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Project Name:
Run Time:

Catchment ID:
Hierarchy:

Facility Type:
Facility Configuration:

2150120.00 Northwest Self-Storage2150120.00 Northwest Self-Storage

3/24/2016 5:55:53 PM3/24/2016 5:55:53 PM

NORNOR
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BasinBasin
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Catchment DataPresumptive Approach Calculator ver. 1.2

Catchment ID:

Project Name: Date: 

Project Address: Permit Number:

Designer: 

Company:

0

BLF

Mackenzie

BASIN 2

02/01/10

0

2150120.00 Northwest Self-Storage

2400 WILLAMETTE FALLS DRIVE

Run Time: 3/24/2016 6:27:15 PM3/24/2016 6:27:15 PM

Drainage Catchment Information
Catchment ID BASIN 2

Impervious Area 12,100 SF

Impervious Area 0.28 ac

Impervious Area Curve Number, CNimp 98

Time of Concentration, Tc, minutes 5 min.

Site Soils & Infiltration Testing Data
Infiltration Testing Procedure:

Native Soil Field Tested Infiltration Rate (Itest): 0.06 in/hr

Yes

Correction Factor Component

CFtest (ranges from 1 to 3) 2

Design Infiltration Rates

Idsgn for Native (Itest / CFtest): 0.03 in/hr Design infiltration rate < 0.5 in/hr

Idsgn for Imported Growing Medium: 2.00 in/hr

Bottom of Facility Meets Required Separation From 

High Groundwater Per BES SWMM Section 1.4:

Open Pit Falling Head

Catchment Area
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SBUH Results

PR

2-yr

5-yr

10-yr

25-yr

Volume
(cf)

Peak Rate 
(cfs)

Execute SBUH 

0.050.05

0.1710.171

0.2090.209

0.2460.246

0.2840.284

632632

21892189

26912691

31933193

36963696

Printed: 3/24/2016 6:27 PM



Facility Design Data

3/24/2016

Presumptive Approach Calculator ver. 1.2 Catchment ID: BASIN 2

Project Name: 2150120.00 Northwest Self-Storage Catchment ID: BASIN 2 Date:

Instructions:

Catchment facility will meet Hierarchy Category: 3

Goal Summary:

Facility Type = 

Facility Shape: Facility Configuration: D 2

Calculation Guide

Max. Rock Stor.

DATA FOR ABOVE GRADE STORAGE COMPONENT BELOW GRADE STORAGE Bottom Area

Facility Bottom Area = 115 sf Rock Storage Bottom Area = 121 sf 225 SF

Bottom Width = 10.0 ft Rock Storage Depth = 0 in

Facility Side Slope = 3 to 1 Rock Void Ratio = 0.3 * - Refer to PAC Swale Worksheet

Storage Depth 1 = 9 in Storage Depth 3 = -6 in

Growing Medium Depth = 18 in

Freeboard Depth = 3 in

Surface Capacity at Depth 1 = 128 cf Rock Storage Capacity = cf

Infiltration Area at 75% Depth1 = 197 SF

GM Design Infiltration Rate = 2.00 in/hr Native Design Infiltration Rate = in/hr

Infiltration Capacity = 0.009 cfs Infiltration Capacity = cfs

RESULTS

Overflow 

Volume
Pollution 

Reduction PASS 0 CF 92% Surf. Cap. Used

Output File

2-yr 5-yr 10-yr 25-yr

Peak cfs 0.171 0.209 0.246 0.284

FACILITY FACTS

280 SF

0.023

5. Complete data entry for all highlighted cells.

2/1/2010

2. Select Facility Type.

3. Identify facility shape of surface facility to more accurately estimate surface volume, except for Swales

4. Select type of facility configuration.

1. Identify which Stormwater Hierarchy Category the facility.

    and sloped planters that use the PAC Sloped Facility Worksheet to enter data.

Rectangle/Square

Total Facility Area Including Freeboard =

Sizing Ratio (Total Facility Area / Catchment Area) =

Basin

Refer to Sloped Facility
Worksheet and enter
Variable Parameters

Run Time:

Run PAC

3/24/2016 6:27:15 PM3/24/2016 6:27:15 PM

imported file 120-SOUTH POND.xls - 3/24/2016 6:27:16 PM

Current data has been exported:

120-SOUTH POND (BASIN 2).xls

3/24/2016 6:27:39 PM

Printed: 3/24/2016 6:28 PM



BES - Presumptive Approach Calculator - Ver 1.2 PR Con-D
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Project Name:
Run Time:

Catchment ID:
Hierarchy:

Facility Type:
Facility Configuration:

2150120.00 Northwest Self-Storag2150120.00 Northwest Self-Storag

3/24/2016 6:27:15 PM3/24/2016 6:27:15 PM

SOUTH PONDSOUTH POND

33

BasinBasin

DD

Printed: 3/24/2016 6:28 PM



BES - Presumptive Approach Calculator - Ver 1.2 Output Chart
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Project Name:
Run Time:

Catchment ID:
Hierarchy:

Facility Type:
Facility Configuration:

2150120.00 Northwest Self-Storage2150120.00 Northwest Self-Storage

3/24/2016 6:27:15 PM3/24/2016 6:27:15 PM
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1 2

3

1

Watershed Model Schematic
Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3

Project: 120-DETENTION-NORTH-PIPE.gpw Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hyd. Origin Description

Legend

1 SCS Runoff NORTH ROOF

2 SCS Runoff EXISTING NORTH

3 Reservoir NORTH POND RELEASE



Hydrograph Return Period Recap

2

Hyd. Hydrograph Inflow Peak Outflow (cfs) Hydrograph

No. type hyd(s) Description

(origin) 1-yr 2-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 25-yr 50-yr 100-yr

1 SCS Runoff ------ ------- 0.145 ------- 0.192 0.226 0.259 ------- 0.292 NORTH ROOF

2 SCS Runoff ------ ------- 0.057 ------- 0.098 0.130 0.164 ------- 0.198 EXISTING NORTH

3 Reservoir 1 ------- 0.057 ------- 0.098 0.117 0.134 ------- 0.150 NORTH POND RELEASE

Proj. file: 120-DETENTION-NORTH-PIPE.gpw Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3



Hydrograph Summary Report

3

Hyd. Hydrograph Peak Time Time to Hyd. Inflow Maximum Total Hydrograph

No. type flow interval Peak volume hyd(s) elevation strge used Description

(origin) (cfs) (min) (min) (cuft) (ft) (cuft)

1 SCS Runoff 0.145 2 470 2,036 ------ ------ ------ NORTH ROOF

2 SCS Runoff 0.057 2 486 1,027 ------ ------ ------ EXISTING NORTH

3 Reservoir 0.057 2 504 2,033 1 101.24 277 NORTH POND RELEASE

120-DETENTION-NORTH-PIPE.gpw Return Period: 2 Year Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3



Hydrograph Report

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3 Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hyd. No. 1

NORTH ROOF

Hydrograph type =  SCS Runoff Peak discharge =  0.145 cfs
Storm frequency =  2 yrs Time to peak =  470 min
Time interval =  2 min Hyd. volume =  2,036 cuft
Drainage area =  0.289 ac Curve number =  98
Basin Slope =  0.0 % Hydraulic length =  0 ft
Tc method =  User Time of conc. (Tc) =  5.00 min
Total precip. =  2.30 in Distribution =  Type IA
Storm duration =  24 hrs Shape factor =  484
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Hydrograph Summary Report

5

Hyd. Hydrograph Peak Time Time to Hyd. Inflow Maximum Total Hydrograph

No. type flow interval Peak volume hyd(s) elevation strge used Description

(origin) (cfs) (min) (min) (cuft) (ft) (cuft)

1 SCS Runoff 0.192 2 470 2,720 ------ ------ ------ NORTH ROOF

2 SCS Runoff 0.098 2 486 1,617 ------ ------ ------ EXISTING NORTH

3 Reservoir 0.098 2 494 2,717 1 101.57 375 NORTH POND RELEASE

120-DETENTION-NORTH-PIPE.gpw Return Period: 5 Year Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3



Hydrograph Report

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3 Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hyd. No. 1

NORTH ROOF

Hydrograph type =  SCS Runoff Peak discharge =  0.192 cfs
Storm frequency =  5 yrs Time to peak =  470 min
Time interval =  2 min Hyd. volume =  2,720 cuft
Drainage area =  0.289 ac Curve number =  98
Basin Slope =  0.0 % Hydraulic length =  0 ft
Tc method =  User Time of conc. (Tc) =  5.00 min
Total precip. =  3.00 in Distribution =  Type IA
Storm duration =  24 hrs Shape factor =  484
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Hydrograph Summary Report

7

Hyd. Hydrograph Peak Time Time to Hyd. Inflow Maximum Total Hydrograph

No. type flow interval Peak volume hyd(s) elevation strge used Description

(origin) (cfs) (min) (min) (cuft) (ft) (cuft)

1 SCS Runoff 0.226 2 470 3,209 ------ ------ ------ NORTH ROOF

2 SCS Runoff 0.130 2 484 2,066 ------ ------ ------ EXISTING NORTH

3 Reservoir 0.117 2 492 3,206 1 101.83 452 NORTH POND RELEASE

120-DETENTION-NORTH-PIPE.gpw Return Period: 10 Year Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3



Hydrograph Report

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3 Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hyd. No. 1

NORTH ROOF

Hydrograph type =  SCS Runoff Peak discharge =  0.226 cfs
Storm frequency =  10 yrs Time to peak =  470 min
Time interval =  2 min Hyd. volume =  3,209 cuft
Drainage area =  0.289 ac Curve number =  98
Basin Slope =  0.0 % Hydraulic length =  0 ft
Tc method =  User Time of conc. (Tc) =  5.00 min
Total precip. =  3.50 in Distribution =  Type IA
Storm duration =  24 hrs Shape factor =  484
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Hydrograph Summary Report

9

Hyd. Hydrograph Peak Time Time to Hyd. Inflow Maximum Total Hydrograph

No. type flow interval Peak volume hyd(s) elevation strge used Description

(origin) (cfs) (min) (min) (cuft) (ft) (cuft)

1 SCS Runoff 0.259 2 470 3,699 ------ ------ ------ NORTH ROOF

2 SCS Runoff 0.164 2 484 2,529 ------ ------ ------ EXISTING NORTH

3 Reservoir 0.134 2 492 3,696 1 102.12 535 NORTH POND RELEASE

120-DETENTION-NORTH-PIPE.gpw Return Period: 25 Year Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3



Hydrograph Report

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3 Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hyd. No. 1

NORTH ROOF

Hydrograph type =  SCS Runoff Peak discharge =  0.259 cfs
Storm frequency =  25 yrs Time to peak =  470 min
Time interval =  2 min Hyd. volume =  3,699 cuft
Drainage area =  0.289 ac Curve number =  98
Basin Slope =  0.0 % Hydraulic length =  0 ft
Tc method =  User Time of conc. (Tc) =  5.00 min
Total precip. =  4.00 in Distribution =  Type IA
Storm duration =  24 hrs Shape factor =  484
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Hydrograph Summary Report

11

Hyd. Hydrograph Peak Time Time to Hyd. Inflow Maximum Total Hydrograph

No. type flow interval Peak volume hyd(s) elevation strge used Description

(origin) (cfs) (min) (min) (cuft) (ft) (cuft)

1 SCS Runoff 0.292 2 470 4,189 ------ ------ ------ NORTH ROOF

2 SCS Runoff 0.198 2 484 3,004 ------ ------ ------ EXISTING NORTH

3 Reservoir 0.150 2 492 4,187 1 102.45 617 NORTH POND RELEASE

120-DETENTION-NORTH-PIPE.gpw Return Period: 100 Year Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3



Hydrograph Report

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3 Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hyd. No. 1

NORTH ROOF

Hydrograph type =  SCS Runoff Peak discharge =  0.292 cfs
Storm frequency =  100 yrs Time to peak =  470 min
Time interval =  2 min Hyd. volume =  4,189 cuft
Drainage area =  0.289 ac Curve number =  98
Basin Slope =  0.0 % Hydraulic length =  0 ft
Tc method =  User Time of conc. (Tc) =  5.00 min
Total precip. =  4.50 in Distribution =  Type IA
Storm duration =  24 hrs Shape factor =  484
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1 2

3

1

Watershed Model Schematic
Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3

Project: 120-DETENTION-SOUTH-PIPE.gpw Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hyd. Origin Description

Legend

1 SCS Runoff SOUTH ROOF

2 SCS Runoff EXISTING SOUTH

3 Reservoir SOUTH POND RELEASE



Hydrograph Return Period Recap

2

Hyd. Hydrograph Inflow Peak Outflow (cfs) Hydrograph

No. type hyd(s) Description

(origin) 1-yr 2-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 25-yr 50-yr 100-yr

1 SCS Runoff ------ ------- 0.140 ------- 0.185 0.217 0.249 ------- 0.281 SOUTH ROOF

2 SCS Runoff ------ ------- 0.055 ------- 0.095 0.125 0.157 ------- 0.190 EXISTING SOUTH

3 Reservoir 1 ------- 0.055 ------- 0.095 0.114 0.130 ------- 0.146 SOUTH POND RELEASE

Proj. file: 120-DETENTION-SOUTH-PIPE.gpw Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3



Hydrograph Summary Report

3

Hyd. Hydrograph Peak Time Time to Hyd. Inflow Maximum Total Hydrograph

No. type flow interval Peak volume hyd(s) elevation strge used Description

(origin) (cfs) (min) (min) (cuft) (ft) (cuft)

1 SCS Runoff 0.140 2 470 1,959 ------ ------ ------ SOUTH ROOF

2 SCS Runoff 0.055 2 486 989 ------ ------ ------ EXISTING SOUTH

3 Reservoir 0.055 2 504 1,956 1 101.21 268 SOUTH POND RELEASE

120-DETENTION-SOUTH-PIPE.gpw Return Period: 2 Year Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3



Hydrograph Report

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3 Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hyd. No. 1

SOUTH ROOF

Hydrograph type =  SCS Runoff Peak discharge =  0.140 cfs
Storm frequency =  2 yrs Time to peak =  470 min
Time interval =  2 min Hyd. volume =  1,959 cuft
Drainage area =  0.278 ac Curve number =  98
Basin Slope =  0.0 % Hydraulic length =  0 ft
Tc method =  User Time of conc. (Tc) =  5.00 min
Total precip. =  2.30 in Distribution =  Type IA
Storm duration =  24 hrs Shape factor =  484
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Hydrograph Summary Report

5

Hyd. Hydrograph Peak Time Time to Hyd. Inflow Maximum Total Hydrograph

No. type flow interval Peak volume hyd(s) elevation strge used Description

(origin) (cfs) (min) (min) (cuft) (ft) (cuft)

1 SCS Runoff 0.185 2 470 2,617 ------ ------ ------ SOUTH ROOF

2 SCS Runoff 0.095 2 486 1,556 ------ ------ ------ EXISTING SOUTH

3 Reservoir 0.095 2 492 2,614 1 101.53 361 SOUTH POND RELEASE

120-DETENTION-SOUTH-PIPE.gpw Return Period: 5 Year Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3



Hydrograph Report

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3 Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hyd. No. 1

SOUTH ROOF

Hydrograph type =  SCS Runoff Peak discharge =  0.185 cfs
Storm frequency =  5 yrs Time to peak =  470 min
Time interval =  2 min Hyd. volume =  2,617 cuft
Drainage area =  0.278 ac Curve number =  98
Basin Slope =  0.0 % Hydraulic length =  0 ft
Tc method =  User Time of conc. (Tc) =  5.00 min
Total precip. =  3.00 in Distribution =  Type IA
Storm duration =  24 hrs Shape factor =  484
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7

Hyd. Hydrograph Peak Time Time to Hyd. Inflow Maximum Total Hydrograph

No. type flow interval Peak volume hyd(s) elevation strge used Description

(origin) (cfs) (min) (min) (cuft) (ft) (cuft)

1 SCS Runoff 0.217 2 470 3,088 ------ ------ ------ SOUTH ROOF

2 SCS Runoff 0.125 2 484 1,988 ------ ------ ------ EXISTING SOUTH

3 Reservoir 0.114 2 492 3,085 1 101.77 434 SOUTH POND RELEASE

120-DETENTION-SOUTH-PIPE.gpw Return Period: 10 Year Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3



Hydrograph Report

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3 Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hyd. No. 1

SOUTH ROOF

Hydrograph type =  SCS Runoff Peak discharge =  0.217 cfs
Storm frequency =  10 yrs Time to peak =  470 min
Time interval =  2 min Hyd. volume =  3,088 cuft
Drainage area =  0.278 ac Curve number =  98
Basin Slope =  0.0 % Hydraulic length =  0 ft
Tc method =  User Time of conc. (Tc) =  5.00 min
Total precip. =  3.50 in Distribution =  Type IA
Storm duration =  24 hrs Shape factor =  484
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Hyd. Hydrograph Peak Time Time to Hyd. Inflow Maximum Total Hydrograph

No. type flow interval Peak volume hyd(s) elevation strge used Description

(origin) (cfs) (min) (min) (cuft) (ft) (cuft)

1 SCS Runoff 0.249 2 470 3,559 ------ ------ ------ SOUTH ROOF

2 SCS Runoff 0.157 2 484 2,434 ------ ------ ------ EXISTING SOUTH

3 Reservoir 0.130 2 492 3,557 1 102.04 513 SOUTH POND RELEASE

120-DETENTION-SOUTH-PIPE.gpw Return Period: 25 Year Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3
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Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3 Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hyd. No. 1

SOUTH ROOF

Hydrograph type =  SCS Runoff Peak discharge =  0.249 cfs
Storm frequency =  25 yrs Time to peak =  470 min
Time interval =  2 min Hyd. volume =  3,559 cuft
Drainage area =  0.278 ac Curve number =  98
Basin Slope =  0.0 % Hydraulic length =  0 ft
Tc method =  User Time of conc. (Tc) =  5.00 min
Total precip. =  4.00 in Distribution =  Type IA
Storm duration =  24 hrs Shape factor =  484
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Hydrograph Summary Report

11

Hyd. Hydrograph Peak Time Time to Hyd. Inflow Maximum Total Hydrograph

No. type flow interval Peak volume hyd(s) elevation strge used Description

(origin) (cfs) (min) (min) (cuft) (ft) (cuft)

1 SCS Runoff 0.281 2 470 4,031 ------ ------ ------ SOUTH ROOF

2 SCS Runoff 0.190 2 484 2,891 ------ ------ ------ EXISTING SOUTH

3 Reservoir 0.146 2 492 4,028 1 102.34 591 SOUTH POND RELEASE

120-DETENTION-SOUTH-PIPE.gpw Return Period: 100 Year Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3



Hydrograph Report

Hydraflow Hydrographs Extension for AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 2014 by Autodesk, Inc. v10.3 Tuesday, 01 / 19 / 2016

Hyd. No. 1

SOUTH ROOF

Hydrograph type =  SCS Runoff Peak discharge =  0.281 cfs
Storm frequency =  100 yrs Time to peak =  470 min
Time interval =  2 min Hyd. volume =  4,031 cuft
Drainage area =  0.278 ac Curve number =  98
Basin Slope =  0.0 % Hydraulic length =  0 ft
Tc method =  User Time of conc. (Tc) =  5.00 min
Total precip. =  4.50 in Distribution =  Type IA
Storm duration =  24 hrs Shape factor =  484
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April 4, 2016 

City of West Linn 
Attention: Khoi Le 
22500 Salamo Road 
West Linn, OR 97068 

Re: Northwest Self Storage West Linn 
Traffic Impact Letter 
Project Number 2150120.01 

Dear Mr. Le: 

Mackenzie has prepared this letter to address the Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) requirements for the proposed self-
storage facility in West Linn, Oregon, and specifically to request a variance from access spacing standards for one of two 
proposed driveways. The facility will be located on Willamette Falls Drive (a City arterial) between 7th Street and 6th 
Street. 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 

The project site is zoned General Commercial (GC) and consists of four tax lots: 2000 and 5300 on Map 2-1E-35D and 
3400 and 3500 on Map 2-1E-35DD. The 1.58-acre site, spanning postal addresses 2400-2450 Willamette Falls Drive, 
currently is undeveloped. Trees and brush currently cover the site; vegetation is especially dense along Bernert Creek, 
which flows generally easterly across the southern portion of the site. The embankment supporting Interstate 205 and 
its northbound on-ramp from 10th Street are adjacent to the north. Adjoining parcels to the east and west are 
developed with multi-tenant commercial buildings. The parcel to the east (2500 Willamette Falls Drive) has a driveway 
access onto Willamette Falls Drive that is aligned with 6th Street to the south, and the parcel to the west (2350 
Willamette Falls Drive) has a driveway access approximately 65 feet from the storage facility site’s southwest corner 
(measured from property corner to driveway centerline) and approximately 170 feet from the subject site’s proposed 
west driveway.  

SITE DEVELOPMENT 

The proposed multistory facility will contain approximately 96,710 square feet of building area, primarily in storage 
units, but including a small area for an on-site management office and restrooms. An unheated vehicle drive aisle 
(breezeway) is proposed through the first floor to provide access to the storage units and elevators; the breezeway is 
excluded from the foregoing building floor area value. The building will be sited near the north property line to preserve 
the front area nearer Willamette Falls Drive as open space. For reference, the proposed site plan is attached as Exhibit A.  
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Access 

Two accesses are proposed along Willamette Falls Drive, which has a posted speed limit of 45 mph. The two proposed 
accesses will be approximately 370 feet apart from each other (measured between centerlines) and will connect via an 
on-site drive aisle/breezeway that passes through the building. Together, the two accesses support different types of 
activity at the site. A graphic depicting the proposed access layout is attached at Exhibit B.  

The 24-foot-wide primary access at the west is designed to accommodate entering and exiting vehicles at a point 
approximately 105 feet east of the southwest property corner (as measured to the driveway centerline) and 
approximately 170 feet east of the private driveway serving the adjacent parcel. This proposed west driveway will 
accommodate all entering vehicles plus exiting trips by employees of the facility and visitors who are not accessing 
storage units: they can park in spaces in the west end of the building, and, when their visit is complete, they can depart 
again by way of the west driveway.  

The proposed 20-foot-wide access at the east is designed to accommodate only exiting vehicles that have proceeded all 
the way through the building’s central breezeway, typically to drop off or pick up items in storage units. There will be no 
entering movements at this driveway. This access is located at a point approximately 15 feet west of the southeast 
property corner (as measured to the driveway centerline) and approximately 45 feet west of the 6th Street intersection 
and an aligned private driveway on the north side of Willamette Falls Drive.  

According to AASHTO’s A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 6th Edition (2011), the recommended 
intersection sight distance on a 50-mph design speed roadway is 555 feet for a left turn from stop and 480 feet for a 
right-turn from stop. Willamette Falls Drive has few bends and a minimal slope in the vicinity of the project. The 555-
foot intersection sight distance is met at the two proposed driveways. 

Trip Generation 

The proposed facility will contain approximately 96,710 square feet of floor area and will include four stories of storage 
space, a small office space for management of the facility, restrooms, and a mezzanine level. Trip generation estimates 
for the proposed storage facility were prepared based on the client’s similar 71,552 square foot storage facility in 
Beaverton (9065 SW Canyon Road, 97225). Security records from that facility suggest the site generates 4 to 6 peak hour 
trips by storage customers with about half entering and half exiting the facility. For reference, a summary of the 
Beaverton facility data is attached as Exhibit C.  

Factoring up the Beaverton trip values based on the proportionate building areas, the West Linn facility may generate 
approximately 5 to 8 peak hour trips by storage customers, including 3 to 4 exiting trips. These are the trips that may be 
anticipated to leave the proposed east driveway during a peak hour, i.e., during one hour between 7:00 and 9:00 AM or 
during one hour between 4:00 and 6:00 PM.  

By contrast, the industry standard reference, the Institute of Transportation Engineers’ Trip Generation Manual, 9th 
Edition (2012), suggests a 96,710 SF “Mini Warehouse” (LUC 151) could generate 14 AM peak hour trips and 25 PM peak 
hour trips. Note these are total trips, including trips made by customers, employees, and visitors, and ITE provides no 
distinction among the user types making the trips. Therefore, since employees and visitors at the proposed facility will 
exit via the west driveway, the data from a local, contemporary, and comparable storage facility is expected to provide a 
more accurate estimate of trip generation at the east driveway. 
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Traffic Impact 

Recent turning movement counts were obtained for the 10th Street/Willamette Falls Drive intersection to determine 
the project’s impact. Counts conducted in April 2015 reported 687 vehicles traveling on Willamette Falls Drive during the 
AM peak hour (469 westbound, 218 eastbound), and 891 vehicles traveling the roadway during the PM peak hour (290 
westbound, 601 eastbound). These traffic volumes are assumed to be fairly representative of traffic volumes passing the 
subject site on Willamette Falls Drive since there are only four private driveways and only one local street intersection 
between 10th Street and 6th Street. Based on these existing traffic volumes it is anticipated the project will increase 
roadway volumes by approximately 1% during either peak hour. Copies of the count reports are attached as Exhibit D.  

DRIVEWAY VARIANCE 

The requested variance is to permit a driveway access on Willamette Falls Drive near the east property line even though 
the access will be located at less than the applicable minimum spacing standard (150 feet) from an existing driveway on 
the adjacent property.  

Code Requirement 

Under the West Linn Community Development Code (CDC) Chapter 48.025(B)(6)(b), access spacing standards for 
“private drives and other access ways are subject to the requirements of CDC 48.060.” On arterial streets, the minimum 
distance is 150 feet “between any two adjacent curb cuts on the same side of a public street, except for one-way 
entrances and exits” [CDC Chapter 48.060(D)(1)]. 

Site Proposal 

The proposed driveways will be spaced approximately 370 feet apart from each other. The nearest driveway to the west 
is located approximately 170 feet from the site entrance, and the nearest driveway to the east is located approximately 
45 feet from the site’s exit-only driveway. With the proposed site layout, the driveways will meet the 150-foot spacing 
standard between each other and to the west, but the east exit-only driveway will not meet the 150-foot spacing 
standard to the adjacent existing driveway east of the site. However, this exit-only access is deemed necessary for 
efficient operations to and from the site, as described and reasoned below.  

Justification for Variance 

First, the low trip volumes generated by the self-storage facility will pose a low risk for driveway conflicts. The PM peak 
hour trip generation at the eastern driveway is estimated at 3-4 exiting trips, which is equivalent to 1 trip every 15 to 20 
minutes. Most of the exiting vehicles are expected to turn right from the driveway as the trip distribution to the east on 
Willamette Falls Drive (i.e., the exiting left turn movement) is anticipated to be relatively low given the few destinations 
reachable in less time via Willamette Falls Drive than via Interstate 205. Because of the relative driveway locations, right 
turns from the proposed east driveway will not conflict with turn movements at the driveway to the east.  

Second, code-conforming fire access requires the second driveway for fire protection coverage around the east side of 
the proposed building. Importantly, the Applicant initially attempted to create a site plan with a single driveway 
location, but the need to provide fire access to both ends of the building would have required a 26-foot-wide drive aisle 
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and a hammerhead turnaround, which would have resulted in an even larger impact on the site’s protected Water 
Resource Area (WRA) than the proposed plan with two accesses in a one-way loop configuration.  

Furthermore, the proposed east driveway is warranted based on the City’s Public Works Design Standards 2010, which 
state, “Commercial developments with frontage greater than 250 ft. may request an additional driveway if needed” 
(Section 5.0070 Driveways and Approaches). At this site, the eastern driveway is particularly merited based on the site’s 
existing conditions, as described further below with references to the CDC.  

Lastly, the CDC requires “a minimum distance between any two adjacent curb cuts on the same side of a public street, 
except for one-way entrances and exits” [Chapter 48.060(D)(1)]. Because the east access on Willamette Falls Drive is 
proposed to be an exit-only driveway, the minimum distance may not apply.  

Traffic Impact Criteria & Responses 

CDC Chapter 85.170(B)(2)(e)(1) identifies “When a Traffic Impact Analysis is required, approval of the development 
proposal requires satisfaction of the following criteria.” Criterion (C) requires “The proposed site design and traffic and 
circulation design and facilities, for all transportation modes, including any mitigation measures, are designed to:” 

(1) Have the least negative impact on all applicable transportation facilities 
Response: Minimal or negligible adverse safety impacts are anticipated with the development. With only two conflicting 
movements (left out and right out), the east driveway will have fewer potential conflict points than a standard full-
movement driveway. Furthermore, very few vehicles are anticipated to make either of these exiting movements: only 3 
to 4 exiting trips are expected during a peak hour, and the trip distribution to the east on Willamette Falls Drive (i.e., the 
exiting left turn movement) is anticipated to be relatively low given the few destinations reachable in less time via 
Willamette Falls Drive than via Interstate 205. Ultimately, a very low number of left turns exiting onto Willamette Falls 
Drive are anticipated, and, consequently, minimal safety impacts are anticipated. Finally, the AASHTO intersection sight 
distance guidelines are met in both directions at the proposed east driveway.  

(2) Accommodate and encourage non-motor vehicular modes of transportation to the extent practicable 
Response: The nature of the proposed self-storage use generally depends upon the use of a vehicle to transport the 
items being stored, as non-motor vehicular modes are frequently impractical for such action. Nonetheless, employee 
trips may be made by non-motor vehicular modes, and these will be accommodated by the provision of on-site bicycle 
parking, a paved walkway between the building entry and the public roadway, and full public frontage improvements, 
including a bicycle lane and a paved sidewalk.  

(3) Make the most efficient use of land and public facilities as practicable 
Response: The site is notably constrained by a stream (Bernert Creek) flowing from west to east through the southern 
part of the property; by the presence of delineated wetlands; by the presence of a large Oregon white oak tree in the 
northeast corner of the property, which the applicant proposes to conserve as a significant tree; and by significant 
existing slopes, both on-site and on the surrounding properties. Collectively, these effectively limit development 
potential to the rear (north) half of the property, where the vacated Willamette Falls Drive right-of-way lies above the 
resource areas and is more shallowly sloped than the front (south) half of the property. Additionally, since the building is 
sited opposite Bernert Creek from Willamette Falls Drive, stream crossings are necessary for access: these will be 
accomplished for the west driveway by re-use of an existing culvert location, and for the east driveway by extension of 
an existing culvert. In these ways the proposed building, accesses, and site plan are configured to maximize the use of 
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the developable area, to minimize impacts to the stream and resource areas, and to preserve as much of the resource 
area as possible in open space. Notably, a four-story building is proposed in order to achieve capacity sufficient to make 
the use economically feasible while reducing the required land area (footprint) to achieve it. 

The public improvements within the Willamette Falls Drive right-of-way also are designed to minimize impacts to the 
stream and resource areas. A retaining wall will support the back of the public sidewalk along most of the frontage 
between the proposed driveways, and the typically detached sidewalk will transition to a curb-tight alignment where 
Bernert Creek crosses into the right-of-way.  

(4) Provide the most direct, safe and convenient routes practicable between on-site destinations, and between on-
site and off-site destinations 

Response: The proposed driveways and paved walkway will access Willamette Falls Drive at perpendicular angles to 
provide the most direct, safe, and convenient connections possible. The breezeway through the building will provide all 
necessary circulation connections between on-site destinations.  

(5) Otherwise comply with applicable requirements of the City of West Linn Community Development Code 
Response: Other CDC requirements are addressed in the narrative/findings statement provided in the applicant’s 
submittal.  

Variance Criteria & Responses  

CDC Chapter 75.020(B)(1) identifies the applicable variance approval criteria: “The approval authority may impose 
appropriate conditions to ensure compliance with the criteria. The appropriate approval authority shall approve a 
variance request if all the following criteria are met and corresponding findings of fact prepared.” 

a. The variance is the minimum variance necessary to make reasonable use of the property. To make this 
determination, the following factors may be considered, together with any other relevant facts or circumstances: 
1) Whether the development is similar in size, intensity and type to developments on other properties in the 

City that have the same zoning designation. 
Response: It is appropriate to consider this approval criterion in the context of the variance request itself, which 
is limited to allowing one driveway to be located within 150 feet of an existing driveway on an adjacent 
property. No multi-story self-storage facilities are known to exist within the City limits, so direct comparisons 
with other examples of a similar use are not possible. Another factor limiting a general comparison to other 
commercial or industrial developments within the City is the presence of the 100-foot Riparian Corridor Water 
Resource Area (WRA) designation that covers 78.6% of the site’s area (52,966 SF WRA/68,663 SF Total Area). 
The proposed project concentrates the active use (mini storage) in a multi-story building in order to reduce the 
development impact on the protected WRA, but other than that adaptation to respond to site constraints, it is 
comparable in size and intensity to similarly-zoned properties within West Linn. The two-driveway site plan’s 
loop circulation pattern does not require an on-site hammerhead turnaround for fire equipment, which 
significantly reduces the amount of site area that must be devoted to paved access and circulation. The 
proposed variance satisfies this factor.  

2) Physical characteristics of the property such as lot size or shape, topography, or the existence of natural 
resources. 

Response: The site is notably constrained by a stream (Bernert Creek) flowing from west to east through the 
southern part of the property; by the presence of delineated wetlands; by the presence of a large Oregon white 
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oak tree in the northeast corner of the property, which the applicant proposes to conserve as a significant tree; 
by the Riparian Corridor WRA noted in the paragraph above; and by significant existing slopes, both on-site and 
on the surrounding properties. Approximately 79% of the site is encumbered by a riparian zone, only 30% of 
which may be impacted (with approval through the Hardship provisions in the Code, as requested by the 
applicant); as a result, only 46% of the total site area may be developed. The least constrained portion of the site 
is a shallow strip of land near the rear property line on the opposite side of Bernert Creek from the only public 
roadway available for access. The proposed variance satisfies this factor. 

3) The potential for economic development of the subject property. 
Response: As noted above, the site’s physical constraints severely limit the development potential of the 
property to merely 46% of its total area. The most developable portion of the property—where the vacated 
Willamette Falls Drive right-of-way lies above the resource areas and is more shallowly sloped than much of the 
site—lies opposite Bernert Creek from Willamette Falls Drive, meaning stream crossings are required for access. 
Additionally, the applicant has proposed to retain the existing Oregon white oak tree in the northeast corner of 
the property. To address all these constraints, the proposed multi-story building will represent a floor-area-ratio 
(FAR) of well over 1.00. This FAR, which is higher than either the FAR for a typical single-story storage facility or 
than is presently found among nearby commercial properties, reflects both the low number of parking spaces 
necessary to serve a mini-storage facility and the effort to concentrate development within a relatively small 
footprint within the site. In light of all these existing limitations and of the strategically configured building and 
site plan, the proposed exit-only east driveway will enable vehicle circulation for the limited development 
footprint to function adequately, enabling an economically feasible use of the constrained property. The 
proposed variance satisfies this factor. 

b. The variance will not result in violation(s) of any other code standard, and the variance will meet the purposes of 
the regulation being modified. 

Response: The purposes of an access spacing standard typically are to promote safe and efficient travel on the subject 
roadway. The proposed site plan will achieve those goals by providing frontage improvements along Willamette Falls 
Drive; by providing for adequate intersection sight distance at both of the proposed driveways; and by directing a small 
number of exiting turning movements at the proposed east driveway. The applicant has identified no other code 
standards that would be violated by the requested variance to the access spacing standard. The proposed variance 
satisfies this criterion. 

c. The need for the variance was not created by the applicant and/or owner requesting the variance. 
Response: As detailed below, the need for the variance for the east access might have been eliminated if a connection 
could have been made to the nearby existing driveway, but this decision was under the adjoining property owner’s 
control, and the applicant was not able to obtain the needed access and construction rights. Similarly, the applicant does 
not have rights to share access by way of the neighbor’s existing driveway to the west. Given these limitations, the two-
driveway looped access plan (with one-way circulation through the storage access area/breezeway) is the optimal 
method of providing access to the site, including sufficient fire protection coverage around the entire building 
perimeter. The site’s development constraints are a function of the many protective regulations that apply to the 
property (e.g., for significant trees, streams, wetlands, and riparian corridor areas) and the previous developments that 
have occurred to both the east and west on the north side of Willamette Falls Drive. The proposed variance satisfies this 
criterion. 
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d. If more than one variance is requested, the cumulative effect of the variances results in a project that is 
consistent with the overall purpose of the zone. 

Response: The applicant understands that this request to allow one driveway at substandard access spacing with 
respect to the neighboring driveway will be considered a single variance request. The applicant is also submitting a 
variance request with respect to the height of the building because it will exceed the maximum 45-foot standard at 
some locations on the sloping site. The two variance requests address different site-related factors by proposing 
minimal allowances that will allow development of the site in a manner consistent with the overall purpose of the zone 
(pursuant to Conditional Use Permit approval, which the applicant has also requested). The proposed access spacing 
variance satisfies this criterion. 

In summary, the variance to allow spacing of less than 150 feet for one proposed site driveway merits approval for the 
following reasons:  

 Existing constraints severely limit the site’s economic development potential.  
 The proposed building and site plan respect the site constraints, limit development impacts, and offer an 

economically viable development on a much smaller footprint than would typically be proposed.  
 The proposed use limits traffic impacts to be minimal or negligible.  
 Alternative shared access is unavailable. 
 Fire protection codes require a second access.  

FUTURE SHARED DRIVEWAY POTENTIAL 

Given the arterial access driveway spacing standards and existing development patterns, the subject site might typically 
be expected to share access with one of the adjacent properties. The adjoining parcel to the east is developed with a 
multi-tenant commercial building and exclusive access, but it does not have the same degree of physical constraints 
seen on the subject site. As further rationale for the proposed development, this evaluation of the potential for shared 
accesses in the future is provided. A graphic presenting the following discussion in map form is attached as Exhibit E.  

Together, the combined frontage length of the properties evaluated here is 642 feet: the subject site has approximately 
494 feet of frontage and the adjoining site to the east (2500 Willamette Falls Drive, the 2500 Building) has approximately 
148 feet. The City’s minimum arterial access spacing standard of 150 feet could allow up to four accesses along the two 
sites’ combined frontage. One driveway currently exists on the adjoining site, and two are proposed on the subject site.  

Near the east portion of the subject site’s frontage, the lone existing public street intersection within the combined 642 
feet of frontage, at 6th Street and Willamette Falls Drive, provides a logical place for one access, and the 2500 site 
already has developed a driveway there.1 Early in this project’s design development phase, the applicant approached 
the adjacent property owner to request a connection to the existing driveway, but that owner declined. The alignment 
of the driveway with 6th Street makes this the preferred location for a shared access in the future; however, 
accomplishing that would require creation of a right of access for the benefit of the subject property. In that case, it 
would be feasible to realign the on-site circulation to form a “Y” immediately north of the 2500 Building’s driveway and 

                                                           
1 7th Street also intersects the frontage road segment of Willamette Falls Drive within the 642 feet of combined frontage. However, 
due to a grade separation between the frontage road and the mainline, it is not likely that 7th Street will be extended to intersect 
the Willamette Falls Drive mainline. Consequently, there is no need to consider a future driveway aligned with 7th Street. 
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Peak Description Date Time Customer No. Notes
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 11:47:05 PM 1
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 11:10:58 PM 2
User Logged Off By Host 2/18/2016 10:47:31 PM
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 10:20:31 PM 3
Granted Entry 2/18/2016 9:33:34 PM 4
Granted Entry 2/18/2016 9:26:45 PM 5
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 9:15:40 PM 6
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 9:01:22 PM 7
Granted Entry 2/18/2016 8:49:59 PM 4
Denied Unknown User 2/18/2016 8:49:53 PM
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 8:42:50 PM 8
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 7:55:05 PM 9
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 7:46:38 PM 9
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 7:38:34 PM 9
Granted Entry 2/18/2016 7:35:34 PM 9
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 7:17:25 PM 10
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 7:14:56 PM 9
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 7:12:13 PM 10
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 6:47:17 PM 9
Denied Unknown User 2/18/2016 6:47:10 PM
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 6:46:50 PM 9
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 6:15:56 PM 9
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 6:13:23 PM 9
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 6:02:50 PM 9
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 6:01:19 PM 9

PM Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 5:44:20 PM 9 Customer No. 9: appears to have been on site throughout the 4 6 period
PM Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 5:22:38 PM 9 Customer No. 4: arrived during the 4 6 period, and presumably also departed
PM Granted Entry 2/18/2016 5:05:49 PM 4 Customer No. 5: arrived during the 4 6 period, and presumably also departed
PM Denied Unknown User 2/18/2016 5:05:43 PM All other users appear to have departed before 4:00 PM or to have arrived after 6:00 PM.
PM Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 5:01:01 PM 9 TOTAL: 2 entering trips + 2 exiting trips (in 2 hours)
PM Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 4:55:51 PM 4 Based on the timestamps, we could assume these 4 trips all occurred within a single hour.
PM Granted Entry 2/18/2016 4:50:09 PM 5
PM User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 4:43:06 PM 4
PM Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 4:38:47 PM 9
PM Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 4:38:05 PM 9

Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 3:59:46 PM 9
Granted Entry 2/18/2016 3:55:39 PM 9
Granted Entry 2/18/2016 3:55:39 PM 9
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 2:56:48 PM 11
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 2:29:52 PM 11
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 2:26:22 PM 12
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 1:53:05 PM 5
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 1:14:32 PM 13
User Logged Off By Host 2/18/2016 12:53:40 PM
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 12:50:33 PM 14
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 12:49:27 PM 13
Denied Unknown User 2/18/2016 12:49:00 PM
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 12:46:24 PM 14
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 12:38:57 PM 15
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Peak Description Date Time Customer No. Notes
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 12:23:47 PM 15
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 12:11:01 PM 15
Granted Entry 2/18/2016 12:06:33 PM 16
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 12:03:48 PM 16
Granted Entry 2/18/2016 11:58:51 AM 15
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 11:54:04 AM 15
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 11:47:04 AM 1
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 11:40:33 AM 1
Granted Entry 2/18/2016 11:10:57 AM 2
Granted Entry 2/18/2016 10:48:14 AM 17
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 10:45:22 AM 5
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 10:44:21 AM 5
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 10:41:59 AM 2
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 10:41:31 AM 17
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 10:40:00 AM 17
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 10:35:20 AM 17
Granted Entry 2/18/2016 10:31:00 AM 5
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 10:26:51 AM 17
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 10:20:30 AM 3
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 10:18:59 AM 17
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 10:04:41 AM 17
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 9:58:44 AM 17
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 9:52:06 AM 17
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 9:34:56 AM 17
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 9:33:13 AM 17
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 9:17:39 AM 17
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 9:15:39 AM 6
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 9:05:42 AM 17
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 9:01:21 AM 7

AM Granted Entry 2/18/2016 8:57:16 AM 11 Customer No. 11: arrived during the 7 9 period, and presumably also departed
AM Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 8:56:00 AM 17 Customer No. 17: arrived during the 7 9 period and remained on site
AM Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 8:53:35 AM 11 Customer No. 18: arrived during the 7 9 period, and presumably also departed
AM Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 8:52:15 AM 11 Customer No. 8: arrived during the 7 9 period, and presumably also departed
AM Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 8:45:50 AM 17 All other users appear to have departed before 7:00 AM or to have arrived after 9:00 AM.
AM User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 8:42:56 AM 18 TOTAL: 4 entering trips + 3 exiting trips (in 2 hours)
AM Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 8:42:49 AM 8 Based on the timestamps, we could assume these 7 trips all occurred within a single hour.
AM Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 8:20:24 AM 17

User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 6:09:23 AM 19
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 5:51:56 AM 5
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 4:43:05 AM 4
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 4:06:02 AM 11
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 3:44:45 AM 20
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 3:18:29 AM 14
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 2:02:07 AM 15
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 1:56:04 AM Temporary Code
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 1:30:32 AM 21
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 1:13:34 AM 22
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 12:27:49 AM 23
Granted Elevator 2/18/2016 12:14:56 AM 4
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Peak Description Date Time Customer No. Notes
User Cleared By ReArm 2/18/2016 12:13:26 AM 24
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 10:49:09 PM 25
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 9:57:10 PM 3
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 8:42:55 PM 18
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 8:38:49 PM 18
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 8:35:30 PM 8
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 7:06:32 PM 4
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 6:34:52 PM 26
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 6:09:22 PM 19

PM Granted Entry 2/17/2016 5:51:55 PM 5 Customer No. 5: arrived during the 4 6 period, and presumably also departed
PM Granted Entry 2/17/2016 5:43:26 PM 5 Customer No. 11: arrived during the 7 9 period, and presumably also departed
PM Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 4:06:01 PM 11 TOTAL: 2 entering trips + 2 exiting trips (in 2 hours)

Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 3:44:44 PM 20 Based on the timestamps, we could assume only 2 trips (1 entering + 1 exiting) occurred within a single hour.
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 3:18:28 PM 14
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 3:10:02 PM 14
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 3:08:54 PM 20
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 2:40:35 PM 20
Granted Entry 2/17/2016 2:39:24 PM 20
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 2:02:06 PM 15
Granted Entry 2/17/2016 1:56:03 PM Temporary Code
Granted Entry 2/17/2016 1:54:02 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 1:43:45 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 1:40:41 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 1:30:31 PM 21
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 1:27:25 PM 11
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 1:13:33 PM 22
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 1:12:42 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 1:08:35 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 12:59:48 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 12:57:14 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 12:48:02 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 12:42:40 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 12:42:28 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 12:42:14 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 12:35:46 PM 22
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 12:27:48 PM 23
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 12:13:25 PM 24
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 11:31:21 AM 19
Denied Unknown User 2/17/2016 11:31:13 AM
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 11:29:33 AM 19
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 11:29:33 AM 19
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 11:27:34 AM 24
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 11:05:02 AM 27
Granted Entry 2/17/2016 10:49:08 AM 25
Granted Entry 2/17/2016 9:57:09 AM 3
Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 9:54:00 AM 3

AM Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 8:35:29 AM 8 Customer No. 8: arrived during the 7 9 period, and presumably also departed
AM Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 7:58:50 AM 27 Customer No. 27: arrived during the 7 9 period, and presumably also departed
AM Granted Entry 2/17/2016 7:06:31 AM 4 Customer No. 4: presumably departed during the 7 9 period
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Peak Description Date Time Customer No. Notes
AM Granted Elevator 2/17/2016 7:01:36 AM 4 TOTAL: 2 entering trips + 3 exiting trips (in 2 hours)

User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 6:58:27 AM 4 Based on the timestamps, we could assume only 4 trips (2 entering + 2 exiting) occurred within a single hour.
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 6:38:19 AM 5
Granted Entry 2/17/2016 6:34:51 AM 26
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 5:17:13 AM 28
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 4:49:31 AM Temporary Code
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 4:14:17 AM 29
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 3:28:11 AM 11
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 2:37:45 AM 30
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 1:35:18 AM 31
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 1:31:58 AM 32
User Cleared By ReArm 2/17/2016 12:15:06 AM 33
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 10:17:20 PM 3
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 9:12:22 PM 34
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 8:59:05 PM 35
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 7:13:52 PM 8
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 6:58:26 PM 4
Granted Entry 2/16/2016 6:38:18 PM 5
Granted Entry 2/16/2016 6:38:06 PM 5
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 6:03:11 PM 5

PM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 5:32:45 PM 5 Customer No. 5: arrived during the 4 6 period
PM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 5:19:08 PM 5 Customer No. 28: arrived during the 4 6 period, and presumably also departed
PM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 5:17:12 PM 28 Temporary Code: presumably departed during the 4 6 period
PM Granted Entry 2/16/2016 4:49:30 PM Temporary Code Customer No. 29: presumably departed during the 4 6 period
PM Granted Entry 2/16/2016 4:48:20 PM Temporary Code TOTAL: 2 entering trips + 3 exiting trips (in 2 hours)
PM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 4:37:15 PM Temporary Code Based on the timestamps, we could assume these 5 trips all occurred within a single hour.
PM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 4:36:44 PM Temporary Code
PM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 4:30:24 PM Temporary Code
PM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 4:27:56 PM Temporary Code
PM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 4:20:30 PM Temporary Code
PM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 4:16:15 PM Temporary Code
PM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 4:15:59 PM Temporary Code
PM Granted Entry 2/16/2016 4:14:16 PM 29
PM Granted Entry 2/16/2016 4:12:39 PM Temporary Code
PM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 4:09:11 PM Temporary Code
PM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 4:01:46 PM Temporary Code

Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 3:57:54 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 3:55:20 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 3:54:18 PM Temporary Code
Granted Entry 2/16/2016 3:52:36 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 3:47:27 PM 29
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 3:46:24 PM 29
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 3:44:02 PM Temporary Code
Denied Unknown User 2/16/2016 3:43:52 PM
Granted Entry 2/16/2016 3:43:22 PM 29
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 3:41:58 PM Temporary Code
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 3:28:09 PM 11
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 2:37:44 PM 30
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 2:35:24 PM 30
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Peak Description Date Time Customer No. Notes
Granted Entry 2/16/2016 1:35:17 PM 31
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 1:31:56 PM 32
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 12:22:59 PM 31
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 12:15:04 PM 33
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 11:44:01 AM 27
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 10:17:19 AM 3
Granted Entry 2/16/2016 9:25:12 AM 27
Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 9:12:21 AM 34

AM Granted Entry 2/16/2016 8:59:04 AM 35 Customer No. 35: arrived during the 7 9 period
AM User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 8:43:28 AM 5 Customer No. 5: arrived during the 7 9 period, and presumably also departed
AM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 8:29:05 AM 27 Customer No. 27: arrived during the 7 9 period, and presumably also departed
AM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 8:16:30 AM 11 Customer No. 11: arrived during the 7 9 period, and presumably also departed
AM Granted Entry 2/16/2016 7:13:51 AM 8 Customer No. 8: presumably departed during the 7 9 period
AM Denied Unknown User 2/16/2016 7:13:44 AM Customer No. 4: presumably departed during the 7 9 period
AM Denied Unknown User 2/16/2016 7:13:37 AM TOTAL: 4 entering trips + 5 exiting trips (in 2 hours)
AM Granted Entry 2/16/2016 7:06:53 AM 4 Based on the timestamps, we could assume only 7 trips (4 entering + 3 exiting) occurred within a single hour.
AM Denied Unknown User 2/16/2016 7:06:47 AM
AM Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 7:00:29 AM 4

Granted Elevator 2/16/2016 6:59:55 AM 8
Denied Unknown User 2/16/2016 6:59:42 AM
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 6:12:20 AM 4
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 5:00:19 AM 36
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 4:56:31 AM 37
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 2:51:44 AM 38
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 2:30:24 AM 39
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 2:25:00 AM 13
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 1:54:57 AM 40
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 1:24:53 AM 7
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 1:14:18 AM 18
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 12:52:06 AM 41
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 12:25:25 AM 42
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 12:22:08 AM 31
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 12:14:20 AM 43
User Cleared By ReArm 2/16/2016 12:09:08 AM 44

AM Trip Generation Summary
Enter Exit

Tue 2/16 4 3
Wed 2/17 2 2
Thu 2/18 4 3
AVG 3 3

PM Trip Generation Summary
Enter Exit

Tue 2/16 2 3
Wed 2/17 1 1
Thu 2/18 2 2
AVG 2 2
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Type of peak hour being reported: Intersection Peak Method for determining peak hour: Total Entering Volume

Report generated on 4/21/2015 9:29 AM SOURCE: Quality Counts, LLC (http://www.qualitycounts.net) 1-877-580-2212

LOCATION: 10th St -- Willamette Falls Dr QC JOB #: 13358501
CITY/STATE: West Linn, OR DATE: Tue, Apr 14 2015

5-Min Count
Period

Beginning At

10th St
(Northbound)

10th St
(Southbound)

Willamette Falls Dr
(Eastbound)

Willamette Falls Dr
(Westbound)

Total Hourly
Totals

Left Thru Right U Left Thru Right U Left Thru Right U Left Thru Right U
7:00 AM 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 11 5 0 0 0 18 10 0 49
7:05 AM 0 0 0 0 7 0 7 0 25 7 0 0 0 22 14 0 82
7:10 AM 0 0 0 0 9 0 12 0 20 7 0 0 0 27 12 0 87
7:15 AM 0 0 0 0 2 0 8 0 15 9 0 0 0 30 17 0 81
7:20 AM 0 0 0 0 6 0 19 0 22 14 0 0 0 23 18 0 102
7:25 AM 0 0 0 0 8 0 9 0 18 9 0 0 0 29 14 0 87
7:30 AM 0 0 0 0 9 0 16 0 25 12 0 0 0 24 14 0 100
7:35 AM 0 0 0 0 5 0 25 0 32 9 0 0 0 27 16 0 114
7:40 AM 0 0 0 0 9 0 21 0 31 16 0 0 0 29 8 0 114
7:45 AM 0 0 0 0 5 0 21 0 40 16 0 0 0 20 12 0 114
7:50 AM 0 0 0 0 1 0 18 0 35 15 0 0 0 22 16 0 107
7:55 AM 0 0 0 0 9 0 12 0 20 10 0 0 0 20 20 0 91 1128
8:00 AM 0 0 0 0 9 0 16 0 15 15 0 0 0 23 12 0 90 1169
8:05 AM 0 0 0 0 11 0 12 0 12 16 0 0 0 13 9 0 73 1160
8:10 AM 0 0 0 0 12 0 13 0 15 12 0 0 0 22 14 0 88 1161
8:15 AM 0 0 0 0 8 0 10 0 15 12 0 0 0 32 10 0 87 1167
8:20 AM 0 0 0 0 10 0 11 0 24 14 0 0 0 20 17 0 96 1161
8:25 AM 0 0 0 0 3 0 18 0 11 6 0 0 0 32 17 0 87 1161
8:30 AM 0 0 0 0 3 0 6 0 16 8 0 0 0 23 15 0 71 1132
8:35 AM 0 0 0 0 8 0 10 0 12 7 0 0 0 29 13 0 79 1097
8:40 AM 0 0 0 0 4 0 14 0 14 6 0 0 0 17 9 0 64 1047
8:45 AM 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0 17 10 0 0 0 16 7 0 69 1002
8:50 AM 0 0 0 0 3 0 13 0 19 6 0 0 0 14 10 0 65 960
8:55 AM 0 0 0 0 3 0 16 0 6 4 0 0 0 15 12 0 56 925

Peak 15-Min Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound
TotalFlowrates Left Thru Right U Left Thru Right U Left Thru Right U Left Thru Right U

All Vehicles 0 0 0 0 76 0 268 0 412 164 0 0 0 304 144 0 1368
Heavy Trucks 0 0 0 0 0 28 32 16 0 0 12 4 92
Pedestrians 0 0 0 0 0

Bicycles 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Railroad

Stopped Buses
Comments:

Peak-Hour: 7:05 AM -- 8:05 AM
Peak 15-Min: 7:35 AM -- 7:50 AM

0 0 0

790184

298

139

0 0

296

173

0

263

437

469

471

0

218

480

0.85

0.0 0.0 0.0

2.50.08.7

5.4

5.8

0.0 0.0

5.1

6.9

0.0

6.8

5.5

5.8

5.9

0.0

4.6

6.5

0

0

1 0

0 0 0

000

0

0

0 0

0

0

NA

NA

NA NA

NA

NA

NA NA
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Type of peak hour being reported: Intersection Peak Method for determining peak hour: Total Entering Volume

Report generated on 4/21/2015 9:29 AM SOURCE: Quality Counts, LLC (http://www.qualitycounts.net) 1-877-580-2212

LOCATION: 10th St -- Willamette Falls Dr QC JOB #: 13358502
CITY/STATE: West Linn, OR DATE: Tue, Apr 14 2015

5-Min Count
Period

Beginning At

10th St
(Northbound)

10th St
(Southbound)

Willamette Falls Dr
(Eastbound)

Willamette Falls Dr
(Westbound)

Total Hourly
Totals

Left Thru Right U Left Thru Right U Left Thru Right U Left Thru Right U
4:00 PM 0 0 0 0 8 0 16 0 28 37 0 0 0 5 5 0 99
4:05 PM 0 0 0 0 11 0 8 0 24 40 0 0 0 18 12 0 113
4:10 PM 0 0 0 0 14 0 13 0 23 35 0 0 0 10 7 0 102
4:15 PM 0 0 0 0 20 0 7 0 28 37 0 0 0 12 17 0 121
4:20 PM 0 0 0 0 11 0 17 0 32 40 0 0 0 15 12 0 127
4:25 PM 0 0 0 0 15 0 19 0 21 43 0 0 0 13 11 0 122
4:30 PM 0 0 0 0 7 0 18 0 28 42 0 0 0 7 12 0 114
4:35 PM 0 0 0 0 14 0 16 0 33 34 0 0 0 10 12 0 119
4:40 PM 0 0 0 0 17 0 25 0 30 42 0 0 0 15 10 0 139
4:45 PM 0 0 0 0 13 0 21 0 31 36 0 0 0 20 9 0 130
4:50 PM 0 0 0 0 5 0 24 0 39 34 0 0 0 16 10 0 128
4:55 PM 0 0 0 0 13 0 32 0 34 33 0 0 0 10 11 0 133 1447
5:00 PM 0 0 0 0 11 0 37 0 34 38 0 0 0 14 12 0 146 1494
5:05 PM 0 0 0 0 14 0 24 0 29 39 0 0 0 18 3 0 127 1508
5:10 PM 0 0 0 0 22 0 25 0 34 34 0 0 0 11 14 0 140 1546
5:15 PM 0 0 0 0 16 0 18 0 36 28 0 0 0 18 7 0 123 1548
5:20 PM 0 0 0 0 12 0 18 0 26 37 0 0 0 10 15 0 118 1539
5:25 PM 0 0 0 0 10 0 22 0 24 20 0 0 0 25 12 0 113 1530
5:30 PM 0 0 0 0 15 0 22 0 26 35 0 0 0 23 11 0 132 1548
5:35 PM 0 0 0 0 11 0 27 0 39 14 0 0 0 13 9 0 113 1542
5:40 PM 0 0 0 0 13 0 13 0 28 34 0 0 0 13 9 0 110 1513
5:45 PM 0 0 0 0 9 0 16 0 21 28 0 0 0 11 6 0 91 1474
5:50 PM 0 0 0 0 12 0 16 0 33 28 0 0 0 11 6 0 106 1452
5:55 PM 0 0 0 0 12 0 24 0 24 36 0 0 0 12 11 0 119 1438

Peak 15-Min Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound
TotalFlowrates Left Thru Right U Left Thru Right U Left Thru Right U Left Thru Right U

All Vehicles 0 0 0 0 188 0 344 0 388 444 0 0 0 172 116 0 1652
Heavy Trucks 0 0 0 4 0 4 8 12 0 0 4 0 32
Pedestrians 0 0 4 0 4

Bicycles 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Railroad

Stopped Buses
Comments:

Peak-Hour: 4:20 PM -- 5:20 PM
Peak 15-Min: 5:00 PM -- 5:15 PM

0 0 0

1580276

381

443

0 0

167

123

0

434

824

290

504

0

601

443

0.94

0.0 0.0 0.0

1.90.02.5

3.4

2.5

0.0 0.0

1.8

2.4

0.0

2.3

2.9

2.1

3.2

0.0

2.3

2.3

0

0

3 0

0 0 0

000

0

1

0 0

0

0

NA

NA

NA NA

NA

NA

NA NA
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Exhibit E - Shared
Driveway Exhibit
NW Self Storage

West Linn, Oregon

LEGEND

Tax Lots

Subject Site

Proposed Driveway

Date:  4/6/2016
File: West Linn Base

Map Created By:  WCW
Project No: 2150120.00

1 inch = 60 feet

0 60 12030
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Clackamas County
Department of Assessment and Taxation

150 Beavercreek Rd
Oregon City, Oregon 97045

503-655-8671

Property Account Summary

Parcel Number 00409329 Situs Address NO SITUS , ADDRESS, OR

General Information

Alternate Property # 21E35D 02000

Property Description 147 WILLAMETTE TRS PT LT 33 &VAC ST

Property Category Land &/or Buildings

Status Active, Locally Assessed

Tax Code Area 003-002

Remarks

Tax Rate

Description Rate

Taxable Fire District Value 1.8911

Taxable Value 16.5897

Property Characteristics

Neighborhood 15831: West Linn/Willamette old town 100, 101

Land Class Category 100: Residential land, vacant

Change property ratio 1XX

Related Properties

No Values Found

Parties

Role Percent Name Address

Taxpayer 100 PATEL JAYANTI 2724 SE 82ND AVE, PORTLAND, OR 97266 

Owner 100 VK NORTHWEST INC 12700 SE MCLOUGHLIN BLVD, MILWAUKIE, OR 97222 

Property Values

Description 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010

AVR Total 872 847 822 798 775

Exempt

TVR Total 872 847 822 798 775

Real Mkt Land 81,067 75,024 75,024 75,528 78,547

Real Mkt Bldg 0 0 0 0 0

Real Mkt Total 81,067 75,024 75,024 75,528 78,547

M5 Mkt Land 81,067 75,024 75,024 75,528 78,547

M5 Mkt Bldg 0 0 0 0 0

M5 SAV 0 0 0 0 0

SAVL (MAV Use Portion)

MAV (Market Portion) 872 847 822 798 775

Mkt Exception 0 0 0 0 0

AV Exception 0 0 0 0 0

Active Exemptions
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No Exemptions Found

Events

Effective Date Entry Date-Time Type Remarks

05/08/2007
2007-05-17 
10:57:00.000

Recording Processed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 160132, Bargain & Sale, Recording 
No.: 2007-039604 05/08/2007 by ROMANSIE

04/30/2007
2007-05-07 
14:38:00.000

Taxpayer Changed Property Transfer Filing No.: 159469 04/30/2007 by CINDYSIM

04/30/2007
2007-05-07 
14:38:00.000

Recording Processed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 159469, Warranty Deed, Recording 
No.: 2007-037265 04/30/2007 by CINDYSIM

04/05/2004
2004-04-05 
10:05:00.000

Annexation Completed 
For Property

Annex to TVFR, Ord 03-13 for 2004-Revise TCA Membership by 
JENMAYO

05/14/2001
2001-05-17 
15:05:00.000

Recording Processed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 32346, Quit Claim Deed, Recording 
No.: 2001-034951 05/14/2001 by LAURIEB

05/14/2001
2001-05-17 
15:05:00.000

Taxpayer Changed Property Transfer Filing No.: 32346 05/14/2001 by LAURIEB

08/16/1999
1999-09-10 
08:51:00.000

Recording Processed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 1601, Warranty Deed, Recording 
No.: 1999-080932

08/16/1999
1999-09-10 
08:51:00.000

Taxpayer Changed Property Transfer Filing No.: 1601

07/01/1999
1999-07-01 

12:00:00.000

Ownership at 

Conversion
Warranty Deed: 96-78650, 10/1/96, $ 195000

Taxes

Tax Year Category TCA/District Charged Minimum Balance Due Due Date

1993 Property Tax Principal 003-002 56.26 0.00 0.00 11/15/1993

1994 Property Tax Principal 003-002 54.64 0.00 0.00 11/15/1994

1995 Property Tax Principal 003-002 7.81 0.00 0.00 11/15/1995

1996 Property Tax Principal 003-002 511.97 0.00 0.00 11/15/1996

1997 Property Tax Principal 003-002 8.57 0.00 0.00 11/15/1997

1998 Property Tax Principal 003-002 9.47 0.00 0.00 11/15/1998

1999 Property Tax Principal 003-002 8.80 0.00 0.00 11/15/1999

2000 Property Tax Principal 003-002 10.38 0.00 0.00 11/15/2000

2001 Property Tax Principal 003-002 10.47 0.00 0.00 11/15/2001

2002 Property Tax Principal 003-002 10.87 0.00 0.00 11/15/2002

2003 Property Tax Principal 003-002 11.15 0.00 0.00 11/15/2003

2004 Property Tax Principal 003-002 11.81 0.00 0.00 11/15/2004

2005 Property Tax Principal 003-002 12.21 0.00 0.00 11/15/2005

2006 Property Tax Principal 003-002 12.71 0.00 0.00 11/15/2006

2007 Property Tax Principal 003-002 12.80 0.00 0.00 11/15/2007

2008 Property Tax Principal 003-002 13.05 0.00 0.00 11/15/2008

2009 Property Tax Principal 003-002 13.92 0.00 0.00 11/15/2009

2010 Property Tax Principal 003-002 14.43 0.00 0.00 11/15/2010

2011 Property Tax Principal 003-002 14.76 0.00 0.00 11/15/2011

2012 Property Tax Principal 003-002 15.38 0.00 0.00 11/15/2012

2013 Property Tax Principal 003-002 15.73 0.00 0.00 11/15/2013

2014 Property Tax Principal 003-002 16.12 0.00 0.00 11/15/2014

TOTAL Due as of 2015/03/02 0.00

Receipts

Date Receipt Amount Applied Amount Due Tendered Change

2014/11/18 3787856 16.12 16.12 15.64 0.00

2013/11/15 3584923 15.73 15.73 15.26 0.00

2012/11/20 3419243 15.38 15.38 14.92 0.00

2011/11/16 3194974 14.76 14.76 14.32 0.00

2010/11/04 2897927 14.43 14.43 14.00 0.00

2009/11/17 2792000 13.92 13.92 13.50 0.00

2008/11/20 2602873 13.05 13.05 12.66 0.00
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2007/11/13 2329272 12.80 12.80 12.42 0.00

2006/11/07 2117981 12.71 12.71 12.33 0.00

2005/11/04 1929399 12.21 12.21 11.84 0.00

2004/11/04 1745523 11.81 11.81 11.46 0.00

2003/11/18 1645058 11.15 11.15 10.82 0.00

2002/11/15 1436148 10.87 10.87 10.54 0.00

2001/11/20 1287397 10.47 10.47 10.16 0.00

2000/11/15 1066333 10.38 10.38 10.07 0.00

1999/11/22 942023 8.80 8.80 8.54 0.00

1998/11/15 268518 9.47 9.47 9.19 0.00

1997/11/15 268517 8.57 8.57 8.31 0.00

1996/11/15 268516 511.97 511.97 496.61 0.00

1995/11/15 268515 7.81 7.81 7.58 0.00

1994/11/15 268514 54.64 54.64 53.00 0.00

1993/11/15 268513 56.26 56.26 54.57 0.00

Sales History 

Transfer Date Recording Number Sale Amount Deed Type Grantee Grantor

04/30/2007 2007-037265 100,000 M PATEL JAYANTI WEST LINN LAW CENTER LLC 

04/27/2007 2007-039604 0 S VK NORTHWEST INC PATEL JAYANTI 

08/16/1999 1999-080932 282,500 M BLUNCK LAWRENCE P & KAREN J POLK ARNOLD S 

08/01/1999 1999-080932 282,500

10/01/1996 1996-078650 195,000

03/01/1991 1991-011056 80,000

Property Details

Living Area Sq Ft Manf Struct Size Year Built Improvement Grade Stories Bedrooms Full Baths Half Baths

Developed by ASIX, Incorporated. 
@2005 All rights reserved.

Version 1.0.3357.16890 
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Clackamas County
Department of Assessment and Taxation

150 Beavercreek Rd
Oregon City, Oregon 97045

503-655-8671

Property Account Summary

Parcel Number 01814978 Situs Address NO SITUS , ADDRESS, OR

General Information

Alternate Property # 21E35D 05300

Property Description 147 WILLAMETTE TRS VAC ST

Property Category Land &/or Buildings

Status Active, Locally Assessed

Tax Code Area 003-002

Remarks

Tax Rate

Description Rate

Taxable Fire District Value 1.8911

Taxable Value 16.5897

Property Characteristics

Neighborhood 15851: Willamette newer 100, 101

Land Class Category 100: Residential land, vacant

Change property ratio 1XX

Related Properties

No Values Found

Parties

Role Percent Name Address

Taxpayer 100 PATEL JAYANTI 2724 SE 82ND AVE, PORTLAND, OR 97266 

Owner 100 VK NORTHWEST INC 12700 SE MCLOUGHLIN BLVD, MILWAUKIE, OR 97222 

Property Values

Description 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010

AVR Total 2,730 2,650 2,573 2,498 2,425

Exempt

TVR Total 2,730 2,650 2,573 2,498 2,425

Real Mkt Land 3,636 3,366 3,366 3,587 3,734

Real Mkt Bldg 0 0 0 0 0

Real Mkt Total 3,636 3,366 3,366 3,587 3,734

M5 Mkt Land 3,636 3,366 3,366 3,587 3,734

M5 Mkt Bldg 0 0 0 0 0

M5 SAV 0 0 0 0 0

SAVL (MAV Use Portion)

MAV (Market Portion) 2,730 2,650 2,573 2,498 2,425

Mkt Exception 0 0 0 0 0

AV Exception 0 0 0 0 0

Active Exemptions
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No Exemptions Found

Events

Effective Date Entry Date-Time Type Remarks

05/08/2007
2007-05-17 
10:25:00.000

Recording Processed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 160129, Bargain & Sale, Recording 
No.: 2007-039604 05/08/2007 by ROMANSIE

04/30/2007
2007-05-07 
14:38:00.000

Taxpayer Changed Property Transfer Filing No.: 159469 04/30/2007 by CINDYSIM

04/30/2007
2007-05-07 
14:38:00.000

Recording Processed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 159469, Warranty Deed, Recording 
No.: 2007-037265 04/30/2007 by CINDYSIM

04/05/2004
2004-04-05 
10:05:00.000

Annexation Completed 
For Property

Annex to TVFR, Ord 03-13 for 2004-Revise TCA Membership by 
JENMAYO

05/14/2001
2001-05-17 
15:05:00.000

Recording Processed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 32346, Quit Claim Deed, Recording 
No.: 2001-034951 05/14/2001 by LAURIEB

05/14/2001
2001-05-17 
15:05:00.000

Taxpayer Changed Property Transfer Filing No.: 32346 05/14/2001 by LAURIEB

08/16/1999
1999-09-10 
08:51:00.000

Recording Processed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 1601, Warranty Deed, Recording 
No.: 1999-080932

08/16/1999
1999-09-10 
08:51:00.000

Taxpayer Changed Property Transfer Filing No.: 1601

07/01/1999
1999-07-01 

12:00:00.000

Ownership at 

Conversion
Bargain and Sale: 98-34964, 10/1/97, $ 9008

Taxes

Tax Year Category TCA/District Charged Minimum Balance Due Due Date

1998 Property Tax Interest 003-002 0.39 0.00 0.00 11/15/1998

1998 Property Tax Principal 003-002 29.28 0.00 0.00 11/15/1998

1999 Property Tax Principal 003-002 27.49 0.00 0.00 11/15/1999

2000 Property Tax Principal 003-002 31.94 0.00 0.00 11/15/2000

2001 Property Tax Principal 003-002 31.47 0.00 0.00 11/15/2001

2002 Property Tax Principal 003-002 32.99 0.00 0.00 11/15/2002

2003 Property Tax Principal 003-002 33.92 0.00 0.00 11/15/2003

2004 Property Tax Principal 003-002 36.41 0.00 0.00 11/15/2004

2005 Property Tax Principal 003-002 38.20 0.00 0.00 11/15/2005

2006 Property Tax Principal 003-002 39.79 0.00 0.00 11/15/2006

2007 Property Tax Principal 003-002 40.03 0.00 0.00 11/15/2007

2008 Property Tax Principal 003-002 40.85 0.00 0.00 11/15/2008

2009 Property Tax Principal 003-002 43.60 0.00 0.00 11/15/2009

2010 Property Tax Principal 003-002 45.16 0.00 0.00 11/15/2010

2011 Property Tax Principal 003-002 45.97 0.00 0.00 11/15/2011

2012 Property Tax Principal 003-002 46.26 0.00 0.00 11/15/2012

2013 Property Tax Principal 003-002 46.75 0.00 0.00 11/15/2013

2014 Property Tax Principal 003-002 48.72 0.00 0.00 11/15/2014

TOTAL Due as of 2015/03/02 0.00

Receipts

Date Receipt Amount Applied Amount Due Tendered Change

2014/11/18 3787855 48.72 48.72 47.26 0.00

2013/11/15 3584922 46.75 46.75 45.35 0.00

2012/11/20 3419242 46.26 46.26 44.87 0.00

2011/11/16 3194973 45.97 45.97 44.59 0.00

2010/11/04 2897928 45.16 45.16 43.81 0.00

2009/11/17 2787613 43.60 43.60 42.29 0.00

2008/11/20 2602874 40.85 40.85 39.62 0.00

2007/11/13 2329273 40.03 40.03 38.83 0.00

2006/11/07 2117980 39.79 39.79 38.60 0.00

2005/11/04 1929183 38.20 38.20 37.05 0.00

2004/11/04 1745524 36.41 36.41 35.32 0.00
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2003/11/18 1645110 33.92 33.92 32.90 0.00

2002/11/18 1453861 32.99 32.99 32.00 0.00

2001/11/20 1287396 31.47 31.47 30.53 0.00

2000/11/15 1066332 31.94 31.94 30.98 0.00

1999/11/22 938911 27.49 27.49 26.67 0.00

1998/11/15 268519 29.67 29.67 29.67 0.00

Sales History 

Transfer Date Recording Number Sale Amount Deed Type Grantee Grantor

04/30/2007 2007-037265 100,000 X PATEL JAYANTI WEST LINN LAW CENTER LLC 

04/27/2007 2007-039604 0 S VK NORTHWEST INC PATEL JAYANTI 

08/16/1999 1999-080932 282,500 X BLUNCK LAWRENCE P & KAREN J POLK ARNOLD S 

08/01/1999 1999-080932 282,500

10/01/1997 1998-034964 9,008

Property Details

Living Area Sq Ft Manf Struct Size Year Built Improvement Grade Stories Bedrooms Full Baths Half Baths

Developed by ASIX, Incorporated. 

@2005 All rights reserved.

Version 1.0.3357.16890 
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Clackamas County
Department of Assessment and Taxation

150 Beavercreek Rd
Oregon City, Oregon 97045

503-655-8671

Property Account Summary

Parcel Number 00409338 Situs Address 2400 WILLAMETTE FALLS DR , WEST LINN, OR 97068

General Information

Alternate Property # 21E35DD03400

Property Description 147 WILL TRS PT LT 32 &VAC ST

Property Category Land &/or Buildings

Status Active, Locally Assessed

Tax Code Area 003-002

Remarks

Tax Rate

Description Rate

Taxable Fire District Value 1.8911

Taxable Value 16.5897

Property Characteristics

Neighborhood 15831: West Linn/Willamette old town 100, 101

Land Class Category 100: Residential land, vacant

Change property ratio 1XX

Related Properties

No Values Found

Parties

Role Percent Name Address

Taxpayer 100 PATEL VIPUL 2724 SE 82ND AVE, PORTLAND, OR 97266 

Owner 100 VK NORTHWEST INC 12700 SE MCLOUGHLIN BLVD, MILWAUKIE, OR 97222 

Property Values

Description 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010

AVR Total 18,399 17,863 17,343 16,838 16,348

Exempt

TVR Total 18,399 17,863 17,343 16,838 16,348

Real Mkt Land 20,172 18,668 18,668 18,794 19,545

Real Mkt Bldg 0 0 0 0 0

Real Mkt Total 20,172 18,668 18,668 18,794 19,545

M5 Mkt Land 20,172 18,668 18,668 18,794 19,545

M5 Mkt Bldg 0 0 0 0 0

M5 SAV 0 0 0 0 0

SAVL (MAV Use Portion)

MAV (Market Portion) 18,399 17,863 17,343 16,838 16,348

Mkt Exception 0 0 0 0 0

AV Exception 0 0 0 0 0

Active Exemptions
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No Exemptions Found

Events

Effective Date Entry Date-Time Type Remarks

01/29/2015
2015-01-29 
14:34:00.000

The situs address has 
changed

by HEIDIHAR 

04/02/2007
2007-04-12 
16:36:00.000

Recording Processed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 158322, Bargain & Sale, Recording 
No.: 2007-027887 04/02/2007 by CINDYSIM

04/02/2007
2007-04-12 
09:31:00.000

Taxpayer Changed Property Transfer Filing No.: 158298 04/02/2007 by CINDYSIM

04/02/2007
2007-04-12 
09:31:00.000

Recording Processed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 158298, Bargain & Sale, Recording 
No.: 2007-027888 04/02/2007 by CINDYSIM

10/15/2004
2004-10-23 
14:54:00.000

Taxpayer Changed Property Transfer Filing No.: 106248 10/15/2004 by CINDYSIM

10/15/2004
2004-10-23 
14:54:00.000

Recording Processed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 106248, Warranty Deed, Recording 
No.: 2004-095708 10/15/2004 by CINDYSIM

04/05/2004
2004-04-05 
10:05:00.000

Annexation Completed 
For Property

Annex to TVFR, Ord 03-13 for 2004-Revise TCA Membership by 
JENMAYO

07/01/1999
1999-07-01 
12:00:00.000

Ownership at 
Conversion

Conversion deed: 78-41385, , $ 0

Taxes

Tax Year Category TCA/District Charged Minimum Balance Due Due Date

1993 Property Tax Interest 003-002 308.54 0.00 0.00 11/15/1993

1993 Property Tax Principal 003-002 593.35 0.00 0.00 11/15/1993

1994 Property Tax Interest 003-002 282.11 0.00 0.00 11/15/1994

1994 Property Tax Principal 003-002 577.11 0.00 0.00 11/15/1994

1995 Property Tax Interest 003-002 62.05 0.00 0.00 11/15/1995

1995 Property Tax Principal 003-002 179.02 0.00 0.00 11/15/1995

1996 Property Tax Interest 003-002 24.12 0.00 0.00 11/15/1996

1996 Property Tax Principal 003-002 129.20 0.00 0.00 11/15/1996

1997 Property Tax Interest 003-002 5.35 0.00 0.00 11/15/1997

1997 Property Tax Principal 003-002 171.97 0.00 0.00 11/15/1997

1998 Property Tax Interest 003-002 4.21 0.00 0.00 11/15/1998

1998 Property Tax Principal 003-002 189.51 0.00 0.00 11/15/1998

1999 Property Tax Interest 003-002 9.62 0.00 0.00 06/05/2000

1999 Property Tax Principal 003-002 180.46 0.00 0.00 11/15/1999

2000 Property Tax Interest 003-002 13.19 0.00 0.00 06/20/2001

2000 Property Tax Principal 003-002 197.82 0.00 0.00 11/15/2000

2001 Property Tax Interest 003-002 7.68 0.00 0.00 05/14/2002

2001 Property Tax Principal 003-002 192.07 0.00 0.00 11/15/2001

2002 Property Tax Principal 003-002 201.31 0.00 0.00 11/15/2002

2003 Property Tax Principal 003-002 206.81 0.00 0.00 11/15/2003

2004 Property Tax Principal 003-002 222.15 0.00 0.00 11/15/2004

2005 Property Tax Principal 003-002 236.65 0.00 0.00 11/15/2005

2006 Property Tax Principal 003-002 259.78 0.00 0.00 11/15/2006

2007 Property Tax Principal 003-002 269.98 0.00 0.00 11/15/2007

2008 Property Tax Principal 003-002 275.49 0.00 0.00 11/15/2008

2009 Property Tax Principal 003-002 290.63 0.00 0.00 11/15/2009

2010 Property Tax Principal 003-002 283.20 0.00 0.00 11/15/2010

2011 Property Tax Principal 003-002 282.95 0.00 0.00 11/15/2011

2012 Property Tax Principal 003-002 291.66 0.00 0.00 11/15/2012

2013 Property Tax Principal 003-002 295.01 0.00 0.00 11/15/2013

2014 Property Tax Principal 003-002 306.72 0.00 0.00 11/15/2014

TOTAL Due as of 2015/03/02 0.00

Receipts

Date Receipt Amount Applied Amount Due Tendered Change
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2014/11/18 3787854 306.72 306.72 297.52 0.00

2013/11/15 3584921 295.01 295.01 286.16 0.00

2012/11/20 3419241 291.66 291.66 282.91 0.00

2011/11/16 3194972 282.95 282.95 274.46 0.00

2010/11/04 2897929 283.20 283.20 274.70 0.00

2009/11/17 2787615 290.63 290.63 281.91 0.00

2008/11/20 2602871 275.49 275.49 267.23 0.00

2007/11/08 2319463 269.98 269.98 261.88 0.00

2006/10/27 2100294 259.78 259.78 251.99 0.00

2005/11/23 2033738 236.65 236.65 229.55 0.00

2004/10/19 1726580 222.15 222.15 215.49 0.00

2003/11/17 1635681 206.81 206.81 200.61 0.00

2002/11/13 1395521 201.31 3,159.87 3,065.07 0.00

2002/05/14 1342721 199.75 461.22 461.22 0.00

2001/06/20 1171006 211.01 487.13 487.13 0.00

2000/06/05 989506 190.08 438.75 438.76 0.00

1998/11/15 269266 193.72 193.72 193.72 0.00

1997/11/15 269265 177.32 177.32 177.32 0.00

1996/11/15 269264 153.32 153.32 153.32 0.00

1995/11/15 269263 241.07 241.07 241.07 0.00

1994/11/15 269262 859.22 859.22 859.22 0.00

1993/11/15 269261 901.89 901.89 901.89 0.00

Sales History 

Transfer Date Recording Number Sale Amount Deed Type Grantee Grantor

03/28/2007 2007-027888 300,000 S VK NORTHWEST INC PATEL KATEN 

03/28/2007 2007-027887 150,000 S VK NORTHWEST INC VK NORTHWEST INC 

10/15/2004 2004-095708 300,000 X PATEL KATEN MEANS C RAY & MARGARET C 

Property Details

Living Area Sq Ft Manf Struct Size Year Built Improvement Grade Stories Bedrooms Full Baths Half Baths

Developed by ASIX, Incorporated. 
@2005 All rights reserved.

Version 1.0.3357.16890 
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Clackamas County
Department of Assessment and Taxation

150 Beavercreek Rd
Oregon City, Oregon 97045

503-655-8671

Property Account Summary

Parcel Number 00409347 Situs Address 2450 WILLAMETTE FALLS DR , WEST LINN, OR 97068

General Information

Alternate Property # 21E35DD03500

Property Description 147 WILL TRS PT LT 32 &VAC ST

Property Category Land &/or Buildings

Status Active, Locally Assessed

Tax Code Area 003-002

Remarks

Tax Rate

Description Rate

Taxable Fire District Value 1.8911

Taxable Value 16.5897

Property Characteristics

Neighborhood 15831: West Linn/Willamette old town 100, 101

Land Class Category 100: Residential land, vacant

Change property ratio 1XX

Related Properties

No Values Found

Parties

Role Percent Name Address

Taxpayer 100 PATEL VIPUL 2724 SE 82ND AVE, PORTLAND, OR 97266 

Owner 100 VK NORTHWEST INC 12700 SE MCLOUGHLIN BLVD, MILWAUKIE, OR 97222 

Property Values

Description 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010

AVR Total 24,086 23,384 22,703 22,042 21,400

Exempt

TVR Total 24,086 23,384 22,703 22,042 21,400

Real Mkt Land 26,407 24,439 24,439 24,603 25,585

Real Mkt Bldg 0 0 0 0 0

Real Mkt Total 26,407 24,439 24,439 24,603 25,585

M5 Mkt Land 26,407 24,439 24,439 24,603 25,585

M5 Mkt Bldg 0 0 0 0 0

M5 SAV 0 0 0 0 0

SAVL (MAV Use Portion)

MAV (Market Portion) 24,086 23,384 22,703 22,042 21,400

Mkt Exception 0 0 0 0 0

AV Exception 0 0 0 0 0

Active Exemptions
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No Exemptions Found

Events

Effective Date Entry Date-Time Type Remarks

01/29/2015
2015-01-29 
14:35:00.000

The situs address has 
changed

by HEIDIHAR 

04/12/2007
2007-04-12 
09:30:00.000

Taxpayer Changed Party/Property Relationship by CINDYSIM

04/02/2007
2007-04-06 
09:03:00.000

Taxpayer Changed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 157938 04/02/2007 by 
BARBARAHEN

04/02/2007
2007-04-06 
09:03:00.000

Recording Processed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 157938, Bargain & Sale, Recording 
No.: 2007-027888 04/02/2007 by BARBARAHEN

04/02/2007
2007-04-05 
14:25:00.000

Taxpayer Changed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 157909 04/02/2007 by 
BARBARAHEN

04/02/2007
2007-04-05 
14:25:00.000

Recording Processed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 157909, Bargain & Sale, Recording 
No.: 2007-027887 04/02/2007 by BARBARAHEN

10/15/2004
2004-10-23 
14:54:00.000

Taxpayer Changed Property Transfer Filing No.: 106248 10/15/2004 by CINDYSIM

10/15/2004
2004-10-23 
14:54:00.000

Recording Processed
Property Transfer Filing No.: 106248, Warranty Deed, Recording 
No.: 2004-095708 10/15/2004 by CINDYSIM

04/05/2004
2004-04-05 

10:05:00.000

Annexation Completed 

For Property

Annex to TVFR, Ord 03-13 for 2004-Revise TCA Membership by 

JENMAYO

07/01/1999
1999-07-01 
12:00:00.000

Ownership at 
Conversion

Conversion deed: 76-24397, , $ 0

Taxes

Tax Year Category TCA/District Charged Minimum Balance Due Due Date

1993 Property Tax Interest 003-002 411.59 0.00 0.00 11/15/1993

1993 Property Tax Principal 003-002 791.52 0.00 0.00 11/15/1993

1994 Property Tax Interest 003-002 379.95 0.00 0.00 11/15/1994

1994 Property Tax Principal 003-002 769.96 0.00 0.00 11/15/1994

1995 Property Tax Interest 003-002 80.42 0.00 0.00 11/15/1995

1995 Property Tax Principal 003-002 232.01 0.00 0.00 11/15/1995

1996 Property Tax Interest 003-002 31.54 0.00 0.00 11/15/1996

1996 Property Tax Principal 003-002 168.97 0.00 0.00 11/15/1996

1997 Property Tax Interest 003-002 7.00 0.00 0.00 11/15/1997

1997 Property Tax Principal 003-002 224.98 0.00 0.00 11/15/1997

1998 Property Tax Interest 003-002 5.51 0.00 0.00 11/15/1998

1998 Property Tax Principal 003-002 247.88 0.00 0.00 11/15/1998

1999 Property Tax Interest 003-002 12.59 0.00 0.00 06/05/2000

1999 Property Tax Principal 003-002 236.08 0.00 0.00 11/15/1999

2000 Property Tax Interest 003-002 17.25 0.00 0.00 06/20/2001

2000 Property Tax Principal 003-002 258.87 0.00 0.00 11/15/2000

2001 Property Tax Interest 003-002 10.05 0.00 0.00 05/14/2002

2001 Property Tax Principal 003-002 251.42 0.00 0.00 11/15/2001

2002 Property Tax Principal 003-002 263.50 0.00 0.00 11/15/2002

2003 Property Tax Principal 003-002 270.75 0.00 0.00 11/15/2003

2004 Property Tax Principal 003-002 290.82 0.00 0.00 11/15/2004

2005 Property Tax Principal 003-002 309.80 0.00 0.00 11/15/2005

2006 Property Tax Principal 003-002 340.06 0.00 0.00 11/15/2006

2007 Property Tax Principal 003-002 353.41 0.00 0.00 11/15/2007

2008 Property Tax Principal 003-002 360.63 0.00 0.00 11/15/2008

2009 Property Tax Principal 003-002 380.47 0.00 0.00 11/15/2009

2010 Property Tax Principal 003-002 370.72 0.00 0.00 11/15/2010

2011 Property Tax Principal 003-002 370.44 0.00 0.00 11/15/2011

2012 Property Tax Principal 003-002 381.81 0.00 0.00 11/15/2012

2013 Property Tax Principal 003-002 386.19 0.00 0.00 11/15/2013

2014 Property Tax Principal 003-002 401.54 0.00 0.00 11/15/2014

TOTAL Due as of 2015/03/02 0.00
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Receipts

Date Receipt Amount Applied Amount Due Tendered Change

2014/11/18 3787853 401.54 401.54 389.49 0.00

2013/11/15 3584920 386.19 386.19 374.60 0.00

2012/11/20 3419240 381.81 381.81 370.36 0.00

2011/11/16 3194975 370.44 370.44 359.33 0.00

2010/11/04 2897930 370.72 370.72 359.60 0.00

2009/11/17 2792025 380.47 380.47 369.06 0.00

2008/11/20 2602872 360.63 360.63 349.81 0.00

2007/11/08 2312400 353.41 353.41 342.81 0.00

2006/10/27 2100293 340.06 340.06 329.86 0.00

2005/11/23 2033737 309.80 309.80 300.51 0.00

2004/10/19 1726579 290.82 290.82 282.10 0.00

2003/11/17 1635679 270.75 270.75 262.63 0.00

2002/11/13 1395521 263.50 3,159.87 3,065.07 0.00

2002/05/14 1342721 261.47 461.22 461.22 0.00

2001/06/20 1171006 276.12 487.13 487.13 0.00

2000/06/05 989506 248.67 438.75 438.76 0.00

1998/11/15 269272 253.39 253.39 253.39 0.00

1997/11/15 269271 231.98 231.98 231.98 0.00

1996/11/15 269270 200.51 200.51 200.51 0.00

1995/11/15 269269 312.43 312.43 312.43 0.00

1994/11/15 269268 1,149.91 1,149.91 1,149.91 0.00

1993/11/15 269267 1,203.11 1,203.11 1,203.11 0.00

Sales History 

Transfer Date Recording Number Sale Amount Deed Type Grantee Grantor

03/28/2007 2007-027888 300,000 S VK NORTHWEST INC PATEL KATEN 

03/28/2007 2007-027887 150,000 S PATEL KATEN PATEL KATEN 

10/15/2004 2004-095708 300,000 M PATEL KATEN MEANS C RAY & MARGARET C 

Property Details

Living Area Sq Ft Manf Struct Size Year Built Improvement Grade Stories Bedrooms Full Baths Half Baths

Developed by ASIX, Incorporated. 
@2005 All rights reserved.

Version 1.0.3357.16890 
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